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Abstract 

It is forecast that the single biggest challenge to medical care in the twenty-first century will be 

the control of antibiotic resistant bacteria, including multidrug resistant strains. Although 

numerous factors are associated with the rapid emergence of pathogen resistance, the limited 

number of core structures of currently used antibiotics is one of the reasons for this development. 

Unlike other conventional antibiotics, the recently discovered class of lipopeptide antibiotics 

consists of a cyclic peptide head group with an acyl chain that are synthesized by a non-

ribosomal peptide synthetase in association with an acyl carrier protein (ACP). This dissertation 

presents the solution structure of an ACP, LipD that is involved in the acylation of the 

lipopeptide antibiotic friulimicin. Enhanced stability of holo-LipD (LipD with the 

phosphopantetheine group attached) was observed through biophysical investigations. This may 

originate from a subtle change in the helix angles, required for the attachment of the acyl chain. 

Moreover, interaction studies of ACPs with antimicrobial peptides (AMPs) revealed that 

bacterial ACPs can be novel targets for AMPs and that this may perturb the fatty acid synthesis 

to abrogate the pathogenesis of recalcitrant pathogens such as Pseudomonas aeruginosa. We also 

investigated the ligand binding properties of two selected periplasmic binding proteins (PBP). 

Understanding the mechanisms by which PBPs can bind and release various ligands has 

implications for designing biosensors and developing therapeutic compounds that will perturb 

the pathways mediated by PBPs. Detailed biophysical studies of the Escherichia.coli ferric 

citrate binding PBP, FecB, revealed that it could form complexes with a wide variety of different 

tricarboxylic acid-iron complexes. Moreover unexpectedly FecB was found to bind apo-citrate 

and other iron-free tricarboxylic acids with great avidity. Information regarding the plasticity of 

substrate binding by FecB will allow us to design new strategies to overcome bacterial 
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resistance. On the other hand, we demonstrated that E. coli HisJ interacts with L-histidine with 

nM affinity and can also bind 3-methyl-L-histidine, which has been identified as a biomarker for 

muscle wasting. Therefore, HisJ can potentially be used to design a reagentless protein-based 

biosensor for the early detection of this muscle disease.  
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction 
 
1.1. Antibiotics 

The golden era of antibiotics is under siege due to the increase in the number of antibiotic 

resistant pathogenic microorganisms that have recently emerged. Therefore, many of the 

standard treatments for infections have become ineffective. Consequently, the improvements 

achieved for our quality of life and the life expectancy are at a severe risk1,2,3,4. The ability of 

microorganisms to change and evolve in order to withstand environmental challenges has existed 

for millennia5. This ability to sustain themselves under natural pressure is based on the capability 

of bacteria to acquire and modify their genetic material. In general, there are four different 

mechanisms for developing antibiotic resistance, including altering membrane permeability, 

expulsion via efflux pumps, degradation of antibiotics, and modification of the target binding 

protein1 (Fig.1.1).  

Despite being a part of the natural process, the rapid emergence of new antibiotic 

resistant strains has been observed due to the use, misuse or overuse of the currently available 

antimicrobial drugs. Therefore, there has been a sharp rise in the number of antibiotic-resistant 

strains including a new generation of resistant pathogens such as methicillin-resistant 

Staphylococcus aureus, multidrug resistant (MDR) and pandrug-resistant (PDR) Gram-negative 

bacteria, and extensively drug-resistant (XDR) Mycobacterium tuberculosis1,2,6.  

One of the reasons that has contributed to the emergence of the antimicrobial resistance is 

the limited number of structural scaffolds in the available classes of antibiotics. So far almost all 

the new generations of antibiotics have been produced by synthetic tailoring of these common 

scaffolds3. In order to overcome this limitation, there is an urgent need for the discovery of 

antibiotics with new scaffolds. Lipopeptide antibiotics are a new class of antibiotics, which have 
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a characteristic decapeptide core structure. Daptomycin (DAP) is the best known member of this 

class, which is clinically approved to treat infections caused by Gram-positive bacteria7. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. 1. Various mechanisms by which bacteria can develop resistance to antibiotics. After 
gaining access into the cell, antibiotics could be exported back to the outside of the cell by efflux 
pumps. The cell can modify the target of an antibiotic, as well as express enzymes that could 
degrade the antibiotic and even alter the structure of antibiotics. Bacteria are also capable of 
altering their membrane composition that eventually restricts the entry of an antibiotic inside the 
cell. 

Apart from the shortage of proper antibiotic scaffolds, the permeability barrier provided 

by the outer membrane of Gram-negative bacteria is another major obstacle for antibiotics to 

gain access to the cellular machinery of such pathogens. Cationic antimicrobial peptides are of 

potential interest as many of these can tackle membrane impermeability. Since the discovery of 

the fluoroquinolones in 1963, no new classes of antibiotics have been approved to date for the 

treatment of the recalcitrant Gram-negative bacteria8.  
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Targeting different periplasmic proteins could be another mode of action to tackle the 

antibiotic resistant pathogens, as the periplasm is well known for its protective role in Gram-

negative bacteria9. Throughout this thesis we will be investigating bacterial protein structure-

function relationships in order to potentially better understand and mitigate antibiotic resistant 

bacteria including the emerging class of multidrug resistant (MDR) strains. 

 

1.2. Lipopeptide antibiotics 

Acidic lipopeptides produced by microorganisms10 such as Actinoplanes friuliensis, 

various Streptomyces species, and Actinomycete species are a new class of antibiotics, which 

obtain their potency, primarily against Gram-positive bacteria, from their chemical structure. 

These non-ribosomally synthesized peptides consist of a cyclic peptide with multiple non-

proteiogenic amino acids and an N-terminal fatty acid10 (Fig.1.2).  

The lipopeptide antibiotic, DAP, is an important key frontline antibiotic for MDR 

organisms. DAP consists of a 13 amino acid long cyclic polypeptide core attached to a decanoyl 

fatty acid11 (Fig.1.2). The details of the bactericidal mechanisms of DAP have yet to be 

established, but altering the bacterial cell membrane homeostasis is thought to be the primary 

mode of action12. DAP molecules can attach themselves to the cytoplasmic membrane (CM) 

through the acyl chain and form a micelle in a calcium-dependent manner13,14. It has been 

demonstrated that the presence of phosphatidylglycerol head-groups is crucial for DAP 

oligomerization in the outer leaflet of CM15,16. Due to oligomerization of DAP, a pore-like 

structure can be formed, and these pores are highly permeable to Na+, K+, and other alkali metal 

ions (Fig.1.2). Eventually, cell death occurs due to the loss of the membrane potential17. 
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 Although DAP consists of a different scaffold than the conventional antibiotics, DAP 

resistant organisms are already emerging because of adaptive changes in the cell wall and cell 

membrane homeostasis in clinically important organisms such as S. aureus, Enterococcus spp., 

and Streptococcus spp18. In contrast to the membrane-interfering DAP, another structurally 

similar lipopeptide, friulimicin from Actinoplanes. friuliensis, inhibits the cell wall precursor 

cycle by interacting with bactoprenol phosphate19,20 (Fig.1.2). Hence, prompted by the 

emergence of resistance already associated with DAP, we decided to investigate the biosynthetic 

pathway for friulimicin. Specifically, we focused our work on the characterization of a specific 

acyl carrier protein (ACP) that plays a significant role in the acylation reaction of the cyclic 

lipopeptide. Enzymes belong to the acyl-adenylate/thioster-forming superfamily are responsible 

for the acylation reaction of the ACPs21. Enzymes from this superfamily are also of major 

interest for antimalarial drug development22. However, the N-terminal acyl chain of the 

lipopeptide is critical for its activity due to its ability to facilitate penetration of the antibiotic into 

the plasma membrane of Gram-positive bacteria21,23,24.  

1.2.1. Carrier proteins and their role 

ACPs are relatively small proteins (~9 kDa) that are predominately made up of 

negatively charged residues (e.g. Escherichia coli ACP: pI 4.1). ACPs are central to the fatty 

acid synthase  (FAS) system and involved in the synthesis of fatty acids for biological 

membranes and in the post-translational modification of proteins25,26. ACPs are also associated 

with lipid A and lipoic acid biosynthesis as well as with quorum sensing, bioluminescence, and 

toxin production27,28,29,30,31.  

Furthermore, carrier protein modules that closely resemble the bacterial FAS ACP are 

utilized by the Nonribosomal Peptide Synthetase (NRPS) system and PolyKetide Synthase 
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(PKS) systems for the production of important secondary metabolites such as lipopeptide 

antibiotics, iron chelating siderophores and various other secondary metabolites32,33. 

 
Figure 1. 2. Comparison of the structures (a), gene organization of lipopeptide biosynthetic gene 
clusters (b), and modes of action (c) of daptomycin (left panel) and friulimicin (right panel). 
Unusual amino acids that contribute to the formation of the core structures of these lipopeptide 
antibiotics are highlighted in red (a). The ACP and fatty acid activation enzymes (green) are 
located adjacent to the biosynthetic NRPS gene clusters (red) for the lipopeptide core (b). Apo-
daptomycins are associated with the cell membrane through their acyl chains. Daptomycins are 
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oligomerized in the presence of calcium and possibly form a channel. Eventually cell death 
occurs due to ion efflux. Conversely, friulimicin forms a complex with bactoprenol phosphate, 
which is the carrier molecule for cell wall teichoic acid and peptidoglycan precursor molecules. 
Eventually friulimicin disrupts the cell envelope biosynthesis by blocking the bactoprenol 
phosphate. 

FAS ACPs are highly dynamic in nature owing to the necessity to interact with at least 

twelve different enzymes (in E. coli) for acyl chain activation, elongation, and release34. 

Posttranslational modification starts with the activation of apo-ACP to holo-ACP by the 

attachment of a coenzyme-A derived 4ʹ′- phosphopantetheine arm at a highly conserved serine 

residue. The activation of apo-ACP is catalyzed by a phosphopantetheinyl transferase (Fig.1.3). 

Later, the terminal thiol group of activated holo-ACP is then used as the tether for the growing 

acyl chain in an iterative manner25,26. 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
Figure 1. 3. Conversion of apo- into holo-ACP by Acyl Carrier Protein Synthase (ACPS). In an 
Mg2+ dependent reaction, ACPS transfers the phosphopantetheinyl moiety from CoA to the 
hydroxyl group of the serine residue from conserved sequence (Asp-Ser-Leu) of ACP.  
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Depending on the organization of the genes and the proteins for FAS systems, ACPs are 

usually classified into two major groups: type I and type II. In non-plant eukaryotes, ACPs (type 

I) are part of a long polypeptide chain that constitutes a mega-synthase enzyme. ACPs (type II) 

and the enzymes are transcribed from individual genes into discrete proteins in bacteria, plants, 

algae, and mitochondria35 from most eukaryotes. In type II systems, the four-helix bundle 

topology of FAS-ACPs sequesters (Fig. 1.4) the reactive intermediates (i.e., acyl chain 

intermediates) within the central hydrophobic core for successive enzymatic steps25,23. An 

important mechanistic difference between the ACPs from the type I and type II systems is that 

the type I mammalian ACPs do not sequester the acyl chain36.  

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
Figure 1. 4. High-resolution structure of the canonical four helix bundle structure of the bacterial 
FAS ACP from E. coli (PDB ID: 1T8K) where all helices are labeled.  
 

Available structural data for complexes of ACPs with their interacting 

enzymes37,38,39,40,41,42,43,44 suggest that helix II of ACP is the primary site for the interactions. 

Furthermore, a significant structural perturbation of helix III was observed in ACP-enzyme 

complexes. Although the mechanism underlying the interactions of ACP and its respective 

enzyme is well established45, the process of the translocation of the acyl chain from the 
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hydrophobic pocket of ACP into the active site of the enzymes remained elusive until very 

recently. It has been observed that helix II of ACP acts as an anchor by establishing electrostatic 

interactions with the enzyme while an arginine patch located in the enzyme pull helix III of the 

ACP away34. The ‘chain-flipping’ mechanism that translocates the acyl chain into the active site 

of an enzyme, appears to be universal46. 

 Polyketide synthase (PKS) and Nonribosomal peptide synthetase (NRPS) systems are 

amongst the largest and most complicated multi-enzymes in nature47. Both biosynthetic 

pathways consist of a number of repetitive modules. Each module contains independently folded 

protein domains. Both systems synthesize polymeric chains in an assembly-line fashion. The 

peptidyl carrier proteins (PCP) are the ACP analogs in the NRPS systems which shuttle 

precursor amino acids for the biosynthesis of various polypeptides48. In contrast to NRPS, the 

PKS systems catalyze the synthesis of carbon-carbon bonds resembling the FAS system25. 

However, the presence of multiple carrier proteins is prevalent in the NRPS and PKS assembly 

line, whereas most of the FAS systems utilize only a single ACP49. 

 

1.3. Antimicrobial peptides 

In this thesis, we also have investigated several antimicrobial peptides (AMPs), which are 

different in their amino acid makeup and in the mechanism of synthesis compared to the NRPS 

synthesized peptide-based antibiotics. In this ‘antibiotic resistant era,’ the prospects for 

antimicrobial peptides are immense due to their broad activity spectrum. AMPs are active against 

Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria, fungi as well as viruses and parasites. Charge 

differences in the membrane lipid composition are thought to be the main reason behind the high 

specificity and selectivity of AMPs towards the pathogens50,51. The activity of the peptide is not 
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limited to the killing of the pathogen, but many of them also modulate the host immune response, 

thereby becoming a major component of the host innate immune system52,53. The activity and 

specificity of AMPs are closely associated with six main structural and physiochemical 

parameters including charge, amphipathicity, sequence, size, secondary structure, and 

hydrophobicity54.  

As of May 2016, according to Antimicrobial Peptide Database (APD), 2696 

antimicrobial peptides have been identified from various organisms ranging from prokaryotes to 

eukaryotes. Though a handful of AMPs are in clinical development for the treatment of various 

bacterial pathogens55, only a limited number of AMPs are approved for clinical use, such as the 

topical agent polysporin and daptomycin. A general lack of mechanistic understanding is partly 

responsible for the clinical utility of AMPs. Therefore, a detailed study on the mode of action of 

AMPs is pivotal. It is believed that the bactericidal effect of AMPs is mainly associated with 

pore formation and membrane disruption. Several models have been proposed for pore formation 

including the barrel-stave model, the carpet mechanism, and the toroidal pore mechanism56. In 

addition to the pore forming mechanism, AMP activity may also involve the perturbation of 

intracellular targets without causing extensive membrane damage57 (Fig. 1.5). 

1.3.1. Intracellular targeting antimicrobial peptides 

Cell-penetrating peptides translocate through the membrane without seriously 

compromising the membrane integrity. These peptides are of great interest due to their ability to 

interfere in multiple intracellular biosynthetic pathways including nucleic acid synthesis, cell 

wall synthesis, protein synthesis, enzymatic activities, and cytoplasmic membrane septum 

formation11,16,57,51.  
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Figure 1. 5. Different membrane disruption models for antimicrobial peptides. In the barrel-
stave model, AMPs have adopted an amphiphilic α-helical structure with the hydrophobic part 
(colored green) facing the hydrophobic bilayer interior. At a certain concentration of AMPs, a 
positive curvature strain is induced in the membrane and this creates a membrane opening, which 
is termed as toroidal pore. It resembles the barrel-stave model, but AMPs are always in contact 
with the phospholipid head groups of the membrane. The carpet model appears to be an extreme 
extension of the toroidal pore where membrane lipids are thought to form micelle-like structures 
in the presence of AMPs. In the carpet model small areas of membrane are coated with AMPs 
where the hydrophobic surface facing the inward of membrane and leaving pores behind in the 
membrane. 
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1.3.2 Fatty acid synthesis and AMP 

Fatty acids are the major constituent of the phospholipids that are found in bacterial cell 

membranes and the survival of bacteria depends on the membrane lipid homeostasis. Bacteria 

can survive in distinct niches due to their ability to adjust the membrane lipid composition 

according to environmental stress. Therefore, the bacterial fatty acid synthesis pathway (fatty 

acid synthase, FAS) is one of the primary targets for the development of novel antimicrobial 

therapeutics. Natural product inhibitors have been identified to interfere with key regulatory 

points in FASII59.  

Although the necessary catalytic steps of the fatty acid biosynthetic pathway (Fig. 1.6) 

are highly conserved, recent evidence has suggested significant diversity in the enzymology of 

lipid metabolism60. Therefore, rather than targeting active sites of different enzymes in FASII, 

blocking the interacting surface of the free-standing ACP could be an effective approach for 

designing a broad range of antimicrobial therapeutics. Recently, it has been shown that the 

human cathelicidin antimicrobial peptide LL37 could bind to ACP, and this eventually changed 

the fatty acid composition profiles of the pathogen-like Francisella novicidia strain. It was also 

reported that LL37 has a broad range of activity as it was demonstrated that it could bind to both 

ACPs from Escherichia coli and Bacillus anthracis61. Hence, we have carried out a detailed 

biophysical investigation on ACPs from a number of pathogenic microorganisms including E. 

coli, P. aeruginosa, and F. novicida in order to characterize the mechanism of antimicrobial 

activity of various AMPs. 
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Figure 1. 6. Overview of the type II bacterial fatty acid synthesis mechanism. The process 
begins with the conversion of acetyl-CoA into malonyl-CoA using acetyl-CoA carboxylase. The 
transacylase enzyme FabD transfers the acyl chain to holo-ACP and converts it to malonyl-ACP. 
The first condensation reaction of the FAS system is catalyzed by FabH where it forms 
acetoacetyl-ACP, which is the first compound participated in the extension of the fatty acyl chain 
by two carbon units in a cyclic manner. The next reaction is the NADPH-dependent reduction by 
the FabG that converts acetoacetyl-ACP to D-3-hydroxybutyryl-ACP. The enzymatic reaction 
cycle is further carried out by dehydratase enzymes (FabA/FabZ), which are involved in 
removing the hydroxyl group. FabI reduces the double bond of crotonyl-ACP in an NADPH 
dependent reaction and the cycle is repeated until the acyl chain reaches 16-18 carbon groups in 
length. The end product is released as a fatty acyl-ACP and the acyl chain is offloaded from the 
acyl-ACP either by a thioesterase (TE) or by acyltransferases (AT). 

 
1.4. Understanding Iron uptake and inhibition of pathogenesis 

Iron is an essential element for bacterial survival and it plays a central role in the host-

pathogen interplay. Iron is an important cofactor for various cellular, metabolic and biosynthetic 

processes including energy production, DNA synthesis, intermediary metabolism, oxygen 

detoxification, and nitrogen fixation. On the other hand, free iron can catalyze biomolecular 

damage to DNA, proteins, and lipids via Fenton radical chemistry62. Therefore, a carefully 

controlled concentration of iron must be maintained stringently within the bacterial cell and the 
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host. Iron acquisition and storage are strictly regulated in bacteria and are under the influence of 

the global ferric uptake regulator (Fur). These regulators are also involved in the virulence of 

pathogenic bacteria63. Fur-mediated sensing of iron availability is conserved in Gram-positive 

and Gram-negative bacteria. Under iron replete condition, ferrous iron binds to the Fur protein. 

Subsequently, Fe2+-Fur binds to the “Fur box” promoter regions of iron-regulated genes and 

represses the expression of iron-regulated genes. Upon iron limitation, the transcription of iron-

regulated genes further continues as the Fur-Fe2+ complex dissociates from the promoter 

region64,65 (Fig. 1.7).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1. 7. Schematic representation of FUR-mediated gene regulation. FUR is a homodimer 
protein consisting of an N-terminal DNA binding domain and a His-rich C-terminal iron-binding 
domain. In the presence of iron, the Fe-FUR complex binds to the consensus sequence known as 
“Fur box” and represses the transcription of iron acquisition genes. The FUR mediated 
repression is released at very low iron concentration. RBS represents the ribosomal binding site. 

 

Under common aerobic and neutral pH conditions, the concentration and solubility of 

environmental ferric ion (Fe3+) are too low for optimal growth of the pathogen. As a 
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consequence, bacteria have evolved multiple and complex strategies to acquire and utilize iron 

from their preferred host or environmental niche under iron-limiting conditions. There are four 

distinctive strategies that bacteria have developed to target specific iron sources including iron 

acquisition from heme and heme-containing protein, utilization of non-heme iron-containing 

proteins, siderophore-mediated iron uptake, and acquisition of ferrous iron66.  

1.4.1. Siderophore mediated Iron Uptake and transportation 

Many bacteria can produce low molecular weight iron-chelators, the so-called 

siderophores, to acquire and transport iron. Bacteria often deploy multiple siderophores to 

support proliferation in the host. Some pathogens secrete siderophores to deprive competing 

organisms of iron whereas others can utilize heterologous siderophores produced by other 

microbes. Bacterial siderophores are synthesized by multiple pathways including NRPS, PKS as 

well as NRPS-independent siderophore synthetase enzymes67. Currently, 500 compounds have 

been identified as siderophores and are broadly categorized into three classes according to their 

functional groups. These functional groups are involved in iron coordination such as catecholate, 

hydroxymate, and hydroxycarboxylate68,69 (Fig. 1.8).  

Like other iron acquisition systems, the siderophore-mediated iron transport systems are 

also regulated by Fur. The iron-loaded siderophore is first recognized and internalized by the 

TonB-dependent outer membrane receptors such as BtuB, FecA, FepA, FhuA, FptA, FpvA, 

IroN, and PfeA70. Crystallographic analysis revealed that TonB-dependent outer membrane 

receptors all consist of a 22-stranded β-barrel, an internal plug domain that is tightly lodged 

inside the barrel, and a short signaling domain with a highly conserved signature sequence, the 

“TonB box”71 (Fig. 1.9).   
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Figure 1. 8. Structures of various siderophores with their functional groups involved in iron 
chelation. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1. 9. Structure of a TonB-dependent outer-membrane receptor protein. The β-barrel, 
plug, and signaling domains are colored in cyan, red, and green respectively. The TonB box is 
located on the connecting loop between the plug and signaling domains and is colored in yellow. 
 

A complex of three proteins TonB-ExbB-ExbD is involved in transducing the proton 

motive force from the cytoplasmic membrane across the periplasm to provide the energy 

required for siderophore transport through the TonB-dependent receptors in the outer membrane. 

The precise mechanism of energy transfer by this complex is not well understood72. Biochemical 

and biophysical studies have shown that the highly conserved ~7 amino acid long TonB box of 

the outer membrane receptor interacts with the TonB protein72,73,74,75. 
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This binding event is followed by the interactions of siderophores to the outer membrane 

receptors. Binding with siderophores causes local conformational changes of the receptor protein 

and enables the siderophore import76. Once in the periplasm, the periplasmic binding proteins 

(PBP) translocate the iron-loaded siderophore across the periplasm and into the cytoplasm with 

the aid of an ATP-dependant transmembrane ABC transporter. In the cytoplasm, bacterial 

esterases can cleave the iron-loaded siderophores and release iron (Fig. 1.10)66,70. However, 

Gram-positive bacteria have no outer membrane and they do not have genes that code for TonB, 

ExbB, and ExbD77. 

1.4.2. Periplasmic binding proteins and their role in iron transport  

The periplasmic space of Gram-negative bacteria is constantly changing due to the 

relatively porous nature of the outer membrane. According to the size of the nutrients, Gram-

negative bacteria have evolved with different transport mechanisms. Low molecular weight 

compounds can diffuse across the outer membrane through the porin proteins.  At the same time 

nutrients over 700 Da can only be transported through the outer membrane via the highly 

specific TonB-dependent outer membrane transporters78,79.  

While nutrients are transported either actively or passively through the outer membrane 

into the periplasm, in all cases a group of periplasmic binding proteins (PBP) is involved in 

trafficking substrates such as carbohydrates, amino acids, peptides, metal ions, metal chelate 

complexes, and other nutrients across the periplasmic space to their respective cytoplasmic 

membrane transporters78. For an efficient transport of these substrates in the periplasm are bound 

to their cognate PBPs with high affinity. PBPs constitute one of the largest and widely 

distributed protein families in bacteria and in archaea80. Despite the low sequence identity and 

the lack of a uniform size, PBPs have high similarity of their tertiary structure. Overall, all PBPs 
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contain a substrate binding cleft that is located between two distinct globular domains of mixed 

α/β structure, and the globular domains are connected by either β sheet strands or by an α-

helix81. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. 10. Schematic representation of TonB-dependent transport. The TonB complex 
consists of TonB, ExbB, ExbD. Transport of a complex across the outer membrane is promoted 
by the inner membrane protonmotive force through the TonB proteins. The C-terminal domain of 
the TonB protein interacts with the TonB-box motif enabling the transport of a complex such as 
a ferric-siderophore. 

 
The PBPs can be classified into three major types according to the folding of the 

subdomains and the linker regions (Fig. 1.11). Five to six β-strands are participating in the 

formation of the core of each subdomain in association with helices. The subdomain of type I 

possesses six β-strands in the order β2β1β3β4β5β6 and in type II five-β strands are oriented as 

β2β1β3β5β4
80. Individual globular domains are connected with three and two extended secondary 
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structures in type I and type II PBPs respectively. In contrast, a long helix is responsible for 

linking both domains in type III PBPs and the structural classification described earlier is not 

applicable for type III80,82. Type III PBPs are mostly involved in iron scavenging in both Gram-

negative and Gram-positive bacteria such as the Fhu, Fep, Fec and Chu iron acquisition 

systems78.  The main exception is FbpA from N. meningitidis83 and related organisms, which can 

also bind iron with a type II structure. 

1.4.3. Type III PBPs in iron transportation 

In E. coli, FhuD, the type III PBP of the Fhu system, is associated with the transport of 

scavenged hydroxymate-type siderophores, like ferrichrome, from fungus. The crystal structure 

of FhuD was determined in the presence of gallichrome, which is a substitute for ferrichorme84. 

Additional studies with other hydroxymate type siderophores have established FhuD as the 

prototypical architecture for this type of PBP. The hydrophobic cleft of FhuD between the 

independently folded N- and C-domains is associated with siderophore binding85.  

The catecholate type siderophores such as enterobactin or enterochelin, which are 

produced by E. coli, form a complex with ferric ion at neutral pH. The net charge (-3) of the 

complex is essential for recognition by another type III E. coli PBP, known as FepB. A recent 

crystal structure for FepB in complex with Fe-enterobactin is consistent with previously reported 

monomeric solution NMR structures86 except for the fact that the crystal structure of FepB is a 

trimer87. It has been revealed that two or three basic residues from the binding cleft of FeuA, 

CeuE, YclQ and ViuP participate in forming a complex with their respective negatively charged 

siderophore-iron complex78,86.  

The “hydroxycarboxylate” siderophore ferric citrate undergoes speciation depending on 

the molar ratio of iron and citrate and pH. The monoiron dicitrate species is the most abundant at 
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physiological pH whereas dinuclear complexes are predominant at acidic pH88,89. Therefore, the 

substrate specificity of FecB, a PBP that is involved in transporting ferric citrate from the outer 

membrane to inner membrane in E. coli, requires further investigation.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. 11. Structure of periplasmic binding proteins. The PBPs are classified according to the 
number of secondary structural elements (orange) connecting both domains. In this figure the 
ribose-binding protein (PDB ID: 1DRJ), histidine-binding protein (PDB ID: 2M8C), and 
staphyloferrin-binding protein (PDB ID: 3EIW) represent Type I, Type II, and Type III PBPs 
respectively. 
 

Currently there is no available structure for FecB.  However, it shares 37% sequence 

identity with the HtsA protein from S. aureus78. The crystal structure S. aureus HtsA was 
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determined in complex with an α-carboxylate-type siderophore, ferric-staphyloferrin A (Fe-

SA)90. Another PBP from S. aureus, SirA that is responsible for binding and transport of ferric-

staphyloferrin B (Fe-SB), shares 21% sequence identity with FecB78. The crystal structure for 

SirA was also determined in its apo- and holo- forms91. Although HtsA and SirA adopt a very 

similar overall architecture, the binding preferences for their respective ligands varied due to the 

net charge differences of the Fe-siderophore complexes. However, basic residues that constitute 

the binding pocket of HtsA are conserved in FecB. In contrast, a lack of sequence conservation is 

observed when compared with the binding-pocket residues of SirA78. Further, structural and 

biochemical characterization of the binding pocket of FecB will enable us to gain a better 

understanding about the preferred substrates for FecB.  

1.4.4. Targeting iron uptake to inhibit pathogenesis 

Prokaryotes have different pathways for iron acquisition compared to higher eukaryotes. 

As a result, a potential antimicrobial strategy that targets bacterial iron uptake preferentially 

could be developed to thwart pathogenesis. D’Autreaux et al. (2002) reported on the role of 

nitric oxide in the direct inhibition of Fur. Nitric oxide is an innate immune radical well known 

for its role in clearance of a wide range of microbial pathogens92. Conversely, human pathogen 

such as S. aureus have regulatory systems for nitric oxide resistance93. Nevertheless, recent 

studies show that a 13-amino acid long peptide can bind to the DNA-binding groove of E. coli 

Fur and inhibit its transcriptional activities94.  

As mentioned above, TonB-dependent energy intensive transportat is essential for 

siderophore-mediated iron acquisition in Gram-negative bacteria72. High throughput screening of 

a small molecule library identified several compounds that inhibited iron acquisition of 

uropathogenic E. coli by disturbing its TonB activity95. Nonetheless, the iron uptake pathway is 
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not only affected by the inhibition of TonB, but also, possibly the transport of vitamin B12, 

nickel, carbohydrates, phages, and colicins is disturbed because of the role of TonB in these 

uptake systems72. TonB inhibition might be severely affecting the host-pathogen arms-race and 

the interspecies interaction within the microbial community. In particular, since the uptake of 

phages96 and colicins97 are helping to shape the evolution of microbes through the horizontal 

gene transfer among bacteria98,99 and the toxic peptide assisted killing of neighboring microbes100 

respectively.  

Therefore, exploiting the biosynthetic enzymes for siderophore production could be 

another avenue of investigation on the inhibition of iron scavenging mechanisms. The most 

successful contribution in this regard was the development of an adenylation enzyme inhibitor to 

inhibit the production of mycobactin and yersiniabactin101. Current investigations about the 

alteration of the siderophore biosynthesis mechanism are targeting the NRPS and PKS 

pathways67. However, these strategies also have the confounding problem of inhibition of other 

major pathways FAS and aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases67. One reason is that it has been 

hypothesized that both PKS and FAS enzymes have evolved from a common ancestor and the 

other reason is the presence of very similar chemistry between aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases and 

the adenylation enzymes of NRPS67.  

An alternative approach is the use of gallium, a group IIIa metal that shares many of the 

chemical properties of iron. This non-redox metal ion can bind with high avidity to certain 

proteins. While iron is a redox-active contributor to many enzymes, gallium can not fulfill this 

action, and hence is toxic. Studies have shown that substitution of gallium for iron leads to 

potential therapeutic activities against certain cancers and infectious microorganisms69. Out of 

various gallium-based compounds, gallium nitrate was reported to be the first compound used in 
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a clinical trial for humans and approved by the FDA for the treatment of hypercalcemia in cancer 

patients. Second-generation gallium compounds including gallium maltolate, tris-gallium, and 

gallium citrate are being evaluated in clinical trials as novel metal-based drugs for the treatment 

of various infections102.  

Overall iron acquisition and storage are very diverse and intricate processes. Some of the 

iron uptake pathways are also shared by non-pathogenic strains. Further biochemical and 

structural studies are needed to decipher target-oriented mechanisms for the inhibition of specific 

pathogenic strains. Hence, investigating the role of periplasmic binding proteins, particularly the 

FecB protein that is involved in iron-citrate transport, will enable us to further understand and 

tackle bacterial pathogenesis in Gram-negative bacteria. 

 
1.5 Type II PBP and substrate transport 

In the course of our work, we observed that the type III PBP FecB can bind ferric citrate 

with relatively higher affinity as well as binding with a somewhat lower affinity to many other 

substrates. The observed discrimination of the binding specificities of FecB with various ligands 

prompted us to also investigate the substrate-binding properties of a prototypical type II PBP. 

Unlike type III PBPs that have a relatively rigid inter-domain helix impeding the large domain 

movement, type II PBPs can undergo significant domain closure motions upon substrate binding 

that is analogous to the ‘Venus fly trap’ where the leaves of the carnivorous plant closed down in 

the presence of insects103. However, PBPs are well known for their ability to bind various 

substrates with high specificity and affinity (µM to nM range). The ability to bind different 

substrates coupled with the large domain movements make the type I and the type II PBPs a 

potential candidate for designing biosensors104. Diagnosis of early onset of diseases is critical for 
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health and wellness as well as to minimize the economic burden of private and government 

health sectors. Biosensors could play an important role by detecting very low levels of analytes 

in physiological samples that is beneficial for early detection of a disease. Biosensors can assist 

real-time measurement and have the potential to detect multiple analytes simultaneously without 

the use of expensive reagents, which make them an ideal candidate for biotechnological 

research105.  

E. coli HisJ, a type II PBP, preferentially binds L-histidine and subsequently undergoes 

conformational changes. Chu et al. (2013) determined the solution structure of apo-HisJ. In their 

work NMR titration experiments revealed that ligand binding is primarily associated with the N-

terminal domain 1; whereas the C-terminal domain 2 played a supporting role in ligand 

binding106. Ligand-dependent conformational plasticity was also observed, and the transport 

specificity of the ligand varied according to the equilibrium constant existing between the open 

and the closed liganded forms of HisJ107. Although, extensive work has been carried out on the 

nature of folding of HisJ, a comprehensive analysis of the ligand-binding pocket of the protein is 

still necessary. Hence, we conducted a detailed analysis of the ligand binding properties of HisJ 

to lay a foundation for potentially designing a reagentless biosensor. In the reagentless biosensor 

either a fluorophore or a fluorescent protein is engineered in the PBP and the detection of a 

particular analyte is carried out by measuring the change in the fluorescence intensity upon 

ligand binding by the PBP. Therefore, it is advantageous to use a reagentless biosensor because 

the additional requirement of extra components or the complexities of coupled enzyme assays 

can be avoided for the detection of a particular analyte108. 
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1.6. Outer membrane receptor mediated signaling and virulence 

Both signaling and transport are TonB-dependent processes, which can be facilitated 

through the same outer membrane receptor. However, these two important biological functions 

are separable. In the absence of the signaling domain, siderophore-mediated transport through 

TonB-dependent receptors remain active whereas the transcriptional regulation through the 

signal transduction is completely abolished109,110. A general mechanism has been proposed for 

the transcriptional activation of the transporter operon on the basis of the well-studied ferric 

citrate transport system of E. coli (Fig. 1.12). Note that the Fec system in E. coli is the only one 

out of seven TonB-dependent systems that can also participate in cell surface signaling75 in 

addition to the transport of ferric citrate. The signaling domain of the receptor (FecA) relays the 

receptor occupancy to the periplasmic domain of the regulatory protein (FecR) through receptor-

regulator interactions. The signal is then transfered to the cytoplasm by releasing the sigma 

factor (FecI) from the regulator-sigma factor complex (FecR-FecI). Eventually, the sigma factor 

(FecI) initiates the transcription of the transporter operon (fecABCDE) by binding to the RNA 

polymerase and directing it to the specific promoter region111-112.  

The vast majority of transcriptional activities in the prokaryotic cells are regulated by 

“housekeeping” σ factors such as σ70. However, some of the sigma factors (e.g., 

extracytoplasmic function  (ECF) σ factors) are also responsible for the regulation of the 

expression of various genes, including virulence factors. For adaptation to their host 

environment, and in response to external stimuli, the ECF σ factors are involved in signaling 

analogous to the Fec system113-114. One example is PUMA3, a cell surface signaling system 

(CSS) from P. aeruginosa that is responsible for the expression of virulence factors115. There are 

three proteins involved in PUMA3: the sigma factor VreI, the sigma factor regulator VreR, and 
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the receptor-like protein VreA.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1. 12. Schematic diagram of cell surface signal transduction in the Fec system. The 
model depicts that the transmembrane periplasmic regulatory protein interacts with the signaling 
domain of the TonB dependent outer membrane receptor FecA upon its occupation by the ferric 
citrate. The signal is transmitted to the cytoplasm through FecR protein and activates the sigma 
factor FecI in the cytoplasm. Subsequently the RNA-polymerase is activated by FecI to stimulate 
transcription of the genes involved in the Fec system under iron-limited conditions.  

 

In contrast to other receptor proteins from various signaling systems, VreA is located in 

the periplasm and does not have the characteristic C-terminal β-barrel and plug domains that are 

located in the outer membrane of the TonB-dependent outer membrane receptors. Nevertheless, 

the N-terminal domain of VreA has sequence similarity with the signaling domain of various 

other outer membrane receptors. Hence, PUMA3 is thought to be involved in signaling instead of 
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transport of the signaling molecule115. Under inorganic phosphate limitation, a host derived 

unknown signal transfers from the periplasm to the cytoplasm through the sigma factor regulator, 

VreR. 

The transmembrane regulator, VreR acts as a repressor by binding to and retaining VreI 

in the cytoplasm. Upon sensing the signal, proteolytic cleavage of the N-terminal protein of 

VreR would take place to release VreI. It has been observed that the maximal activity of VreI 

depends on the complete removal of VreR116.  

Although the siderophore-mediated ligand transport is well understood due to the 

numerous available structural studies of a number of outer membrane receptors from various 

organisms71, the cell surface signal transduction mechanisms in the periplasmic space of Gram-

negative bacteria remains elusive. Insufficient structural data for the regulator protein and its 

interaction with the signaling domain of the receptor protein are the main reasons for our current 

lack of understanding of the signal transduction process.  

Out of numerous receptor proteins, the ferric pyoverdine receptor (FpvA) of P. 

aeruginosa is the only known structure of a TonB-dependent receptor which has a visible 

signaling domain in the crystal structure117. Hence, for better understanding of the signalling 

process, an integrative structural biology approach was undertaken to decipher the signaling 

mechanism of the heme transporter (HasR) from the heme acquisition system (Has). Upon the 

arrival of signaling activators, the signaling domain of HasR can become extended into the 

periplasm at approximately 70-90 Å from the HasR β-barrel118. Nevertheless, the periplasmic 

space between the outer membrane and the cytoplasmic membrane spans nearly 160 Å9. 

Therefore, an additional distance of approximately 70-90 Å has to be covered by the signaling 

domain and the regulator protein to be able to translocate the signal. Currently, the deposited but 
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as yet unpublished crystal structure (4MOH) of the periplasmic domain of the putative regulator 

protein from Parabacteroides distasonis is the only available structural information for the 

regulator protein.  

We propose that partial unfolding of the plug domain will be essential for allowing the 

interaction between the signaling domain and the regulator protein and subsequently initiating a 

successful relay of signal transduction across the periplasmic space.  Hence, a structural analysis 

of the complex of the regulator bound to the signaling domain is necessary to bridge the current 

gap in our understanding of siderophore-mediated signaling. This interaction model should also 

allow us to decipher the sigma factor regulated transcription of virulence factors; which could 

eventually lead us to design better antimicrobial strategies to abrogate bacterial pathogenesis. 

 

1.7 Methods 

1.7.1 NMR 

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy is a useful technique to determine the 

solution structures of macromolecules at atomic resolution under near physiological 

conditions119. Various NMR methodologies can be employed to gain information about 

dynamics, folding, and molecular interactions of macromolecules120,121,122.  

An NMR spectrum can only be obtained from nuclei with a nuclear spin123. This is also 

called the magntesim of a given nucleus and can appear due to the spinning of its electrical 

charge124. A Nucleus with either odd atomic number or atomic mass or both are odd, is 

considered to have magnetic properties, and it is expressed by the spin quantum number. NMR 

sensitive nuclei such as 1H, 15N, 13C, 19F, 29Si, and 31P have a spin quantum number of ½. The 

spin has a magnetic moment, which is a vector with both magnitude and direction. The magnetic 
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moment (µ) is the product of the gyromagnetic ratio (γ) and the spin quantum number (I). The 

gyromagnetic ratio is a unique property of a given nucleus125.  

In NMR spectroscopy, the sample is placed in a strong magnetic field defined as B0 where the 

direction of this field is designated as the z-axis. In the presence of this powerful external 

magnetic field, the magnetic moments of these nuclei align themselves either to the +z (lower 

energy state) or the –z (higher energy state) directions with a slight preference towards the 

positive direction in accordance with Boltzmann’s relationship125. Due to this very small 

population difference (1 part in 106) between the two energy levels126 (Fig. 1.13), NMR 

spectroscopy is a relatively insensitive technique126. Instead of lining up parallel to B0, the 

magnetic moments move in a circular motion (precession) due to the force of the higher 

magnetic field, B0
125. This circular motion is associated with angular frequency that is known as 

the Larmor frequency (ω=γB0, where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio and B0 is the strength of the 

magnetic field)125. The energy differences between the spin states are related to the Larmor 

frequency through a relationship with Planck’s constant. Thus, the difference in energy between 

the two spin states increases with an increasing strength of B0
125. 

The aforementioned two-state distributions of the nuclear spins can be excited by 

applying a radio frequency at the Larmor frequency of the nucleus in a usual NMR experiment. 

Since, there is a slight excess of +½ nuclei in the two state distributions, the +½ nuclei become -

½ nuclei by a net absorption of energy125. This process is called resonance, and the resonance 

frequency is highly dependent on the molecular environment of the nucleus in addition to the 

gyromagnetic ratio, γ, and the strength of B0
125. The actual magnetic field experienced by a given 

nucleus is slightly altered due to the presence of the electron cloud surrounding it125. This is 

termed as the shielding effect, and shielding effect can influence either lower or higher resonance 
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frequency125. The electron density around the nucleus of interest reduces in the presence of an 

electron-withdrawing group in a molecule125. Hence, the effective magnetic field around the 

nucleus of interest increases, which will result in a higher resonance frequency125. Conversely, 

the surrounding magnetic field around the nucleus of interest will often oppose the applied 

magnetic field and results in lower frequencies125. The variation of the resonance frequency on 

each nuclear spin due to these shielding phenomena is referred to as chemical shifts125. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1. 13. In the presence of an applied magnetic field the nuclear magnetic moment of a 
nucleus can either align with or against the applied magnetic field strength B0. Separation of 
energies of the spin states increases proportionally with the magnetic field strength (a).  In NMR, 
the application of a radio frequency pulse can flip the alignment of nuclear spins from the low 
energy to higher energy spin state (b). NMR can only measure the difference in the two 
population levels. 
 

The evolution of all the individual spins in a sample is called bulk magnetization125. In 

the absence of any excitation pulse, spins are distributed randomly in the x-y plane and no net 

transverse magnetization occurs126. However, in the presence of radio frequency pulse, the 

magnetization vector is tipped off the z-axis giving rise to a non-zero magnetic moment in the x-

y plane due to coherent transverse magnetization126. Hence, a time-dependent current is induced 

in the receiver coil that is called the free induction decay (FID)126. The frequency of the induced 

signal represents the resonance frequency of the nuclear spin transition between two states126. 
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Since the FID is a time dependent function, the experimentally obtained data contains 

information regarding the time domain125. Nonetheless, it is difficult to unravel the frequencies 

for a sample with multiple nuclei because the decay patterns are superimposed and interfere with 

each other125 . Therefore, by using the mathematical Fourier transformation, the signals are 

transformed to a frequency domain for analysis125 (Fig. 1.14).  

 

Figure 1. 14. Spin state at equilibrium (a) and application of radio frequency pulse along x-axis. 
In the equilibrium state the spins are distributed randomly around the z-axis and hence no net 
magnetization is seen (M, the boldface red arrow). After application of a 900 radio frequency 
pulse, the magnetization vector M tips off the z-axis and move toward the x-axis. Hence, the xy 
component of the magnetization produces a signal that can be detected electronically by the 
detector, which itself is positioned in the xy-plane. 

 
1.7.1.1 Protein Dynamics 

The three-dimensional structure of a protein represents the ground state of the 

macromolecule127. It is difficult to deduce the biological function of a protein simply from the X-

ray crystallography or the NMR-derived static structure123. In many cases, the molecular 

functions of macromolecules depend on the excited state of the molecule, which is intimately 

coupled to its flexibility123. Regarding bioenergetics, a significant portion of molecular stability 

depends on protein motion127. Therefore, a complete and useful description of the three-
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dimensional structure and function of a protein is not possible without understanding the time-

dependent structural changes128. NMR is the only experimental technique that can provide 

quantitative information of the dynamics of proteins on different timescales at atomic 

resolution129 (Fig. 1.15). In other words, atom specific data can be available for bond vibration 

and liberation, side chain rotamer interconversion, random coil and loop motions, and backbone 

torsion angle rotations127. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1. 15. NMR timescale and the respective NMR parameter sensitivity in the study of 
dynamic motions and reactions of proteins. 
 

Except for the proline and the N-terminal residue, it is possible to detect the motions of 

the N-H bonds from all the amide groups of the protein129. The protein motion can be 

characterized by the reorientation of the N-H bond vectors with respect to the external magnetic 

field as a function of time129. Based on 15N spin relaxation rate, it is possible to study the 

dynamics of protein in ps-ns and µs-ms on the NMR timescales129. Three different types of 

measurements, longitudinal relaxation (R1), transverse relaxation (R2), and heteronuclear NOE 

allow probing of both global and local dynamics of a protein129. R1 is the return rate of the 
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magnetization parallel to the static magnetic field after the magnetization of spins is perturbed by 

radio frequency pulses129 and it is calculated from the time-dependent exponential restoration of 

the intensity127. Conversely, a time-dependent exponential reduction of intensity is used to 

measure R2
127, which refers to the rate of the perturbed magnetization decays in the plane 

perpendicular to the direction of the static magnetic field129. The heteronuclear NOE is the cross 

relaxation between two dipolar coupled spins (i. e., 1H, and 15N)129 and the data is calculated 

from the ratio of the peak intensities of the two different spectra, with and without proton 

saturation129. 

Hydrogen/deuterium exchange is a well-established technique to determine the exchange 

rate (often coined as protection factors130) of amide protons of a protein with deuterium on NMR 

timescales ranging from seconds to many months131. They are measured from the changes in the 

cross peak intensities of successively collected 1H,15N Heteronuclear Single Quantum Coherence 

(HSQC) spectra132. Experiments are usually collected with the 15N-labeled lyophilized protein 

dissolved in a buffer made up in 100% deuterated water132. The amide protons of buried residues 

involved in the protein core formation are usually slowly exchanged for deuterium and hence, 

these residues are considered as protected133. Conversely, residues from the protein surface often 

participate in a rapid exchange with deuterium of the solvent133. Therefore, a gradual loss of the 

intensities of the corresponding cross-peaks can be observed for the amide protons of selective 

residues133. 

1.7.1.2 Protein Structure Determination 

In NMR, a well-resolved 1H,15N HSQC spectrum is a prerequisite for making sequential 

assignments of the backbone residues (Fig. 1.16)134. Every amino acid of a uniformly 15N-labeled 
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protein appears as a signal or cross-peak resulting from the intersection of the frequencies of an 

amide 15N with its directly attached amide 1H in the 1H,15N HSQC spectrum134.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. 16. A representative 1H,15N-HSQC spectrum of a protein where the NH of the peptide 
bond of each amino acid of the 1H,15N- labeled protein appears as a single cross peaks in the 
spectrum of 15N-labeled VreR (110-319). The experiment was performed in 20 mM sodium 
phosphate, 100 mM NaCl pH 7.0 at 273 K.  

 

Backbone assignments are carried out by correlating the chemical shifts of the amide 

groups (HSQC spectra) of a spin system with both the inter-and intra-residue chemical shifts 

along the protein main-chain126. Standard triple-resonance backbone experiments such as 

HNCACB, CBCA(CO)NH, HNCO, and HN(CA)CO are used to detect directly linked spin 

systems126. These experiments provide information regarding the scalar coupling between carbon 

and nitrogen across the peptide bond126. Scalar couplings not only provide the information about 

the chemically bonded atoms but also contain information on the conformation of rotatable 

bonds in proteins126.  
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However, the usual nomenclature of the backbone experiments such as HNCACB, 

CBCA(CO)NH, HNCO, and HN(CA)CO includes the list of nuclei in the order that the 

magnetization is passed through126. In some cases, certain nuclei are enclosed in parenthesis 

where the magnetization can pass through without detecting the frequency of the nuclei126. 

For example, in the HN(CO)CA experiment, the frequency of the N spin is recorded 

when the magnetization is transferred from the amide proton to the amide nitrogen126. The 

frequency of the Cα spin is identified as the magnetization passes through the carbonyl 

carbon126. The frequency of NH proton is detected while the magnetization is transferred back 

through the same carbonyl carbon126. Since, magnetization returns on the amide proton, this type 

of experiment is termed as “out-and-back” experiments126 (Fig. 1.17). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. 17. Standard triple resonance HN(CO)CA experiment. The path of magnetization is 
highlighted with green arrows and magnetizations are detected for the atoms with red color.  

 

However, the NMR-based structure determination of large macromolecules and their 

complexes are complicated when the molecular mass of the protein increases beyond 20 kDa135. 

The problems arise due to the increasing complexity of spectra and the faster transverse 
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relaxation rate (and hence broader lines) of large proteins135. Both of these phenomena increase 

with increasing molecular size135. Two approaches are applied routinely to overcome these 

challenges: (1) uniform deuteration and (2) application of Transverse Relaxation Optimized 

Spectroscopy (TROSY) - based NMR techniques. 

In practice, deuterated proteins are made by expression in E. coli cultures grown in 

deuterated media (typically, 2H2O) to reduce the proton line widths136. This replaces most of the 

non-exchangeable protons of C-H that reduces the relaxation rate because 2H removes the effects 

of proton-proton relaxation and scalar couplings136. On the other hand, the exchangeable protons 

on the amides can be observed in the 1H,15N HSQC spectrum when the deuterated protein is 

transferred into protonated solvents after purification (i.e., 1H2O)136,137,138,139. 

Transverse relaxation optimized spectroscopy (TROSY) is an NMR technique that 

optimizes or minimizes the relaxation of transverse signals140. The transverse relaxation rate 

increases with the molecular weight of the protein140. As mentioned earlier, each nucleus has two 

possible spins in a magnetic field, one pointing along the magnetic field, while the other is 

positioned in the opposite direction125. Out of the four components, only one is almost free from 

all the transverse relaxation effects and has slower relaxation rates (i.e., narrower width) for both 

15N and 1H. In the TROSY experiments the signals with the narrower widths are selectively 

retained 140,141. 

Upon completion of the backbone assignment NMR experiments, the assignment of the 

side-chain resonances are determined by a combination of several three-dimensional experiments 

such as HCC(C)ONH, HBHA(CO)NH, and HCCH-TOCSY (Total Correlation Spectroscopy)126. 

The TOCSY experiment can be used to identify cross peaks between all spins in a spin 

system126. Nonetheless, all experiments for sequential assignments either of backbone or 
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sidechain residues are based on scalar coupling. Restraint information through space is needed to 

determine the possible 3D conformation of a protein. Therefore, Nuclear Overhauser Effect 

Spectroscopy (NOESY) experiments are performed to obtain distance constraints between 1H-

1H, 1H-15N, and 1H-13C nuclei142. The cross peaks are observed due to through-space dipolar 

interactions with neighboring nuclei and the intensity of cross peaks depends on the inter-nuclear 

distance142 , i. e. strong cross peaks correlate with shorter distances whereas weaker cross peaks 

are interpreted as longer distances123. 

Often, it is difficult to gain the information associated with relative orientations of 

interacting macromolecules or the spatial relationships existed in separate domains of a large 

macromolecule from NOEs and dihedral angles138. The relative orientations of internuclei bond 

vectors of NMR- sensitive nuclei can be obtained by using Residual Dipolar Couplings 

(RDC)143. RDCs are particularly useful for determining domain positions in large systems over 

25 kDa, where the number of observed NOEs is greatly reduced due to a high level of 

deuteration143. In anisotropic media, such as the Pf1 filamentous bacteriophage medium, proteins 

experience a small degree of alignment due to steric and electrostatic interactions and yield a 

measurable dipolar coupling144. Since the internuclear distances between the covalently bonded 

nuclei are fixed143, RDCs can measure only the orientation dependence of the bond vectors that 

are useful resources of orientation restraints for structural calculation 143. 

The experimentally derived conformational constraints based on the chemical shifts, J-

couplings, NOE-data, and RDC data are provided to software packages such as CYANA145 and 

X-Plor-NIH146, 147 , that minimize energies for the calculation of a solution structure. 

1.7.1.3 Chemical shift perturbation 

Cellular processes, such as reversible cell-cell contact, rapid enzyme turnover and 
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transient assembly and/or reassembly of large signaling complexes are dominated by protein-

protein interactions (PPI)148. Based on the lifetime of the interactions, the strength of the PPIs is 

often broadly categorized as weak (short-lived), and strong (long-lived)148. The equilibrium 

dissociation constants (Kd= koff/kon) is used to describe the strength of PPI, whereas kon and koff 

are the rate constant of the association and dissociation reactions of the PPI complex 

respectively148. The Kd values can span over a wide range from pM to mM148. PPIs with 

affinities in the pM to nM regimen are easily considered strong and easily detectable by 

conventional approaches such as co-immunoprecipitation, pull-down, and co-localization 

experiments148. Conversely, the weak or transient PPIs (Kd = µM-mM) are difficult to 

characterize with such conventional approaches148 . An NMR-based approach, 1H,15N HSQC  is 

routinely used for simple and rapid detection of PPI148 and a TROSY-based version141 of it is 

adopted for larger proteins.  

Each amide is very sensitive to its chemical environment that is reflected in the position 

of each cross peak in a typical two-dimensional 1H,15N HSQC spectrum of the protein148,149. 

Therefore, every single protein has its unique pattern of cross peaks, which can be referred to as 

‘fingerprint’ spectra148. The two-dimensional 1H,15N HSQC spectrum is used to monitor 

chemical shifts of protein amides in the presence of either ligands or proteins because the protein 

amides are highly sensitive to their chemical environments148. In simpler terms, it is defined as 

chemical-shift titration experiment where the change or perturbation of the chemical-shift of a 

protein is measured upon titration of a ligand, a peptide, or another protein150.  

However, depending on the exchange rate of the complex formation and the chemical 

shift difference between the free and bound states, three exchange regimes have to be considered 

during titration experiments123. With strong binding between the protein and titrant, it has been 
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observed that the exchange rate is significantly slower than the chemical shift difference between 

free and bound protein123,149. In other words, when the dissociation rate constant is slower in a 

chemical-shift titration experiment, the signal for the free state of the complex gradually 

disappears, and the bound signal appears at different chemical shifts149. In weak binding, the 

interaction is considered in the fast exchange regime where the koff is much greater than the 

chemical shift difference149. In this scenario, the NMR signal will appear as the population-

averaged NMR observable quantities of the free and bound states of a protein or ligand and the 

signal of the unbound state will gradually move towards the position of the bound state123,149,151. 

On the contrary of the exchange-regimes as mentioned earlier, the exchange rate of the 

intermediate exchange regime is similar to the shift difference. The NMR signals of the bound 

state gradually disappear without reappearing due to detrimental peak broadening 123,149,150,151 in 

the intermediate exchange regime. 

Cross peaks with the highest chemical shifts perturbations measured throughout the 

titration are very likely to map to the binding site for the ligand or the binding interface for 

another protein149. The 1H,15N HSQC spectrum is not only useful to detect the particular residues 

directly involved in or near the binding sites but they can also be used to monitor the binding-

induced conformational rearrangements148.   

1.7.2 Isothermal Titration Calorimetry 

Isothermal Titration Calorimetry (ITC) is an important technique to study protein 

interactions with other proteins, small molecules, metal ions, lipids, nucleic acids, and 

carbohydrates152. The thermodynamic parameters (free energy, binding enthalpy and entropy), 

association constant (Ka), and stoichiometry of molecular interactions (n) can be determined in a 

single ITC experiment152,153. When the ligand is titrated into a thermocoupled sample cell 
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containing the protein heat is either released (exothermic) or absorbed (endothermic) compare to 

the reference cell at a fixed temperature152,153. The observed temperature difference between the 

sample cell and the reference cell is measured in the ITC from the amount of power required for 

compensating the temperature difference between the two cells152,153.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1. 18. Binding isotherm for the interaction of HisJ with ligands such as L-histidine and L-
lysine respectively. All experiments were carried out in 20 mM HEPES, 100 mM NaCl, pH 7.0 
at 30°C. In the upper parts of the two, (a) the peak indicates that the heat is absorbed 
(endothermic) and (b) heat is released (exothermic) with successive injection of ligands. Lower 
panel of both figures represents the fitting data for one-site binding model in order to obtain the 
thermodynamic parameters. 

Since ITC operates in the titration mode, at a certain titration point the protein in the cell 

is saturated by the ligand, which subsequently diminishes the heat signal152,153. A binding curve 

(isotherm) can be constructed by integrating the heats of each titration point154 (Fig. 1.18) and 

the binding enthalpy ΔH, the binding affinity (Ka=1/Kd), and the number of binding sites or the 

stoichiometry N154 can be determined from the binding isotherm. The entropic contribution to the 

binding event (-TΔS) can be deduced from the Gibbs free energy (ΔG) by using the following 

equations154 (1) and (2): 

ΔG = -RTlnKa   (1) 
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ΔG = ΔH-TΔS   (2) 

1.7.3 Surface Plasmon Resonance spectroscopy 

The wave associated with the resonance of electron density is called plasmon, which is 

propagated along the gold surface in Surface Plasmon Resonance spectroscopy (SPR)155,156.  The 

wave properties of the electron density are utilized in SPR. Due to the fluctuation of electron 

density on the sensor surface, an exponential decay of the electromagnetic field amplitudes is 

observed that is related to the distance perpendicular to the sensor surface155,156. This decay can 

be excited with a light at a well-defined angle of incidence and the angle could be determined 

experimentally as it is associated with refractive index (dielectric constant) profile155,156. Any 

change in the bound mass on the sensor surface influences the refractive index and initiates a 

shift in the resonance angle156,157. The real time response of SPR is called sensorgram158, which 

is originated due to the change in refractive index (or dielectric constant) profile above the sensor 

surface156,157. The change in the refractive index at the surface upon binding is detected as an 

increase in the signal intensity due to immobilization of receptor molecules and binding of 

analytes to the receptor molecules that eventually increases the SPR response units (RU)158. 

Usually, the surface of the sensor is coated with carboxymethyl dextran on a thin film of 

gold attached to a glass support158.  Activation of the surface starts with the transformation of the 

carboxyl groups into reactive N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) esters. This step is carried out by 

injection of a mixture of NHS and N-ethyl-N’-(dimethylamino propyl) carbodiimide 

hydrochloride (EDC) in water159,160. The subsequent injections of 2-pyridinyldithio ethane amine 

(PDEA) hydrochloride introduces a reactive disulphide group. In the presence of low pH (below 

the pI), the protein is accumulated on the surface due to the electrostatic attraction between the 

positively charged protein and negatively charged carboxyl groups159,160. During this process, the 
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reactive disulphide groups are covalently attached to the thiol group of cysteine of the protein of 

interest. Deactivation is conducted by injecting a solution containing cysteine to block the 

unreacted disulphide groups159,160.  

In SPR sensorgram (Fig. 1.19), an association phase initiates when an analyte occupies 

the binding site of the immobilized molecules, and the rate of association (kon) is determined 

from the shape of the curve158. At a certain time, a steady-state (saturation) is achieved when the 

RU value is maximum, and the binding affinity can be measured from the concentration of 

immobilized receptor and analytes158. After the saturation period, the analyte molecules are 

removed from the bound surface with a continuous flow of buffer, and the rate of dissociation 

(koff) is measured from the shape of the curve158. However, removing the bound molecule can 

regenerate the surface and the sensogram returns to the initial state158. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1. 19. A SPR sensorgram of molecular interaction between immobilized acyl carrier 
protein from Pseudomonas aeruginosa and IDR-1018. Sensorgram and fitting are shown in solid 
and dashed lines respectively. 
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1.7.4 Differential Scanning Calorimetry 

A full thermodynamic description of biological macromolecules such as proteins and 

lipids can be achieved by using Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC)161,162. The most widely 

used application of this technique is the determination of the stability of macromolecular 

assemblies162 . An insight about the macromolecular interactions, such as protein-amino acids, 

protein-lipid, or protein-nucleic acid can also be achieved by using DSC161,162 . However, in 

practice, at a constant pressure, a thermal scanning of a solution containing macromolecules is 

carried out, which initiates a thermally induced two-state transition process161,162. During this 

thermal scanning of the macromolecule, the two-state transition includes the change in the 

folding state where the native state of a protein undergoes a transition to the completely 

denatured state through a partially unfolded state162. This two-state transition process could be 

reversible depending on the nature of proteins and buffer conditions161,162. 

In order to study this transition, a small temperature difference is monitored between the 

sample (containing the protein of interest with solvent) and reference cells (containing an 

identical solvent)163. The thermally induced processes in the sample cell initiates a temperature 

difference that is compensated by providing additional electric power through a feedback circuit 

coupled to a heater on the sample cell surface163. A full thermodynamic description of a 

macromolecule is acquired from a single scan since the excess heat capacity (temperature 

dependence of the enthalpy function) is directly proportional to the additional heat163,164.  

The total amount of heat energy (calorimetric enthalpy, ΔHcal) is absorbed by the sample 

can be calculated by integrating the area under the thermogram peak165. The same thermogram 

can also be used to determine the melting temperature (Tm) from the midpoint of the 

thermogram. A higher Tm is associated more stable conformation of a protein (Fig. 1.20)165. 
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The ratio between the van’t Hoff enthalpy (ΔHvH) and experimentally determined 

enthalpy is used to verify the assumed two-state model163,165. If the ratio is close to one then the 

transition follows a two state model165 whereas the ratio with values above 1 indicates the self-

association of domains e.g., dimer, trimer of a protein and values below 1 correlate to the 

unfolding event via one or more intermediate states163. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
Figure 1. 20. A thermogram of HisJ unfolding that follows a two-state transition process and the 
middle of the transition of the thermogram is used to determine the melting temperature (Tm). 
The red line represents the best fit to the actual undfolding data.  

 
1.7.5 Circular Dichroism Spectroscopy 

Circular Dichroism (CD) spectroscopy is a very useful technique to determine whether a 

purified protein is folded or not in various buffer conditions166. With a very low concentration 
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(~10 µM) of protein, it is possible to determine the secondary structure of a protein by using CD 

spectroscopy166. It can also be used to study protein-ligand interactions166. The CD spectrum 

arises due to differential absorption of two components of the plane-polarised light (right and 

left-handed circularly polarised light) and the resultant spectrum is measured at a given 

wavelength of radiation166,167 . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. 21. Representative circular dichroism spectrum of ACP from Francisella novicida, 
which can be either folded and adopts an α-helical conformation (filled circle) or can be only 
partially folded (open circle) depending on the buffer condition.  

 

Information regarding the regular secondary structural features such as α-helix and β-

sheet can be extracted from the CD spectrum of proteins in the far-UV region (240-180 nm) that 

is correlated to peptide bond absorption167. In one hand, α-helical proteins have signature spectra 

with a positive band at 193 nm and negative bands at 222 nm and 208 nm166 (Fig. 1.21). On the 

other hand, proteins with β-pleated sheets have a positive band at 195 nm and negative band at 

218 nm166. Disordered proteins can also be characterized with CD spectra of positive ellipticity 
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at 210 nm and the negative band near 195 nm166.  

1.8 Scope of the thesis 

The work presented in this dissertation includes various investigations of bacterial 

cytoplasmic proteins and periplasmic proteins that are involved in highly conserved biosynthetic 

pathways, such as fatty acid biosynthesis and iron transport and regulation. Our main aim is to 

look at different strategies to tackle the bacterial antibiotic resistance problem. To do so, we 

sought to characterize bacterial ACPs with biophysical methods: one of the ACPs is involved in 

the biosynthesis of lipopeptide antibiotics while the others act as a target for AMPs.  In addition 

to determining the solution structure of ACPs, an investigation was also carried out with various 

AMPs to try to inhibit the FAS ACPs. Another aspect of this thesis is to understand the role of 

bacterial periplasmic binding protein FecB in iron uptake system, which is a conserved 

mechanism across bacteria with an aim to design potential drug as a novel therapeutic. In 

addition, HisJ that is well known for its “Venus flytrap” domain movement, was also 

investigated to decipher the molecular mechanisms associated with ligand binding.  

 Chapter 2 presents the solution structure and dynamics of apo-LipD an ACP from A. 

friuliensis that is involved in the acylation of the lipopeptide antibiotic friulimicin. Furthermore, 

the dynamic features of holo-LipD were carefully compared to its apo-form to postulate a 

mechanism for the observed differences in protein stability and dynamics. This chapter will also 

highlight the folding behaviour of both forms of LipD in the presence of divalent ions. In chapter 

3, we explore the binding of various AMPs with a range of distinct biochemical and structural 

properties to the FAS ACPs of two pathogenic bacteria with a goal to perturb their essential fatty 

acid synthesis mechanism. 

In Chapter 4, the binding ability of E. coli FecB to various tri- and di-carboxylic acids 
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was examined. Titrations were performed to characterize the binding events by using ITC and/or 

DSC. As well as NMR spectroscopy was carried out in order to decipher the role of the pH-

dependent speciation of ligands in binding to the protein. Some new and unexpected binding 

partners were identified. Moreover in chapter 5 we present detailed biophysical studies of HisJ 

and its ligand binding properties to shed light on how the biochemical properties of the ligands 

influence their binding affinities to HisJ.  

Lastly, chapter 6 concludes this thesis with an overview of our findings and future 

experiments for the next stage of research in this field. This chapter also includes a detailed, yet 

incomplete study of the periplasmic proteins that participate in the cell surface signaling system 

with the aim to design a novel inhibitor to abrogate virulence pathways in P aeruginosa. 
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CHAPTER 2: Structural and dynamic characterization of a freestanding acyl carrier protein 
involved in the biosynthesis of cyclic lipopeptide antibiotics 

 

2.1. Introduction 

The contemporary drug arsenal is no longer adequate to fight against antibiotic resistant 

bacterial strains, specifically where it concerns drug-resistant Gram-positive pathogens such as 

methicillin–resistant Staphylococcus aureus, or vancomycin-resistant enterococci and obligate 

anaerobes1,2. Ca2+- dependent cyclic lipopeptides are an emerging class of antibiotics for the 

treatment of infections caused by Gram-positive pathogens. These lipopeptide antibiotics are 

synthesized by nonribosomal peptide synthetase (NRPS) complexes in various Streptomyces 

strains169. Daptomycin from Streptomyces roseosporus, is the first drug of this class which has 

been approved for systemic clinical use in 2006 in the United States170. However, reduced 

daptomycin susceptibility in S. aureus has already been reported. For example, during clinical 

trials daptomycin failed to treat community-acquired pneumonia patients due to sequestration of 

daptomycin by pulmonary surfactant171. Alteration of cell membrane and cell wall components 

by various mechanisms has also been proposed for the emerging resistance towards 

daptomycin172. On the other hand, it has been reported that bacterial adaptation to antibiotic 

stress may be more difficult in the case of the related lipopeptide friulimicin from Actinoplanes 

friuliensis. Friulimicin has a different mode of action compared to daptomycin, where the former 

is thought to interrupt the cell wall precursor cycle by forming a complex with the bactoprenol 

phosphate carrier C(55)-P20. The biosynthetic NRPS gene clusters responsible for the synthesis 

of these lipopeptide antibiotics are under intensive investigation as they represent a potential 

source for novel antibiotics with alternative modes of action to overcome bacterial resistance173. 
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Structurally, friulimicin is similar to other lipopeptide antibiotics such as daptomycin 

although there are variations in the exocyclic amino acids and the length of the fatty acid 

substituent20. Friulimicin has a number of characteristic features - (i) a ten-membered cyclic 

peptide with a ∆cis3 double bond containing branched-chain (C14) fatty acid moiety,  (ii) the 

peptide contains the DXDG Ca2+-binding motif that is conserved among various cyclic 

lipopeptide antibiotics, and (iii) the presence of a number of unusual non proteinogenic amino 

acids20. While the biosynthesis of the peptide cores via the NRPS systems is quite well 

understood, much less is known about the activation, subsequent transfer and incorporation of 

the fatty acid moiety into the final product from a biochemical or structural viewpoint21,174. The 

LipA, LipB, and LipD proteins are thought to participate in the activation, attachment and 

transfer of the fatty acid component of friulimicin. These genes are separated from the 

friulimicin biosynthetic gene cluster175. The putative enzyme activity of LipA is deduced based 

on sequence similarity with adenylate forming enzymes such as acyl-CoA synthetase or acyl-

CoA ligases whereas the functions of LipB and LipD were characterized after expression in 

recombinant systems21,176. LipA seems to be involved in the initiation of the acylation reaction 

during the synthesis of lipopeptide antibiotics through the NRPS system. The activation of the 

fatty acid is carried out by a two-step catalysis reaction in the presence of ATP and Mg2+ 21,176. 

The introduction of the ∆cis3 double bond into the acyl residue by the acyl-CoA dehydrogenase 

LipB gives rise to enhanced potency of friulimicin. LipD is an acyl carrier protein (ACP) that 

shuttles fatty acids during the initiation of friulimicin biosynthesis21,11. 

Like fatty acid synthase (FAS) systems and polyketide synthase (PKS) enzyme 

complexes, the NRPSs can be categorized into two groups according to their organization. The 
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majority of the NRPS systems act as a type I system where the conserved catalytic domains are 

part of a modular multidomain protein. On the other hand, some type II NRPS systems are 

composed of multiple freestanding proteins. Regardless of the biosynthetic machineries, the 

small (~9 kDa) acidic carrier protein (CP) such as either ACP or peptidyl carrier protein (PCP) 

plays a pivotal role by tethering either fatty acids, or amino acids, or peptidyl intermediates to a 

4´-phosphopantetheinyl prosthetic group through a conserved serine residue that is part of the 

protein. Conformational flexibility of the CPs is critical for the substrate delivery from one 

catalytic center to another174,12. Although, there are considerable differences in the amino acid 

sequences of the carrier proteins, all the CPs are made up of a four-helix bundle. The three major 

alpha helices I, II and IV are almost parallel and together form a hydrophobic core. The shorter 

helix III lies almost perpendicular to these major helices178,25.  

Although a considerable amount of structural information is available for the various 

domains in NRPS48, at this time no structural data have been reported for the lipidation reaction 

of the lipopeptide antibiotics. This is unfortunate, as the lipid chain plays a critical role in the 

activity and the mode of action of the lipopeptides by assisting the antibiotic in the attachment to 

the phospholipid membrane179. The length of the acyl chain also governs the activity of the 

cyclic lipopeptide antibiotics180. Initial in vitro biochemical characterizations of the lipidation 

reaction have been carried out for daptomycin21 but not yet for other related lipopeptide 

antibiotics23. A better understanding of the structural details of the lipidation reaction will be 

crucial to facilitate further development of this novel class of lipopeptide antibiotics.  

It is well known that binding of divalent cations can influence the folding of ACPs by 

partially neutralizing the acidic charges hence increasing the stability of ACPs181,182,183,184,185. 
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Two divalent metal ion-binding sites have been identified in ACPs, consisting of acidic residues 

and both of these are located at either end of the helix II, named as site A and B183. The stability 

of ACPs is not only influenced by divalent ions, such as calcium or magnesium, but also 

monovalent cations can stabilize the protein conformation by decreasing the electrostatic 

repulsion between the multiple negative charges on the protein surface184.  

In this study we report the NMR solution structure of the LipD protein, which represents 

the first structure for an ACP protein that is involved in the biosynthesis of cyclic lipopeptide 

antibiotics. Backbone dynamics NMR experiments were initiated to detect differences in the 

internal dynamics between apo- and holo-LipD that contains a phosphopantetheine group 

attached to Ser47. Since many ACPs that are involved in fatty acid synthesis are known to bind 

cations, we also investigated the effects of the binding of Ca2+ and Mg2+ on the stability of LipD 

through differential scanning calorimetry experiments.  The effects of these divalent cations on 

the protein folding were further investigated through NMR titration experiments. Finally we 

compared the structural features of LipD and the FAS-ACP of A. friuliensis, as both these 

freestanding proteins must be able to act independently in the cell. 

2.2. Materials and methods 

2.2.1 Cloning, expression and purification 

The gene with a sequence optimized according to E. coli codon usage for the putative 

ACP, LipD (source organism : Actinoplanes friuliensis) was obtained from GeneArt.  A pET15-

MHL expression vector containing an N-terminal hexa histidine-tag followed by a Tobacco Etch 

virus (TEV) protease restriction site was used to subclone the LipD gene by using the 5’ NdeI 
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and 3’ XhoI restriction sites. The construct was verified through nucleotide sequencing which 

was carried out at the University of Calgary sequencing facility. The verified constructs were 

transformed into E. coli BL21(DE3) for expression. 

A 10-mL preculture was used to inoculate 1 L Luria-Bertani (LB) media, supplemented 

with 100 µg/mL ampicillin for LipD. Uniformly 15N,13C labeled LipD was prepared in M9 media 

containing 1g/L 15NH4Cl and 3g/L 13C- glucose. The culture was grown to mid log phase (A600 ~ 

0.6) at 37 °C and induced with 0.3 mM isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) for LipD 

expression. The cells were harvested by centrifugation at 6,000 × g for 15 minutes after 20 hours 

of additional incubation at 18 °C.  

The LipD containing cell pellets were resuspended in lysis buffer containing 50 mM Tris, 

400 mM NaCl, 40 mM Imidazole (pH 8.0), 1 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride (PMSF) and 

lysed by French press. Cellular debris was removed by centrifugation at 18,500 × g for 45 

minutes. Apo-LipD was converted to the holo-form by incubating the clarified supernatant with 

coenzyme A in the presence of crudely purified E. coli ACPS186. Nickel- chromatography was 

used to purify both apo- and holo-LipD. The protein was eluted with 50 mM Tris, 400 mM NaCl 

and 300 mM imidazole (pH 8.0) after washing with 20-column volumes of lysis buffer. Eluted 

protein was then dialyzed in 20 mM Tris, 100 mM NaCl, 0.5 mM EDTA and 5 mM 2-

mercaptoethanol (pH 8.0) and subjected to TEV protease digestion at room temperature for 3 

hours. TEV protease was expressed and purified from the pRK793 plasmid (Addgene) as 

previously described187. Overnight dialysis was performed in 20 mM Tris and 100 mM NaCl  

(pH 8.0) at 4 °C and applied to the Ni-NTA column one more time to remove the cleaved 

histidine tag. A ResourceQ anion exchange column was used for further purification in 10mM 
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MES pH 6.0 with stepwise NaCl gradients from 0 to 1 M. A 3-kDa cut-off centrifugal filter 

device (Amicon) was used to concentrate LipD to ~1 mM. The final product contained two extra 

N-terminal residues, G and H, which were part of the TEV protease cleavage site and were 

introduced during cloning.  

Purified proteins were detected through Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate Polyacrylamide Gel 

Electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE). Either native gel electrophoresis188 or matrix-assisted laser 

desorption ionization mass spectrometry (MALDI-MS) were carried out to confirm the presence 

of the phosphopantetheine group in holo-LipD. Protein concentrations were determined by using 

theoretical extinction coefficient values (ε280) calculated from the ExPASy ProtParam 

program189.  

2.2.2 NMR spectroscopy  

All NMR samples contained around 1 mM unlabeled, 15N or 15N,13C – labeled apo- or 

holo-LipD, 50 mM KH2PO4, 100 mM KCl, 10 mM dithiothreitol (DTT), 0.03% sodium azide, 

0.5 mM 2,2-dimethyl-2-silapentane-5–sulfonate (DSS) in 90% H2O/10% D2O or 100% D2O (pH 

6.0). All experiments were carried out at 25 °C on Bruker Avance 500 MHz, 600 MHz or 700 

MHz spectrometers. The sequential backbone resonance assignments of both apo- and holo-LipD 

were obtained using various three dimensional NMR experiments including HNCACB, 

CBCA(CO)NH, HNCO, and HN(CA)CO experiments. Aliphatic side chain assignment were 

obtained by analyzing HCC(C)ONH- total correlation spectroscopy (TOCSY), HBHA(CO)NH, 

and HCCH-TOCSY spectra. Aromatic side chain resonances were assigned using two–

dimensional (HB)CB(CGCD)HD, (HB)CB(CGCDCE)HE190 and 2D-TOCSY experiments. All 
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NOESY experiments including the 15N-edited NOESY-HSQC, 13C–edited NOESY–HSQC, and 

two-dimensional homonuclear NOESY were acquired with a mixing time of 100 ms.  

Chemical shift differences between the apo and holo forms were analyzed using Equation 

1191: 𝐶𝑆𝑃 = Δ𝐻! + (Δ𝑁/5)! (Eq. 1). This equation is also used to calculate the chemical shift 

differences of apo- and holo-LipD in the presence of either CaCl2 or MgCl2 or EDTA. NMR 

titrations of these divalent ions were carried out in a buffer containing 20 mM HEPES, 10 mM 

DTT at pH 7.0.  

15 mg/mL of pf1 phage (Asla-Biotech) was added to a 15N- apo- and holo-LipD sample 

to partially align the protein molecules. An in-phase/anti-phase 1H,15N-HSQC experiment192 with 

2048 × 512 complex points was used to measure backbone H-N residual dipolar couplings 

(RDCs). The PALES program193 was used to fit the measured RDC data to the calculated RDC 

data from the model structure.  

NMR experiments for the backbone dynamics studies of 15N-apo- and holo-LipD were 

acquired at 60.84 MHz for the 15N-frequency. Sensitivity-enhanced inversion-recovery pulse 

sequences with relaxation delays of 20, 40, 60, 200, 500 (×2), 600, 800, 1000, 1200 ms were 

used to acquire 15N T1 data. Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill-type T2 experiments with relaxation 

delays of 8.72, 17.44 (X2), 26.16, 34.88, 52.32, 69.76 (×2), 87.20 ms were applied to obtain 15N 

T2 relaxation data. The 1800 pulses were applied at a field strength of 5.6 kHz every 1 ms. {1H}-

15N heteronuclear NOE data were obtained using a 5-s train of 1200 proton pulses. All spectra 

were processed and analyzed by the NMRpipe194 and NMRView software195. The 15N T1 and T2 

data for apo- and holo-LipD were analyzed using the program CurveFit (A. G. Palmer, Columbia 
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University). Residues with internal motions faster than the overall rotational diffusion 

significantly influence the T1 value, were identified by having NOE < 0.65 and excluded from 

further analysis. Moreover, residues with conformational exchange that can affect the T2 

relaxation time were identified as described196. Finally, the rotational correlation time for the 

global tumbling of each residue was calculated from the R2/R1 ratio. In dynamics experiments 

duplicated data sets were used to estimate uncertainties for the peak intensity. The uncertainties 

for {1H}-15N NOE values were estimated using the standard deviation (S.D). of the noise in 

empty spectral regions.  

15N apo- and holo-LipD samples were lyophilized and dissolved into 99.9% D2O buffer 

for amide hydrogen exchange experiments. A total of 30 HSQC spectra were then collected on 

each sample at 25 0C over a period of hours. NMRView was used to analyze the data. The first 

spectrum of each amide exchange series was peak picked and assigned. Previous chemical shift 

assignments from apo- and holo- LipD were used for automatic pick picking on subsequent 

spectra. CurveFit and OriginPro8 were used to determine the amide exchange rate (kex) 

according to the following equation:  𝐼 = 𝐼! exp(−𝑘!" 𝑡)+ 𝐶197, where the initial intensity and 

final amplitude are indicated by I0 and C respectively. This amide exchange rate was used to 

determine the protection factor by using the Krc/kex ratio where Krc is the exchange rate for amino 

acids in an radom coil conformation198 .  

Phase-Modulated CLEAN chemical Exchange (CLEANEX-PM) experiments were 

carried out according to Hwang et al.199. Two-dimensional (CLEANEX-PM) fast-HSQC spectra 

were obtained with a mixing time of 100 ms and compared the intensities to a control fast-HSQC 

spectrum. Peak intensities were analyzed according to the procedure mentioned in the amide 
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exchange data analysis section. CYANA (version 2.0) was used to calculate the initial structure 

of apo-LipD that included automated NOE assignment protocol200, hydrogen bond restraints, and 

predicted dihedral angle restraints from TALOS+201 except for proline. Further structure 

refinement was performed by Xplor-NIH (version 2.19)202 with the addition of backbone 1H-15N 

RDC constraints. The PALES program was used to derive an initial estimation about the axial 

component of the molecular alignment tensor (Da) and the rhombicity (R) from the CYANA 

calculated lowest energy structure. Out of 200 structures, an ensemble of the 30 lowest energy 

structures were selected and used for analysis. All molecular graphics used in this study were 

generated using either MOLMOL203 or PyMOL204. 

2.2.3. Differential Scanning Calorimetry   

The protein denaturation experiments were performed by using a VP-DSC 

microcalorimeter where 30 µM protein samples were heated from 10 to 100 °C at a scan rate of 

60 °C/h with a filter period of 16s. The protein was dialyzed overnight in 5 mM HEPES, 1mM β- 

mercaptoethanol, pH 7.0 and the DSC experiments were carried out either in the presence of 2 

mM EDTA, CaCl2, MgCl2, 100 mM NaCl or 100 mM KCl. The sample cell was refilled with 

protein sample after two consecutive buffer scans where the first scan was discarded due to 

different thermal history and the second one was used for baseline correction. 

2.3 Results 

2.3.1 Bioinformatics analysis of LipD  

Multiple sequence alignments were carried out using Clustal Omega to characterize 

LipD. The sequence of LipD was compared with selected carrier proteins from different 
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microorganisms (Fig. 2.1.a). The multiple sequence alignment revealed that LipD shows the 

most sequence conservation with other ACPs that are involved in the synthesis of cyclic 

lipopeptide antibiotics, such as the DptF protein involved in the acylation of daptomycin.  

Figure 2. 1. (a) The amino-acid sequence of LipD (Q4H1C9) is aligned with carrier proteins 
from Anabaena sp. (Q8YWG3), Streptomyces filamentosus (Q50E75), Streptomyces fradiae 
(Q45R86), Acinetobacter baumannii (B7H2D1), Brevibacillus brevis (O30409), Streptomyces 
verticillus (Q9XC48), Bacillus subtilis (P80643), Escherichia coli (P0A6A8), Plasmodium 
falciparum (3GZM), Thermus thermophiles (Q5SL79), Lyngbya majuscule (Q6DNF2), 
Streptomyces virginiae (A4PHN0), and Pseudomonas fluorescens (Q8RL76). The positions of 
the secondary structure elements determined for LipD are also displayed.  Residues aligned with 
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the divalent- ion binding sites of E. coli FAS ACP are highlighted in green. According to E. coli 
FAS ACP the divalent ion binding site A and B are indicated by the letters A and B. (b) The 
phylogenetic tree reveals the presence of four clades and each group is represented by a different 
color, where the source organism of LipD is highlighted in a circle. 

To further confirm this, a phylogenetic analysis was carried out using the seaview4205 

program to obtain a more definitive characterization of LipD. The alignment was created by 

MUSCLE206 and the phylogeny was constructed on the basis of the neighbor-joining method. 

LipD clearly belongs to a group with other freestanding carrier proteins of NRPS, such as DptF, 

A3404 from A. baumannii and Asl1650 from Anabaena sp., while maintaining a more distant 

relationship with NRPS PCPs and FAS and PKS ACP’s (Fig. 2.1.b). 

2.3.2 Structure of LipD  

The backbone resonance assignments for apo- LipD were completed for over 98% (Fig. 

2.2.a) of its amino acid sequence. The backbone CSI plot indicates that apo-LipD is composed of 

four α−helices (Fig. 2.2.b). A high resolution NMR structure of apo-LipD was obtained and the 

coordinates were deposited in the PDB (PDB: 2N98)207. Torsion angle dynamics and an 

automated NOE assignment protocol of CYANA were used to calculate the initial structures of 

LipD. A total of 2346 cross-peaks in the 3D 15N-edited NOESY-HSQC, 13C-edited NOESY-

HSQC, and 2D-NOESY spectra were automatically assigned by CYANA and this generated 

1494 upper distance restraints. Backbone 1H-15N RDCs were used for the further refinement of 

the structure using the program XPLOR-NIH. The experimental restraints and structural statistics 

are shown in Table 2.1. The superposition of the 30 lowest energy structures is shown in figure 

2.3.a, and the backbone RMSD obtained for the structured region of the protein (L12-A85) is 

0.28 Å. LipD is folded into a helix bundle (Fig. 2.3.b), which is composed of four helices: helix I 

(L12-L27), helix II (S47-H60), helix III (P67-I70), and helix IV (I76-A85). Helices II and IV run 
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antiparallel to helix I, and the shorter helix III is arranged in a perpendicular manner to the other 

helices. The longest loop I between helices I and II contains two short 310 helices: D31-T33 and 

L40-Y43. Two more additional loops contribute towards the helix bundle structure. Loop II 

(L61-D66) connects helices II and III, whereas a five residue long loop III (W71-T75) links helix 

III and helix IV (Fig. 3b). Apo-LipD has a well-defined hydrophobic core, which consists of the  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. 2. The fully assigned 1H,15N HSQC NMR spectrum of folded apo-LipD. The spectrum 
was acquired at 25 0C (a). CSI values for Cα and C’ atoms (b). The secondary structure elements 
obtained from the calculated structures are also shown.  
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side chains of L15, W18, L19, V23 (helix I), L40 (2nd 310 helix), L45 (loop I), I53, L57 (helix II), 

L61 (loop II), L79, and L83 (helix IV). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. 3. (a) The 30 lowest energy structures of LipD are superimposed using the backbone 
atoms of residues 12-87. (b) Ribbon representation of the lowest energy structure. The secondary 
structural elements are depicted with different colors. 
 

2.3.3. Structural comparison 

The multiple structural alignments program DALI208 was used to analyze the structural 

similarity of apo-LipD when compared with various ACPs available from the PDB. Out of 337 

structures, four were selected based on the higher z score, sequence identity, and system 

differences (i.e., FAS, PKS, and NRPS). PyMOL was used to visualize a pairwise structural 

comparison between apo-LipD and four different ACPs (Fig. 4). According to the DALI server, 

the freestanding type II carrier protein domain from the NRPS clusters of A. baumannii (4HKG) 

is the most homologus structure with the highest Z-score of 9.7. In addition, this unpublished 

structure shows a 41% sequence identity to LipD and the superposition of the two structures 

resulted in an RMSD value of 2.3 Å (Fig. 2.4.a). An RMSD value of 3.2 Å (Fig. 2.4.b) and a Z-
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score of 9.1 are obtained from the superposition of the crystal structure of Blm1 (4NEO), a 

representative of the type II PCP members from an NRPS that is involved in the bleomycin 

biosynthetic pathway.  

Table 2. 1. Experimental restraints and structural statistics of the 30 NMR structures of apo-
LipD 

 

 
Number of experimental restraints 
   Distance restraints from NOE      
        Total                 1494 
        Intra-residue      421 
        Sequential      430  
        Medium range (2-4)     371  
        Long range (5+)      272  
   Residual dipolar coupling restraints (H-N)    83 
   Dihedral angle restraints (TALOS)    142 
   Hydrogen bond distance restraints    60 
Average r.m.s.d. values from experimental restraints 
   Distance restraint violation (Å)     0.073  ± 0.004 
   Dihedral angle restraint violation    1.087° ± 0.133°  
   RDC restraint violation (Hz)     0.172   ± 0.014 
Average r.m.s.d. values from idealized covalent geometry 
   Bonds (Å)        0.005  ± 0.0005 
   Angles       0.561° ± 0.032° 
   Impropers       0.564° ± 0.030° 
PROCHECK Ramachandran analysis of folded regions (residues 12-85; %) 
   Residues in most favoured regions               87.6  
   Residues in additional allowed regions              10.8  
   Residues in generously allowed regions     1.8  
   Residues in disallowed regions      0.0  
Coordinate precision of folded regions (residues 12-85; Å) 
   Backbone                                                              0.28 ± 0.07 
   All heavy atoms                                                             0.63 ± 0.06 

!
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Although the sequence identity between E. coli ACP and LipD is lower than the sequence 

identity between Blm1 and LipD, the structural overlay of LipD with the crystal structure of 

decanoyl- E. coli ACP  (2FAE) of the FAS II system shows a high Z score and a lower RMSD 

value (9.4 and 2.0 respectively) (Fig. 2.4.c). On the other hand, the prototypical solution 

structure of a PKS ACP from L. majuscula (1LIU), which belongs to the type-I NRPS system, 

has 23% of sequence identity with LipD (Fig. 2.4.d). Overall, the helix bundle folding of apo-

LipD is very similar to other ACPs from various systems except for the length of the loops and 

some helices. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. 4. The Structure of apo-LipD is compared to carrier proteins from different organisms. 
LipD is colored in green for all the comparisons. ACP from A. baumannii (4HKG) is colored in 
golden (a), PCP from S. verticillus (4NEO) is colored in blue (b), ACP from E. coli (2FAE) is 
colored as pink (c), and ACP from L. majuscula (2LIU) is colored in red (d). 
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2.3.4. Apo and holo forms of LipD  

The attachment of a phosphopantetheine group to the conserved Ser47 residue converts 

apo-LipD to the functional holo-form. Distinct chemical shift changes are observed in the 1H,15N 

HSQC spectrum of holo-lipD for residues in the immediate vicinity of the binding site of the 

prosthetic group (Fig. 2.5). The average chemical shift difference between the two spectra is 0.04 

ppm. Not unexpectedly Ser47 experiences the largest chemical shift difference in the spectra. 

The majority of the perturbed residues (>0.06 ppm) are located on helix II (Fig. 2.5.b). Residues 

from the hydrophobic cleft such as L19, I53, I57, L79 and L83 also show chemical shift 

perturbations between 0.03-0.08 ppm due to the attached phosphopantetheine group. Those 

residues that experienced chemical shift differences of over 0.1 ppm are labeled in figure 2.5.a. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. 5. Superposition of 1H,15N- HSQC spectra from apo- (black) and holo- (red) LipD (a). 
Residues showing average chemical shift differences over 0.1 ppm are highlighted in the spectra 
and are also mapped on the apo-LipD structure (b). 
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2.3.5 Backbone dynamics 

To further investigate the effect of the conversion from apo- to holo-LipD on the protein 

dynamics on the pico- to nanosecond time scale, we determined the nitrogen longitudinal (R1) 

and transverse (R2) relaxation rates (Fig. 6). Except for both termini, similar patterns of R1  (Fig. 

2.6.a) are observed for both apo- and holo-LipD. On the other hand the R2 data (Fig. 2.6.b) show 

differences between the apo- and holo-LipD for some residues, which are located around the 

phosphopantetheine binding site, loop II, and helix III. These residues include D46, H60, D61, 

S63 and W71 and are likely involved in a slow conformational change, which could give rise to 

line broadening. The high R2 values of these residues in apo-LipD are reduced in holo-LipD, 

suggesting that the slow conformational change that occurs in these regions can be suppressed by 

the phosphopantetheine attachment. The total correlation time of 3.56±0.31 ns in apo-LipD is 

marginally increased to 3.66±0.28 ns in holo-LipD, most likely due to the increased molecular 

weight of holo-LipD. Interestingly, the differences in the average correlation times of helices I 

and III between apo- and holo-LipD are greater than those of other helices, indicating that the 

orientation of these helices may be altered somewhat after the conversion. Although apo- and 

holo-LipD show similar heteronuclear NOE profiles (Fig. 2.6.c), the average heteronuclear NOE 

values for the helical regions of holo-LipD are slightly higher than their apo-counterparts, except 

for helix II, suggesting that the local dynamics of these helices are reduced in holo-LipD. 

Interestingly, several residues from holo-LipD including T33, I53, A54, D62, L65, and D66 that 

are located remotely from the phosphopantetheine binding site show lower heteronuclear NOE 

values compared to the apo-form, indicating that these residues become more flexible due to the 

possible conformational change induced by the phosphopantetheine attachment.  
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Figure 2. 6. NMR dynamics data obtained for apo- and holo-LipD where the apo-data are 
represented by black circles whereas the holo protein is depicted as redcircles. (a) R1 (1/T1), (b) 
R2 (1/T2), and (c) the backbone {1H}, 15N-NOE. Vertical error bars represent the standard 
deviations. The shaded bar indicates the binding site for the phosphopantetheine group. 
2.3.6 Hydrogen exchange 

We have used H/D exchange NMR experiments to investigate the protein dynamics on a 

more long-range timescale (hours). Even in small proteins such as ACPs there is usually a small 

core region where backbone NH protons exchange slowly with solvent D2O. We calculated the 

protection factor based on the differences in the exchange rate (Fig. 2.7). The average protection 

factors of the helices from apo- and holo-LipD, respectively, are 647±14 and 2144±30 for helix 

I; 282±13 and 1719±28 for helix II; 296±23 and 1052±14 for helix IV. It was also observed that 

residues involved in the regular helical structures are more protected than the loop regions. We 

also noted that the central parts of the helices are more protected than their termini (Fig. 2.8). 
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Figure 2. 7. Analysis of H/D exchange measurement where peak intensities of selected amides 
from apo-LipD (black), apo-LipD with Mg2+ (filled with black), holo-LipD (red), and holo-LipD 
with Mg2+ (filled with red) are plotted as a function of time. The series of peak intensities were 
fit with single-exponential decay curves. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. 8. Differences of the protection factors between apo- and holo-LipD obtained from the 
H/D exchange are plotted on the apo-LipD structure. Residues with red color had a slower H/D 
exchange rate in holo-LipD. 

In the presence of Mg2+, both apo- and holo-LipD had approximately 1.5 times higher 

protection factor values compare to their EDTA-chelated forms (Fig. 2.9). Overall, the most 

striking feature of this experiment is that the core of holo-LipD is more stable than its apo-

counterpart.  
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Figure 2. 9. H/D exchange protection factors of individual amide protons in LipD. Open bars 
indicate the apo-LipD whereas filled bars indicate the holo-LipD. 

A complementary experiment is the CLEANEX experiment, which detects the fast 

exchanging NH regions of the protein199. The data obtained for these experiments are shown in 

figure 2.10. These data show as expected that in particular the loop regions of the protein are 

involved in fast solvent exchange reactions, however there are fewer events in the holo-LipD 

protein. 
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Figure 2. 10. CLEANEX 1H,15N-fast HSQC spectra of LipD collected at 100 ms time. We 
observed 25 peaks for the apo-LipD (a), whereas there were only 18 peaks detected for the holo-
LipD (b). All the additional residues in apo-LipD (a) spectrum are indicated by bold letters. 
Comparison of the peak intensities of the amide protons between apo- (open circled) and holo-
LipD (close circled) where higher intensities indicate faster exchange rate (c). All the peaks are 
located in the flexible loop regions except for L12 and S47. By comparing the intensity of the 
fast exchange amide cross peaks between apo- and holo-LipD, it is evident that most of the peak 
intensities are lowered in holo-LipD. In these experiments, L45, S47 and W71 of LipD show 
remarkable differences in peak intensities, indicating that the amide protons of these residues 
participate in a faster solvent exchange around the phosphopantetheine binding site in apo-LipD 
(c). 
2.3.7 Differential scanning calorimetry and the effects of cations 

The NMR chemical shift perturbation data and the NMR dynamics data reveal that the 

attachment of phosphopantetheine to the conserved Ser47 of LipD altered the protein dynamics. 

Therefore, we further examined the protein denaturation properties of apo- and holo-LipD by 

differential scanning calorimetry (Table 2.2). To prepare fully apo-LipD we used 2 mM EDTA 

to chelate any residual divalent cations in the protein sample. There was a 5 °C difference in the 
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Tm values measured for apo- and holo-LipD. Both forms of LipD showed a substantial increase 

in the melting temperature (around 10 °C) in the presence of either Ca2+ or Mg2+ cations. The 

binding of Mg2+ to LipD showed a slightly lower melting temperature compared to the Tm for 

the Ca2+-bound state. Interestingly, the addition of increasing concentrations of monovalent ions, 

such as either Na+ or K+, also could compensate to some extent for the effect of divalent ions, as 

the binding of either monovalent ion could increase the Tm closer to the melting temperatures of 

either divalent ion bound-LipD (Table 2.2).  

Table 2. 2. DSC data obtained for apo- and holo-LipD in the presence of EDTA, monovalent or 
divalent metal ions. All the experiments were carried out with 30 µM of LipD in a buffer 
containing 5 mM HEPES, 1 mM β-mercaptoethanol at pH 7.0.  
 

LipD 2 mM EDTA 100 mM NaCl 100 mM KCl 2 mM MgCl2 2 mM CaCl2 

Apo 60.5±0.2 °C 68.8±0.1 °C 68.5±1.0 °C 70.6± 0.7 °C 72.7± 1.0 °C 

Holo 65.2± 0.1 °C 71.0±0.3 °C 72.6±0.7 °C 73.8± 0.6 °C 74.7± 0.5 °C 

Because the DSC data revealed that the binding of divalent and monovalent cations can 

significantly affect the stability of both apo- and holo-LipD, we carried out 15N-HSQC 

experiments to investigate the effect of folding on the enhanced stability of LipD due to the 

binding of the divalent ions. Incremental additions of Ca2+ and Mg2+ up to 20 times the protein 

concentration on both the apo- and holo-lipD revealed that the binding of the divalent ion 

occurred in a fast exchange manner on the NMR timescale (data not shown). The HSQC NMR 

experiments of both forms of LipD with Ca2+ and Mg2+ showed a similar overall fold as 

compared to LipD with EDTA (Fig. 2.11). 
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Figure 2. 11. 1H,15N- HSQC spectra obtained for the divalent metal ion binding experiments. All 
experiments were carried out in a buffer containing 20 mM HEPES pH 7.0. (a) Overlay of the 
HSQC spectra from apo-LipD with 2mM EDTA (black), in the presence of 20 times excess of 
Ca2+ ion (red) and Mg2+ ion (green) suggest that apo-LipD adopts similar overall conformations. 
(b) Spectral overlay of holo-LipD with EDTA, Ca2+ and Mg2+ (black, red, and green 
respectively) also indicate similar conformations. (c) The residues (red spheres) that showed the 
highest chemical shift differences due to Ca2+-binding are mapped on the apo-LipD structure. 

By comparing the CSP from both divalent ions, it is evident that Ca2+ has more of an 

effect on protein folding. The residues of both apo- and holo- LipD that showed substantial 

chemical shift perturbations over 0.04 ppm for Ca2+ binding, are clustered around the C-terminal 

end of helix II and also involve the entire shorter helix III (Fig. 2.11). 
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2.4. Discussion 

In this study, we have characterized the gene product of the lipd gene from the friulimicin 

NRPS system of Actinoplanes friuliensis. We focused our attention on a phylogenetic analysis 

based on sequence comparisons and we could show that LipD is most closely related to a group 

of other freestanding ACPs most of which have their genes located near NRPS systems (Fig. 

2.1b). Although LipD can be categorized into a specific NRPS ACP group according to the 

phylogenetic analysis, the LipD structure was further characterized on the basis of structural 

similarities and dissimilarities. It has been observed in this study that LipD forms a canonical 

helix bundle structure like other carrier proteins, with subtle differences in the length of helices 

and loop regions (Fig. 2.4.b). The length and dynamics of these loop regions could have an 

impact on the overall protein dynamics for the recognition of partner proteins in the friulimicin 

biosynthetic machinery.  

Our data suggests that the overall backbone dynamics of apo-LipD is similar to holo-

LipD on the pico- to nanosecond time scale (Fig. 2.6). The heteronuclear NOE values of LipD 

for the majority of the loop regions are indicative of stable structural components such as 

Anabaena ACP209, ACP from Mycobacterium tuberculosis210, PCP from Lactobacillus 

rahamnosus211, and ACP from a mixed PKS/NRPS system of Lyngbya majuscule212. 

Furthermore, it is evident that in the case of Escherichia coli FAS ACP loop I and loop II show 

clear differences in the flexibility between apo- and holo-ACP, possibly due to the structural 

rearrangements that are required for the attachment of the acyl chain to the prosthetic group of 

ACP213,214. We also observed a similar trend in the dynamics of the loop I and loop II regions for 

both forms of LipD (Fig. 2.6). The restriction in loop motion could have some impact on the 
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helix orientations, which eventually dictates the interaction with partner enzymes. Our dynamics 

data suggest that there were some changes in the orientation of the helices upon 

phosphopantetheinylation, a notion that is also supported by the 15N1H-RDC data (Fig. 2.12) 

recorded for the holo-LipD where the changes in the angles of helices are more evident, by the 

deviations observed throughout the entire protein.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. 12. Plots of the experimental RDCs versus values computed from the apo-LipD 
structure for (a) apo-LipD and (b) holo-LipD. 

We also studied the LipD protein motions on different time scales to investigate the 

impact of phosphopantetheinylation on the overall protein stability. We observed differences in 

the amide exchange rate (Fig. 2.7) and the associated protection factors (Fig. 2.8) between apo- 

and holo-LipD. It was evident that residues around the phosphopantetheine binding site and the 

C-terminal end of helix II of apo-LipD showed higher intensities from amide exchange 

experiments, indicating faster exchange (Fig. 2.10). The intensities of these residues were 

suppressed by the attached prosthetic group in holo-LipD. Higher protection factors were 
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obtained for the middle part of the helices of holo-LipD, indicating an increase in the stability of 

holo-LipD (Fig. 2.8). The enhanced protection factors of holo-LipD corroborate our DSC data 

(Table 2.2), as an increase in the melting temperature was observed due to the attached 

phosphopantetheine group compared to its apo-counterpart.  

So far, the interactions between ACPs and the phosphopantetheine group have been 

investigated at the structural level for various microorganismal ACPs215,216,217,218,219 but the role 

of the prosthetic group in the thermal stability of the protein  has not yet received much attention. 

Unfolding studies of the apo- and holo-forms of Plasmodium falciparum ACP revealed that the 

holo-form had greater stability than its apo-counterpart due to hydrophobic interactions between 

the protein and the prosthetic group220. However, an increase in the melting temperature was also 

observed for an holo-ACP form of the mycolactone polyketide synthase from Mycobacterium 

ulcerans where the phosphopantetheine moiety appeared to swing freely around the highly 

conserved attachment site221. In our study we also investigated the effect of attached 

phosphopantetheine on protein stability. The DSC data  (Table 2.2) indicates a substantial 

increase in the melting temperature for holo-LipD in EDTA chelated form. In isotope filter NMR 

experiments we did not detect any long-lasting interactions between the labeled LipD protein and 

the attached unlabeled phosphopantetheine prosthetic group (data not shown), suggesting that the 

latter is also swinging freely.  

It has been reported that divalent cations such as CaCl2, MgCl2, or MnCl2 can play a key 

role in stabilizing some ACPs, mainly through charge neutralization181,182,183,184,185. Our DSC 

data (Table 2.2) indicate a substantial increase in the melting temperature for holo-LipD either in 

the monovalent or divalent metal ion bound form compared to the apo-LipD. Divalent cation-
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induced folding raised the melting temperatures; around 70.0 0C was reported for E. coli ACP185, 

which is close to the Tm we determined for LipD in the presence of either CaCl2 or MgCl2. 

Higher thermal stability was also observed in ACPs from Enterococcus faecalis and 

Staphylococcus aureus in the presence of CaCl2
222. The increase in the melting temperature of 

LipD in the presence of divalent cations is also supported by our hydrogen deuterium exchange 

data. We observed a significant increase in the protection factors with both forms of LipD in the 

presence of Mg2+ (Fig. 2.9). In addition to the effect of divalent ion on thermal stability, we 

investigated the effect of divalent ions on protein folding. Unlike the ACP from Vibrio harveyi, 

which is unfolded in the absence of calcium or magnesium, both apo- and holo-LipD are folded 

properly without any divalent cations223. The presence of calcium had slightly higher effect on 

the protein stability compared to Mg2+ (Table 2.2). However, since Mg2+ concentrations are 

higher in the cytoplasm, the protein would likely exist mostly in the magnesium-bound form in 

the cell. Significant changes in CSP were observed in the residues from the C-terminal end of 

helix II, loop II and the beginning of helix III upon binding of divalent cations (Fig. 2.11). This 

observation corroborates our sequence analysis, which indicates that LipD has conserved 

sequence identity for divalent cation binding site B, while binding site A is not preserved (Fig. 

2.1). In addition to the conformational stability, binding of divalent cations influences the 

function of ACP during the interaction with various enzymes223. However, our NMR titration 

experiments suggest that there are no significant changes in the overall folding by the binding of 

the divalent metal ions (Fig. 2.11). Therefore, we conclude that divalent metal ions increase the 

thermal stability of LipD mostly through charge neutralization on the protein surface.  
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Although the NMR dynamics and thermodynamics data for both apo- and holo- LipD 

provide some insights into the effects of phosphopantetheinylation of LipD, it is not clear how 

this ACP could interact with the ACP synthase enzyme for the attachment of the prosthetic 

group. Recognition of the carrier protein and the phosphopantetheinyl transferases (PPTs) are 

conserved in different organisms ranging from bacteria to mammals. The highly conserved D46 

and E58 residues (Fig. 2.1) at either end of helix II of LipD may contribute to direct the 

phosphopantetheinylated substrate into the enzyme cavity39. D46 of the conserved DSX motif 

from LipD might participate in the intermolecular recognition as observed for the Bacillus 

subtilis FAS ACP-ACPS complex43. Finally we asked the question whether LipD, as an 

independent soluble cytoplasmic protein could interfere in FAS biosynthesis in A. friuliensis (or 

vice versa). It should be noted that in the case of the related lipopeptide A54145 from 

Streptomyces fradiae, the required ACP, known as LptEF, is in fact fused to the enzyme that 

carried out the acylation reaction169. Sequence comparison revealed that the loop I of FAS ACP 

from A. friuliensis (Uniprot: U5VT84) contains seven negative residues whereas only two 

negatively charged residues are present in this position in LipD. By comparing the surface 

charge plot of FAS ACP structure from A. friuliensis to that of apo-LipD (Fig. 2.13), we 

speculate that the presence of the excess negative residues in loop I of FAS ACP from A. 

friuliensis is sufficient for the cognate partner enzymes to distinguish between NRPS and FAS 

systems to synthesize both bioactive lipopeptides antibiotic and fatty acids independently.  
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Figure 2. 13. Comparison of the surface charge plots for the solution structure of LipD (a) and 
the model structure of FAS ACP from A. friuliensis (b). The model was calculated by using 
SwissModel based on the solution structure (2KOR) of 2-octenoyl-ACP from Streptomyces 
coelicolor FAS system where the sequence indentity is over 70%. Amino acids with a negative 
side chains charge are marked in red color (c) in the sequence alignment.  Residues inside the 
box are also indicated with cyan in the three-dimensional structures. The surface charge plots are 
prepared by using the APBS program and were visualized using Pymol.   

 As mentioned above, it is well known that the antimicrobial potency of this class of 

lipopeptides varies with structural changes of the acyl tail180,224. Therefore, as an acyl carrier 

protein, the biophysical characterization of LipD can be used as an initial starting point towards 

understanding the structural details of the lipidation reaction, which could in turn play a role in 
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the combinatorial biosynthesis of novel acidic cyclic lipopetides with improved antibacterial 

activity.  

2.5 Conclusion 

The solution structure of LipD represents the first structure for a freestanding ACP that is 

involved in cyclic lipopeptide antibiotic synthesis. The protein has the typical four-helix bundle 

structure seen in all ACPs. NMR backbone dynamics and DSC data reveal that holo-LipD has 

somewhat restricted motions and a higher melting temperature than apo-LipD. In addition to 

NMR chemical shift perturbations, our DSC data also reveal that both forms of lipD participate 

in cation-induced charge neutralization events like other ACPs, exclusively interacting with a 

site at the C-terminal end of helix II. From our data we hypothesize, that there might be a local 

conformational change of apo-LipD upon phosphopantethenylation, which enhances the protein 

stability, and in turn could influence its interactions with target enzymes.  
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CHAPTER 3: Bacterial acyl carrier proteins are a novel cytoplasmic target for selected cationic 
antimicrobial peptides 

 

3.1. Introduction 
There is an urgent need for the development of novel antibiotics due to the rapid 

emergence of antibiotic-resistant pathogens and the limited number of antibiotics that are 

currently in the pipeline to combat these infections225,56. Antibiotic resistance has become a 

global health threat, and the efficacy of conventional antibiotics has been further compromised 

by biofilm forming bacteria. These biofilm forming microorganisms also appear to be resistant to 

multiple drugs226, and are responsible for chronic and long-term infections227. 

Since their initial discovery in the 1980s, AMPs have been considered as a promising 

alternative for today’s antibiotics53. AMPs are ubiquitous in nature and they are found in 

microorganisms, most plants, and animals228. AMPs are classified as host defense peptides 

(HDPs) due to their role in immunomodulation as part of the natural host defences229. The 

presence of cationic amino acids and a significant proportion of hydrophobic residues are 

common features of most AMPs. These features promote membrane interactions of AMPs with 

the negatively charged microbial membranes of bacteria over the zwitterionic mammalian 

membranes and provides selectivity56,230. 

AMPs have a remarkable capacity to kill pathogens and many of them have a broad 

spectrum of activities such as antibacterial, antifungal, antiviral, and anticancer effects231. The 

mode of action of AMPs can be broadly categorized into two groups. One is the lytic 

mechanisms where the AMPs participate in cell lysis by disrupting the cell membrane232. A 

second mechanism is non-lytic, where AMPs can permeate the cell membrane and interfere with 

essential intra-cellular processes. Evidence suggests that several AMPs have intracellular targets 
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such as DNA, ribosomal proteins, heat sock proteins (DnaK, GroEL), however, the precise 

mechanism of cell membrane permeation for AMPs remains elusive233.  

Two models for the non-lytic mechanisms have been proposed: one is the spontaneous 

translocation of AMPs, and the other is the bacterial protein-assisted translocation234,235,236. 

According to the spontaneous translocation model, AMPs can participate in transient pore 

formation due to their amphipathic nature. Such AMPs can briefly disrupt the lipid chain 

association of the cell membrane and when the pore falls apart, the AMPs can translocate inside 

the cell234. Conversely, a number of proline-rich AMPs are known to be internalized into Gram-

negative bacteria through specific bacterial membrane transporter proteins236. 

It has been demonstrated that different AMPs can affect membrane septum formation and 

cell wall synthesis, inactivate essential intercellular enzymes, and inhibit DNA, RNA or protein 

synthesis233. Recently, Hoek et al. reported that the acyl carrier protein (ACP) from Francisella 

novicida (FnACP) could be a potential target for the human cationic AMP LL37. They also 

proposed a broader action of LL37-ACP binding as LL37 was also shown to be involved in 

complex formation with the ACP’s of Escherichia coli and Bacillus anthracis61. These intriguing 

data stimulated us to further investigate the binding of a wide variety of AMPs to ACPs from 

pathogenic bacteria, such as F. novicida (FnACP) and Pseudomonas aeruginosa (PaACP). 

F. novicida serves as a surrogate organism to study infections caused by the potential 

bioterrorism agent, Francisella. tularensis237. Biological Safety level-3 containment is required 

for research with F. tularensis due to its low infectious dose and high mortality rate. Although F. 

novicida shares 97% overall genomic identity with F. tularensis, F. novicida appears to be non-

pathogenic to humans and hence is often used as a model organism238,239. P. aeruginosa is a well 

known pathogen that is responsible for infection of different organisms including plants, animals, 
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and humans. This opportunistic pathogen is one of the most common causes of nosocomial 

infection including pneumonia, bloodstream infections, urinary tract infections, and surgical site 

infections in patients with compromised host defenses240. Moreover, both of these Gram-

negative pathogens can form biofilms and become resistant to multiple conventional 

antibiotics241,242,243,244. 

The ACP plays a central role in bacterial fatty acid synthesis by shuttling the growing 

acyl chain between the catalytic centers of the various enzymes that make up the FAS system45. 

Closely related carrier proteins also have a pivotal role in secondary metabolite biosynthesis such 

as the biosynthesis of gramicidin S, erythromycin, vancomycin, and enterobactin through non-

ribosomal peptide synthetase and polyketide synthase systems25. Before the acylation on ACP 

reactions can occur, the enzyme acyl carrier protein synthase (ACPS), (type I 

phosphopantetheinyl transferases) utilizes Coenzyme-A to posttranslationally modify a specific 

Ser sidechain with a phospohopantothenate group. This changes the inactive apo-ACP into the 

active holo-ACP. The 20 Å long phosphopantetheine (PPant) arm tethers the growing fatty acyl 

intermediates through a reactive thioester linkage245. ACP is central to the FAS biosynthetic 

system and its interaction with partner enzymes is critical for the fatty acid biosynthesis45. ACP 

is often a highly abundant protein in bacteria, for example it contributes 0.25% of all protein in 

E. coli25. 

Fatty acid synthase (FAS) is one of the most conserved cellular processes and is essential 

for bacterial membrane biosynthesis, making FAS an attractive target for drug discovery59. FAS 

not only contributes to membrane fluidity246 but it is also associated with lipoic acid247 and 

biotin248 synthesis. FAS also participates in quorum sensing by synthesizing signaling molecules 

such as homoserine lactones249 and quinolones250. Furthermore, FAS has been implicated for a 
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role in the fatty acid modification in virulence factors such as staphyloxanthin251 and 

hemolysin252 biosynthesis. However, the same handful of biochemical reactions is involved in 

the acyl chain biosynthesis in an iterative manner across all species45. It is often indicated that 

the differences in organization between eukaryotic and bacterial FAS, may enable us to design 

selective inhibitors for the bacterial pathway253. Large multifunctional proteins constitute the 

mammalian type I FAS254, whereas bacterial type II FAS consists of a set of discrete 

monofunctional enzymes255. Intensive studies are ongoing to develop new tools to interfere in the 

ACP-partner protein interactions inherent to the pathway. Most of these inhibitors are designed 

to target FAS enzymes256,257,258,259, and two of these compounds (AFN-1252, Triclosan)  already 

have shown promising results in human clinical trials260,261. 

To date, our efforts to develop a novel AMP that can be used to circumvent the antibiotic 

resistance, including tackling the multidrug resistance pathogens, have been partially thwarted by 

a lack of a detailed molecular understanding of the role of AMPs in intracellular processes. 

Although it has been reported that ACP can be a cytoplasmic target for the α-helical AMP LL37, 

to date the molecular details of the binding events remain elusive.  Therefore, in this work we 

have undertaken a label-free approach, an Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR) mediated 

screening, to investigate the binding and determine the dissociation constants for a variety of 

antimicrobial peptides with different chemical features and distinct structural properties. 

Moreover we have also studied the antibiofilm peptide IDR-1018262. After completely assigning 

the 1H,15N HSQC NMR spectra of F. novicida and P. aeruginosa ACPs, we have conducted 

NMR chemical shift perturbation titration experiments to identify their AMP binding site on 

these ACPs.  
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3.2. Materials and Methods 
3.2.1. Cloning, expression and protein purification 

Codon-optimized genes for the ACPs from P. aeruginosa and F. novicida were 

purchased from GeneArt. The genes were subcloned with 5’ NdeI and 3’ XhoI restriction sites 

into a pET15b expression vector containing an N-terminal hexa-histidine tag followed by a 

Tobacco Etch virus (TEV) protease cleavage site. The genes were mutated in order to generate 

apo-ACPs with an N-terminal cysteine residue by using site-directed mutagenesis in the presence 

of appropriate primers. Site-directed mutagenesis was also carried out to create an alanine variant 

(Asp-Ala-Leu) of the serine residue from the highly conserved Asp-Ser-Leu motif of both ACPs 

to avoid of the mixture of apo- and holo-ACPs.  Moreover, a gene truncation strategy was carried 

out to generate an N-terminal deletion variant of FnACP where the first twelve residues of the 

protein were deleted. An additional point mutation was carried out to substitute the lysine at 

position 91 of FnACP with a histidine for further characterization of the folding properties of the 

F. novicida protein. All ACP gene constructs were verified through nucleotide sequencing at the 

University of Calgary sequencing facility. All the verified plasmids were transformed into 

competent E. coli strain BL21(DE3) for protein expression. 

E. coli cells containing the vector of interest were grown in Luria broth (LB) media, 

supplemented with 100 µg/ml ampicillin at 37 0C. Uniformly labeled 15N- and 15N,13C- proteins 

were prepared in M9 media containing 0.5g/L 15NH4Cl and 3g/L 13C6-glucose (or unlabeled 

glucose). The culture containing the desired fusion protein was grown to mid log phase 

(A600~0.6) at 37 0C and induced with 0.5 mM isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG). 

After 20 hours of additional incubation, the cells were harvested by centrifugation at 6000 × g 

for 15 minutes. 
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The cell pellets were resuspended in lysis buffer (50 mM Tris/HCl, 100 mM NaCl, 40 

mM imidazole, pH 8.0) and lysed by three passes through a French press. The cell lysate was 

then centrifuged at 18000 × g for 45 minutes. If necessary, the clarified supernatant was 

converted to holo-ACP by incubating with coenzyme A in the presence of crudely purified E. 

coli ACPS186. A pre-equilibrated Ni-affinity column (GE-Healthcare) was used to purify both 

apo- and holo-ACPs.  The column was washed extensively with lysis buffer (50 mM Tris/HCl, 

100 mM NaCl, 40 mM imidazole, pH 8.0) and the fusion protein was eluted with elution buffer 

(50 mM Tris/HCl, 100 mM NaCl, 300 mM imidazole, pH 8.0). The eluted protein fractions were 

detected by A280 and pooled together for overnight dialysis in 20 mM Tris/HCl, 100 mM NaCl 

pH 8.0 at 4 0C. After addition of 0.5 mM EDTA and 5 mM 2-mercaptoethanol, the fusion protein 

was subjected to TEV-protease digestion at room temperature for 3 hours. The removal of the 

His-tag upon TEV protease cleavage results in the addition of three residues (G-H-M) to the N-

terminus of ACPs. TEV protease was expressed and purified from the pRK793 plasmid 

(Addgene) as previously described187. The digested sample was applied to the O-complete (GE-

Healthcare) column to remove the cleaved histidine tag. The protein was then dialyzed (3 times) 

with 10 mM Tris/HCl pH 7.0 and further purified by using a Resource Q anion exchange column 

with stepwise NaCl gradients from 0 to 1 M. The purity of the protein was confirmed by sodium 

dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) and the concentration of the 

protein was determined using the extinction coefficient at 280 mm obtained theoretically from 

the ExPASy-ProtParam program.  

3.2.2. Circular Dichroism Spectroscopy 

The lyophilized proteins were dissolved in 5 mM HEPES buffer in the presence of either 

2mM EDTA or 2mM CaCl2 or 2mM MgCl2, 1 mM DTT at pH 7.0. The spectra were recorded 
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from 260 to 195 at a slow scanning speed in a 0.1 cm quartz cell at room temperature with the 

aid of a Jasco J-810 spectropolarimeter. The experiments were performed at a protein 

concentration of 10 µM at least three times where each experiment was composed of 10 

accumulations. 

3.2.3 Surface Plasmon Resonance spectroscopy (SPR) 

A BIAcore X100 instrument (GE Healthcare) was used for the SPR experiments to 

evaluate the binding between ACPs and different AMPs. For these experiments, an ACP variant 

(Cys-ACP) with an extra N-terminal Cys residue was used. These proteins were expressed and 

purified similar to the protocol stated in the earlier section. The peptides used here were 

purchased as synthetic peptides with >95% purity from Genscript (San Diego, CA). 

A CM5 sensor chip (GE Healthcare) was used to immobilize Cys-ACP via thiol coupling. 

The running buffer contained 20 mM HEPES, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM CaCl2, and 0.005% (v/v) 

Tween-20. Five concentrations of the peptide solutions were prepared for each cycle starting at 

10 µM and continuing with 3-fold dilutions after.  Peptides were injected at a flow rate of 30 

µl/min with a contact time of 1 min at 25 oC.  SPR sensorgrams were processed by using the 

BIAevaluation software 2.0 (GE Healthcare) and dissociation constants (KD) were obtained by 

curve-fitting data. 

3.2.4 NMR spectroscopy 

All NMR experiments were performed at 298 K on Bruker Avance 500 MHz or 700 

MHz spectrometers. 15N or 15N,13C- labeled apo-, holo-, truncated, and K91H ACPs were 

prepared in 20 mM HEPES, 100 mM NaCl, pH 7.0. Additional 2 mM dithiothreitol (DTT) was 

added only to the NMR samples of ACPs with N-terminal cysteine. All the NMR experiments 

were carried out in the presence of 10% D2O, 0.5 mM 2,2-dimethyl-2-siapentane-5-sulfonic acid 
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(DSS), and 0.03% sodium azide. The sequential backbone resonance assignments of both apo-

ACPs were obtained using various three dimensional NMR experiments including HNCACB, 

CBCA(CO)NH, HNCO, HN(CA)CO, HNCA, and HN(CO)CA. NMR chemical shift 

assignments of 1H and 15N for apo-FNACP were used to map the chemical shifts obtained from 

the 1H,15N-HSQC spectra of the truncated- and K91H mutated- FNACP variants. 

{1H}-15N Heteronuclear NOE data for the backbone dynamics studies of 15N-apo FnACP 

were acquired at the 15N-frequency by using a 5-s train of 1200 proton pulses. Two dimensional 

1H,15N-HSQC experiments were acquired by adding either LL-37, tritipticin, puroA, melittin, 

IDR-1018, lactoferricin B, magainin II F5W, and indolicidin  either in ~ 0.3 mM 15N-isotope 

labeled apo- or holo-PaACPs samples. Two dimensional 1H,15N-HSQC experiments were carried 

out for apo-PaACP and FnACP in the presence of either CaCl2 or MgCl2 or EDTA in a buffer 

containing 20 mM HEPES, 10 mM DTT at pH7.0. All spectra were processed and analyzed by 

the NMRPipe194 and NMRView195 software. 

 

3.3 Results 

3.3.1. Multiple sequence alignment 

We carried out a sequence alignment of various ACPs, which are involved in fatty acid 

synthesis from various microorganisms. Overall the sequence alignment revealed very high 

conservation of anionic residues. We also observed an unexpected insertion of twelve residues 

near the N-terminal of FnACP. Interestingly, the sequence alignment revealed the presence of a 

lysine residue at position 91 of FnACP whereas a His is found for E. coli and P. aeruginosa (Fig. 

3.1). 
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Figure 3. 1. Amino acid sequences of acyl carrier proteins involved in fatty acid synthesis from 
Escherichia coli, Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Vibrio harveyi, Francisella novicida, Bacillus 
subtilis, Helicobacter pylori, Streptomyces coelicolor are aligned. The known divalent cation 
binding sites in E. coli ACP (A and B) are boxed in red. Residues aligned with position His75 
and Tyr71 of E. coli are also boxed in black. Residues that are known to participate in the 
interactions with various enzymes of the FAS are highlighted with green. A secondary structure 
diagram of FAS ACP from E. coli is provided above the amino acid sequences. Furthermore first 
N-terminal residue of truncated FnACP is circled. 

 
3.3.2 Folding studies of ACPs 

We carried out initial 1H,15N- HSQC experiments to determine the folding status of FnACP due 

to the presence of conserved anionic residues, which are well-known for their role in the binding 

of divalent cations (Fig. 3.2). Our data shows that FnACP was partially unfolded in the presence 

of EDTA compared to either the calcium or magnesium bound forms (Fig. 3.2). We also 

observed that the Ca2+ ions had more effect than the Mg2+ from the incremental addition of either 

divalent cations up to 20 times. However, both the Ca2+ and Mg2+ bound FnACP showed a 

similar overall protein fold compared to the unfolded form in EDTA (Fig. 3.2). When we studied 

the 1H,15N HSQC spectrum of the K91H variant of FnACP, it was found to be folded in the 

presence of EDTA (Fig. 3.3). Furthermore, the 1H,15N-HSQC spectra of truncated FnACP almost 

completely overlaid with the NMR resonances originating from the wild type FnACP except for 

the twelve residues of the unique N-terminal insertion that were found to be clustered around the 
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middle of the HSQC spectrum (Fig. 3.4). These data indicate that truncated FnACP could 

acquire a correctly folded conformation without the aforementioned N-terminal residues of the 

wild type FnACP. Moreover they also indicate that a large part of the 12-residue insertion is not 

folded. 

 

 
 

 
 

Figure 3. 2. 1H,15N- HSQC spectra of ACP from F. novicida were overlaid for folding 
comparison in the presence of 2 mM EDTA (Black), 10 times excess of MgCl2 (Green), and 
CaCl2 (Red).  
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Figure 3. 3. Overlap of 1H,15N- HSQC spectra from wild type FnACP in the presence of 10 
times excess CaCl2 (Red) and the K91H mutant of FnACP in the absence of CaCl2 (Black).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3. 4. An overlay of 2D (1H,15N)- HSQC spectrum of wild type FnACP (black) with 
truncated FnACP (red) where the construct was expressed with a deletion of first 12 residues. 
Residues at the N-terminal of the wild type FnACP are indicated to illustrate that the first 12 
residues do not participate in interaction with the folded region.  
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3.3.3 SPR based binding assay 

We carried out label-free screening assays by using SPR to determine the binding affinity 

of various AMPs. We immobilized N-terminal cysteine-tagged ACP from F. novicida (Fn) and 

P. aeruginosa (Pa) on two different CM chips. Antimicrobial peptides such as melittin, LL-37, 

tritrpticin, IDR-1018, indolicidin, lactoferricin B, puroindoline A, and F5W-magainin 2 were 

allowed to interact with ACPs above, and the data obtained are summarized in Table 3.1. We 

also probed whether AMPs were able to bind differently to apo-ACPs compared to their holo- 

counterparts (Table 3.1 and Fig. 3.5).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. 5. Representative SPR data obtained for the binding of IDR-1018 to apo- and holo-
PaACP (left panel) and FnACP (right panel). Sensorgrams and fittings are shown in solid and 
dashed lines, respectively. Three different concentrations of injected IDR-1018 are represented 
in three different colors.  
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Our data suggested that melittin, the major component of bee venom, bound to the apo- 

and holo- forms FnACP and PaACP with the highest affinity whereas there were no detectable 

binding observed for F5W-magainin 2. Although LL37 appeared to be a strong binder for apo-

FnACP (1.33 uM), we observed a slightly weaker affinity of LL37 for apo-PaACP (8.43 µM). In 

the case of holo-ACPs, LL37 interacted with an affinity that is close to the data observed for the 

interaction of melittin with holo-ACPs. In contrast to LL37, puroindoline A has a relatively weak 

affinity for both apo- and holo-FnACP. However, puroindoline A was bound to both apo- and 

holo-PaACP with relatively high avidity (Table 3.1). 

Table 3. 1. Represents the binding data of AMPs with both forms of F. novicida and P. 
aeruginosa ACPs. Binding constants are obtained from SPR measurements in the presence of 10 
mM HEPES, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM CaCl2 and 0.01% Tween-20 at pH 7.0. In this table “ -” sign 
indicates no binding. 

 
AMPs FNApo (µM) FNHolo (µM) PAApo (µM) PAHolo (µM) 

Melittin 1.07 0.64 1.38 0.38 

Magainin F5W - - - - 

LL-37 1.33 0.66 8.43 0.38 

Puroindoline A 183 3.6 1.81 1.03 

Tritrpticin 1.39 0.64 1.56 1.12 

IDR 1018 2.25 0.68 2.39 0.94 

Indolicidin 6.85 3.4 12 0.56 

Lactoferricin B 10.7 5.5 3.23 0.83 

 

SPR studies also demonstrated that both tritrpticin and IDR-1018 bound to both apo-

ACPs with very similar affinities. However, both AMPs as mentioned earlier appeared as tight 
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binders towards the holo-ACPs compared to their apo counterparts. Two other AMPs, indolicidin 

and lactoferricinB seemed as weaker binders for both apo- and holo-FnAPCs. Similar to apo-

FnACPs, apo-PaACPs were also weakly associated with both indolicidin and lactoferricin B, but 

the binding affinities obtained for holo-PACPs were comparable to the data obtained for melittin 

with holo-PAACP (Table 3.1). 

3.3.4. NMR-derived binding data 

Most of the NMR titration studies were carried out on 15N-labeled apo-PaACPs. Similar 

interaction studies were also performed on 15N-labeled apo-FnACP in the presence of IDR-1018. 

Prior to these studies, the chemical shifts of the backbone resonances for both apo-PaACP and 

apo-FnACP were determined using routine NMR assignment strategies and the assignments are 

indicated in figure 3.6 and 3.7 respectively. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. 6. The fully assigned 1H,15N HSQC NMR spectrum of folded apo-ACP from P. 
aeruginosa. The spectrum was acquired at 25 0C in the presence of 20 mM HEPES, 100 mM 
NaCl, and 10 times excess CaCl2. 
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Figure 3. 7. The fully assigned 1H,15N HSQC NMR spectrum of folded apo-ACP from F. 
novicida. The spectrum was acquired at 25 0C in the presence of 20 mM HEPES, 100 mM NaCl, 
and 10 times excess CaCl2 

We did not observe any chemical shift changes or intensity losses of the cross peaks 

associated with the 1H,15N-HSQC spectra of apo-PaACP obtained during the F5W-magainin 2 

titration. This data agrees with the SPR data and confirms that F5W-magainin 2 does not bind to 

apo-PaACP (Fig. 3.8). In contrast to the data obtained for F5W-magainin 2, we observed 

chemical shift perturbations for specific residues from apo-PaACP upon incremental addition of 

all other AMPs compared to the 1H,15N HSQC spectra of apo-PaACP without peptide (Fig. 3.9). 

In order to identify the specific residues in PaACP that make up the binding interface for these 

AMPs (Fig. 3.10), we modeled the structure of PaACP using the solution structure (2L0Q) of 

FAS ACP from V. harveyi as a template, (which has 81% sequence identity) and mapped the 

residues with lowest intensities during the titration on the structure. Residues such as V12, E14, 
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K19, E20, A35, D36, A37, L38, D39, T40, V41, E42, L43, V44, M45, A46, L47, E50, I55, D57, 

E61, K62, I63, and I70 were associated with intensity losses.  

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

  

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3. 8. NMR titration data recorded for the apo-P. aeruginosa in the presence of excess 
F5W-magainin 2. For all spectra apo-PaACP appears in black, whereas 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1.0 
times excess AMPs are shown in red, green, blue, cyan, and magenta respectively.  
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Figure 3. 9. NMR titration data recorded for the apo-ACP from P. aeruginosa in the presence of 
excess melittin (a), tritrpticin (b), puroindoline A (c), IDR-1018 (d), LL-37 (e), and indolicidin 
(f). Throughout each representative data apo-PaACP appears in black, whereas 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 
and 1.0 times excess AMPs are shown in red, green, blue, cyan, and magenta respectively. 
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Figure 3. 10. Residues (red) of ACPs involved in the interaction with AMPs are mapped on the 
model structure of apo-ACP from P. aeruginosa FAS system. The SWISS-MODEL homology 
program was used to build the model using the solution structure of V. harveyi (2L0Q) as a 
template.  
Mostly residues that constitute helix II are associated with intensity loss during the titration of 

IDR-1018 to the 15N-apo FnACP (Fig. 3.11). 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3. 11. NMR titration data recorded for the apo-ACP from F. novicida in the presence of 
excess IDR-1018. For each representative data apo-PaACP appears in black, whereas 0.2, 0.4, 
0.6, 0.8, and 1.0 times excess AMPs are shown in red, green, blue, cyan, and magenta 
respectively. 
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3.5. Discussion 

AMPs hold great promise as potential alternatives for antibiotics since they have been 

used successfully in nature for millions of years and are still highly effective today263. Membrane 

damage is the most common mode of action for AMPs despite the presence of remarkable 

differences in sequence, structures as well as their biological activity profiles264. The surface of 

the bacterial membrane is negative. Likewise the known intracellular targets of AMPs, such as 

RNA, DNA, ppGpp, ATP, and DnaK for AMP’s have a negative charge233,265. In a recent study, 

out of various intracellular targets, the cytoplasmic protein ACP from F. novicida was identified 

as one of the main targets for the cationic antimicrobial peptide LL-37. It was also reported that 

the fatty acid composition of the bacterial cells was perturbed when treated with LL-3761. These 

authors also suggested that ACPs from pathogenic microorganisms such as P. aeruginosa and 

Burkholderia pseudomallei might be a target of LL-37. However, the folding properties of ACPs 

are influenced by an abundance of negative charges of ACPs223,266,185. Furthermore, early studies 

have demonstrated that FAS activity depends on the native conformation of ACPs181,267. 

Therefore, we first focused our attention on the folding characteristics of the ACPs from the two 

pathogenic microorganisms.  

3.5.1. Folding studies of ACP 

We carried out detailed folding studies of ACP from F. novicida since our preliminary 

CD (Fig. 3.12) and NMR data (Fig. 3.2) suggested that F. novicida adopts an partially unfolded 

conformation in the absence of divalent ions. It was shown previously that two separate sites 

around helix II of EcACP have the ability to bind divalent ions183. Divalent cation binding 

induces charge neutralization and stabilization of the structure of ACPs as is well known for the 

FAS systems of E. coli223, and V. harveyi185. Sequence comparisons (Fig. 3.1) with other ACPs 
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revealed that FnACP and PaACP both contained the two conserved divalent cation binding sites 

similar to E. coli and V. harveyi ACP.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3. 12. CD spectra of PaACP (a) and FnACP (b) in the presence of 5 mM HEPES buffer 
at pH 7.0. Each panel has the spectral overlay of ACP with EDTA (Black), MgCl2 (Green), and 
CaCl2 (Red). 

Our data indicates that in the presence of divalent cations such as Ca2+ or Mg2+, FnACP 

adopts a folded conformation, which is similar to the previously observed data for VhACP185. 

We noted that FnACP has another similarity to VhACP, namely that both proteins do not have 

the conserved histidine near their extreme C-terminal end (Fig. 3.1). It was previously identified 

that the A75H mutant of VhACP adopts a folded conformation in the absence of divalent ions, 

whereas the wild-type VhACP is unfolded under similar conditions185. Likewise when the His-75 

residue of E. coli was mutated to Ala, the protein became unfolded268. Similar to the A75H 
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mutant of VhACP, the K91H mutant of FnACP fully restored the folded conformation (Fig. 3.3) 

at physiological pH in the absence of any divalent cations. The side chain of His-75 can 

participate in a stacking interaction with the totally conserved aromatic Tyr-71 residue and this 

contributes to the stabilization of VhACP and EcACP185, and as shown here, for FnACP.   

Furthermore, we also tried to characterize the properties for the unique additional twelve 

residues at the N-terminus of FnACP. Our 15N- heteronuclear NOE data (Fig. 3.13) revealed that 

these additional residues are rather flexible. We assumed that these residues possibly do not 

participate in the canonical helix bundle conformation of ACPs. To test this hypothesis, an 

additional construct was expressed with 12 N-terminal residues deleted. The 1H,15N-HSQC 

spectral overlay of truncated FnACP with the wild type FnACP (Fig. 3.4) revealed that the first 

twelve residues are not essential for structural integrity. Nonetheless, future biochemical studies 

are required to further examine the role of these additional twelve residues in FnACP.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. 13. The backbone {1H}, 15N-NOE data for apo-FnACP where each residue is 
represented by open circles and the vertical error bars represent the standard deviation. 

 

3.5.2. Interaction studies of ACPs with AMPs 

Since the characterization of FnACP revealed that the presence of divalent cations is 

essential for its proper folding, we carried out all our binding assays in a buffer containing CaCl2. 
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Our SPR screening studies to determine the binding affinities of AMPs revealed that F5W-

magainin 2 did not interact with both apo- and holo-ACPs (Table 3.1). The SPR data are in 

agreement with our NMR data for apo-PaACP, where we did not observe any chemical shift 

perturbations during a titration with F5W-magainin 2 (Fig. 3.8). Hence, we conclude that the 

mechanism of action of F5W-magainin 2 does not include the binding to intracellular ACPs. 

Nonetheless, induction of apoptosis-like cell death269 was reported as nonlytic mechanisms of  

magainin.  

We note that the binding of the AMPs to ACP does not seem to have a requirement for a 

specific secondary structure or unique chemical features. For example only two of the 

helical270,271 peptides (melittin and LL37) did bind, while magainin did not. At the same time the 

β-hairpin lactoferricin B peptide also bound, albeit more weakly. Of the three Trp-rich peptides, 

which typically form well-defined turn secondary structures with272,273,274 amphipathic character, 

only tritrpticin binds strongly, while the other two peptides (puroindolin A and indolicidin) bind 

with much lower affinity. Further detailed structural studies will be required to better understand 

the selectivity observed for AMP binding to bacterial ACPs. It is also of interest that the 

helical275 antibiofilm peptide IDR-1018 can also bind with bacterial ACPs. 

Although we analyzed the sequences of AMPs to deduce a correlation between binding 

affinity and properties of AMPs, any consistent trend is hard to establish. It has been observed 

that AMPs with unrelated structural features may operate with distinct mechanisms276,277. In this 

context, AMPs in our studies can interact with ACPs even though their net charges, the number 

of tryptophan, arginine, lysine residues, and relative hydrophobicity are varied (Table 3.2).  
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Table 3. 2. Antimicrobial peptides used in this study along with their properties are listed 
according to their length. Residues that reported as functionally important for lytic mechanisms 
are highlighted with single letter codes.  Relative hydrophobicity of each AMP was 
experimentally determined by using the HPLC protocol278. 

 

 

Nonetheless, our data suggested that in general holo-ACPs are stronger binding partners 

than their apo-counterparts (Table 3.1) irrespective of the bacterial strains of ACPs. The presence 

of phosphopantetheine group on the conserved serine is contributing an additional negative 

AMPs Sequence Structure Length Net 

Charge 

R K W Relative 

Hydrophobicity 

(% acetonitrile) 

LL-37 LLGDFFRKSKE

KIGKEFKRIVQ

RIKDFLRNLVP

RTES 

α-helix270 37 +6 5 6 0 78.70 

Melittin GIGAVLKVLT

TGLPALISWIK

RKRQQ 

α-helix271 26 +5 2 3 1 75.20 

F5W-magainin 2 GIGKWLHSAK

KFGKAFVGEI

MNS 

α-helix279 23 +3 0 4 1 32.10 

LactoferricinB FKCRRWQWR

MKKLGA 

β-hairpin280 15 +6 3 3 2 33.50 

Tritrpticin VRRFPWWWP

FLRR 

Turn272 13 +4 4 0 3 34.45 

Indolicidin ILPWKWPWW

PWRR 

Turn273 13 +3 2 1 5 34.40 

Puroindoline a FPVTWRWWK

WWKG 

Turn274 13 +3 1 2 5 32.40 

IDR-1018 VRLIVAVRIW

RR 

α-helix275 12 +4 4 0 1 31.20 
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charge through a phospohodiester linkage281, which might be responsible for the higher affinity 

of the cationic AMPs towards holo-ACPs.  

Our NMR data suggested that helix II of PaACP is the primary site of interaction for 

most of AMPs (Fig. 3.10). Interestingly, in addition to several anionic amino acids, many of the 

hydrophobic residues of helix II were also perturbed during titration with the AMPs (Fig. 3.10), 

which is distinct from the proposed docking model of interaction for AMPs-ACPs. According to 

this model only anionic residues located in helix II and III were used as the docking surface for 

AMPs61. However, several studies on the interaction of ACP with the enzymes involved in the 

fatty acid biosynthesis revealed that mostly anionic residues of ACPs participate in these 

interactions (Table 3.3). It is also notable that residues from helix II of ACPs are the primary 

sites for enzyme interactions. Moreover, available experimental data suggest that both negative 

and hydrophobic residues of helix II from E. coli ACP participate in complex formation 

depending on the residues of enzymes contributed in the interface of the complex.  

From sequence comparisons (Fig. 3.1) it can be predicted that residues from ACPs 

involved in the interaction with FAS enzymes will be identical. Based on our experimental data 

(Figu 3.10) in conjunction with available interaction models (Table 3.3), we hypothesize that the 

AMPs used in our studies could interfere with the activity of FAS enzyme. Since fatty acids are 

an important component of the cell membrane, perturbation of the enzyme activity could be a 

mechanism of lethality for pathogens. Previous in vivo studies with ACP that was blocked with 

an inactive pantothenamide showed that such a strategy can be successful282. 
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Table 3. 3. List of enzymes involved in interactions with different forms of ACPs during fatty 
acid biosynthesis. The abbreviated names of enzymes are within the parenthesis, such as malonyl 
coenzyme A: acyl carrier transacylase (MCAT), ketoacyl synthase (KS), ketoacyl reductase 
(KR), dehydratase (DH), enoyl reductase (ER), thioesterase (TE), and acyl carrier protein 
synthase (ACPS). This table also highlights the methods, which are used to probe the interaction 
and residues of ACPs participated in the interaction. The terminology crypto-ACP indicates the 
ACP with modified pantetheine analog. 
 

Enzyme Organism ACP Methods Validation Residues of ACP 

MCAT H. Pylori Apo- Modeling283 SPR & GST-pull-

down 

E13, N16, D35, L37, V39, V40, 

E41, I43, M44, E47, D56, E57, 

A59, E60 

S. coelicolor Holo- Modeling284 Mutation, Enzyme 

Kinetics & NMR 

D40, E46, E52, E53 

KS E. coli Apo- Modeling285 Mutation & 

Enzyme kinetics 

R6, E13, S36, E41, M44, A45, E47, 

E48, E49 

KR E. coli Holo- NMR286 - L15, D35, S36, D38, T39, L42, 

V43, A45, E48, T52, E53, I54, Q66 

DH E. coli Crypto- 

Holo- 

Acyl- 

X-ray34 

NMR34 

- D35, D38, V40, E41, E47, T52, 

A59, E60, T63, A68 

H. Pylori Holo X-ray287 - D35, D38, E41, M44, E47 

ER E. coli Acyl- X-ray42 

MD 

simulation42 

Mutation & 

Enzyme kinetics 

Q14, D35, D38, E41, E48 

TE C. reinhardtii 

 

Crypto- Modeling288 Activity based 

crosslinking 

Helix II (Specific residues are not 

mentioned) 

ACPS B. subtilis Apo X-ray289 - D35, D38, E41, D48, I54, D56, E60 
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3.6. Future direction 
It is difficult to rationally design novel peptide antibiotics due to the lack of compelling 

structure-function-activity relationships290. Our studies provide the first biophysical 

characterization of the molecular interactions between AMPs and bacterial ACPs, and this could 

provide a starting point towards the design of such agents. However, some significant milestones 

remain to be attained to complete the molecular level understanding. Hence, an amalgamation of 

our biophysical data with enzymatic assays along with in vivo studies may not only expand our 

knowledge of AMPs-mediated non-lytic mechanism but also guide the ongoing bioengineering 

efforts to produce novel AMP and help to ameliorate antibiotic resistance. 
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CHAPTER 4: FecB, a periplasmic ferric-citrate transporter from E. coli, can bind different 
forms of ferric-citrate as well as a wide variety of metal-free and metal-loaded tricarboxylic acids 

 

4.1. Introduction 

Iron is the second most abundant metal in the earth’s crust and it plays a crucial role in 

biology owing to its versatile redox chemistry, which in turn is controlled by the ligands present 

in its first and second coordination shells291. In spite of its extreme usefulness in biology, the 

paradox of iron in biology is its high insolubility and toxic free radical forming ability, especially 

under neutral and oxic conditions291. Hence biological systems have evolved mechanisms to 

sequester iron tightly by expressing proteins that will bind it effectively to slow down redox 

reactions and precipitation. Like higher organisms most bacterial species, with the exception of 

Lactobacillus, require iron for their growth and survival292,293.  Sequestration of iron in living 

systems leads to a very low concentration of available free iron that can be used by invading 

bacterial species69. For many bacterial species the acquisition of iron from the host system 

determines pathogenesis and hence this has been reported as the iron-bio-fulcrum by previous 

workers294 .  

Non-heme iron uptake systems in Gram-negative bacteria are comprised mainly of two 

distinct pathways.  Many bacteria produce and secrete low molecular weight, yet high affinity 

Fe3+ binding molecules called siderophores, which are sent out into the host environment and 

compete for and sequester Fe3+ bound to host proteins. Several bacterial species have also 

evolved mechanisms to utilize siderophores produced by other bacterial species 

(Xenosiderophores) living in the same biological niche. The ferric-siderophores are then 

recognized and transported across the outer membrane (OM) using specific TonB-dependent 

receptor proteins (Fig. 4.1A)69,294,295,296,297. Alternatively, some pathogenic bacteria can express 
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cognate transferrin (Tf) or lactoferrin (Lf) binding proteins on the OM, which bind to holo-Tf/Lf 

and steal iron from these host proteins. Iron removed in this manner from the host proteins is 

then transported via a cognate TonB-dependent receptor (Fig. 4.1B)298,299,300,301,302. Once the 

ferric-siderophore complex/inorganic iron reaches the periplasm, the cargo is then picked up by a 

soluble periplasmic binding protein (PBP) and is transported to the inner membrane ATPase-

permease complex and ultimately shuttled into the cytosol82,78,303 .  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. 1. Schematic representation of non-heme Fe3+ transport by Gram-negative bacteria. 
The TonB complex has not been shown for clarity. A) The bacteria produces siderophore (empty 
black circle) and sends it out to the environment, there it competes for iron (yellow solid circle) 
with iron-binding proteins in the host (transferrin or lactoferrin), and then the iron-loaded 
siderphore is transported through a cognate OM receptor. When the iron-siderophore reaches the 
periplasm it is picked up by an iron-siderophore binding protein and it’s directed to the IM to be 
transported by an IM ATPase/permease complex (shown in red). B) The bacteria express cognate 
OM protein that will bind and steal iron from host iron-binding proteins (transferrin or 
lactoferrin). The hijacked iron then passes through this OM receptor and upon reaching the 
periplasm is picked up by the ferric binding protein, FbpA (shown in pink). Finally the “free 
iron” is trafficked to the IM to be transported by an IM ATPase/permease complex (shown in 
red). C) iron-citrate (represented by black square with yellow dot at the center) is recognized and 
taken up by specific receptor (FecA) at the OM and once it reaches the periplasm, the iron-citrate 
complex is transported across with the help of periplasmic binding protein (FecB) and is finally 
transported into the cytosol for utilization. 
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The soluble PBPs ascribed to the transport of different types of cargos in Gram negative 

systems are associated with diverse functions in addition to transmembrane ligand transport, 

including signal transduction or chemoreception304. Although the PBPs have very low sequence 

identity in general they essentially consist of two lobes (N and C) connected by a hinge region 

(either an α-helix or a β-sheet) and undergo a hinge rotation motion concomitant with ligand 

binding104,305.  In the literature, the PBPs have been classified based on different characteristics, 

such as sequence alignment or cargo specificity of the proteins304 and the number or types of 

hinges connecting the two lobes70,306,81. The PBPs that have a small β-sheet connecting between 

the N and C lobes are classified as Class I and Class II proteins whereas PBPs with a single α-

helical hinge connecting these two lobes are classified as Class III protein70,306,81. The Class III 

proteins (eg E. coli FhuD and FepB) show almost negligible “hinge motions” upon ligand 

binding due to the rigidity of the α-helical linker82,306,307 compared to the other two classes of 

PBPs. 

E. coli, a Gram-negative pathogenic bacterium requires iron as an essential nutrient and 

acquires this element by turning on various iron regulated genes like fep, fhu and fec308,309. Of 

these three systems, the first two are involved in the uptake of the catecholate (enterobactin) and 

hydroxymate (ferrichrome) siderophores, respectively, whereas the third one is involved with 

Fe3+-citrate uptake. Citrate is a primary metabolite that is produced in the tricarboxylic acid cycle 

by all aerobic species and is often used as a carbon and energy source310. Citrate can act as a 

versatile metal ion chelator and bind Fe3+ using its carboxylate and hydroxyl groups311. This 

ubiquitous anion under aerobic conditions can be converted in vivo to iso-citrate (via an 

intermediate cis-aconitate) both of which can act as metal ion chelators (Fig. 4.2). In addition to 
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citrate and its isomer iso-citrate, the tricarboxylic acid cycle also produces two other related 

dicarboxylate metabolites, succinate and malate, which have some structural similarity to citrate. 

The versatility of the metal binding ability is perhaps the reason why the citrate backbone is 

preserved at the core of many other siderophores produced by bacteria312,313,314,315.  

Figure 4. 2. Chemical formula of a) citrate, b) isocitrate, c) carballylic acid, d) cis-aconitic acid, 
e) hydroxycitrate and f) EGTA. 

 

The Fec system found in E. coli consists of a TonB-dependent outer membrane (OM) 

receptor (FecA), a PBP to carry the Fe3+-citrate across the periplasm (FecB) and an inner 

membrane (IM) ATPase-permease complex for uptake into the cytosol (FecC/D) (Figure 4.1.C) 

316,110. So far, FecA has been crystallized in both the apo- and holo-form317,318 (34, 35) but at this 

time very little structural or biophysical data is available for the FecB or FecC/D systems319 (36).  

Recently, the crystal structure of HtsA, a related protein to FecB found in the Gram positive 

bacterium Staphylococcus aureus, transporting the siderophore staphyloferrin A (SA) has been 

reported90. HtsA shows ~35% identity with E. coli FecB, and has been shown to be specific to 

SA, having citrate at the metal binding core90. Multiple sequence alignments between HtsA and 
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FecB sequences from different bacterial species show that several arginine residues involved in 

SA binding in HtsA are also conserved in FecB proteins, which might indicate the presence of a 

similar ligand-binding pocket in FecB90.  

As was mentioned before, only limited biophysical data for the ability of FecB to interact 

with Fe3+-citrate have been reported in the literature so far. The complex speciation chemistry of 

Fe3+-citrate which is heavily dependent on the solution pH and the concentrations of individual 

constituents, make ligand binding experiments for FecB complicated88,320. In addition, the 

importance of Fe3+-citrate as an iron source has also been debated in the literature for a long 

time. However, a recent review reported that the main species of non-transferrin bound iron 

(NTBI) in bio-fluids could be Fe3+-citrate321, although the possibility of the existence of other 

acetate/albumin or mixed species of Fe3+ cannot be underestimated. Moreover, the exact 

speciation of NTBI in bio-fluids may be variable321. Based on this information it is logical to 

hypothesize that different physiological conditions determined by pH, “free” Fe3+ and citrate 

concentrations, may give rise to different Fe3+-citrate species in bio-fluids. Thus it is reasonable 

to assume that the invading bacterial species, that uses Fe3+-citrate as its iron source, has the 

potential to encounter several iron-citrate species in the host. Interestingly, structural data for 

FecA, the OM receptor for Fe3+-citrate present in E. coli, have indicated that it can bind to both 

iron-free citrate and diferric dicitrate318. Additionally, the authors also suggest that due to the 

availability of ferric dicitrate in vivo, in addition to diferric dicitrate, FecA is likely to bind and 

transport both these Fe3+-citrate species in E. coli, however they were not able to crystallize 

ferric dicitrate with FecA318. 

In this work we have investigated the ability of FecB to interact and bind with various 

species of Fe3+-citrate as well as iron-free citrate under different conditions of pH using 
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isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC). Moreover, in this contribution we also investigated 

whether FecB could interact with several representative iron-free di-, tri- and poly-carboxylates 

(in addition to iron-free citrate) using ITC, to determine if FecB can discriminate between 

biologically relevant tri-carboxylates and di-/poly-carboxylates. We also explored if FecB was 

able to bind with various Fe3+-mimics (Al3+, Ga3+, Sc3+, In3+) in complex with the citrate anion as 

well as the potential for this protein to interact with Mg2+-citrate using ITC. The ability of FecB 

to interact with metal-free and metal-loaded citrate was also investigated using 1H, 15N HSQC 

fingerprint NMR experiments. Finally, we also report the folding stability of apo-FecB and FecB 

in complex with various metal-free and metal-bound anions using differential scanning 

calorimetry (DSC).  

 

4.2. Materials and methods 
All chemicals and materials used in this study are of the highest purity grade and most 

chemicals were procured from Sigma-Aldrich. 

4.2.1. Cloning and protein purification 

The mature FecB protein (residues 1–279), without the periplasmic signal sequence, was 

amplified from the E. coli K12 genome through polymerase chain reaction (PCR) with 

oligonucleotides containing 5’ NdeI and 3’ XhoI restriction sites and cloned into the pET30b 

vector (New England Biolabs). For overexpression of FecB, E. coli BL21 (DE3) cells with the 

vector of interest were grown in 1L of Luria-Bertani (LB) broth in the presence of 30 µg/mL of 

kanamycin at 37°C until the OD600 reached ~0.8. For the 1H,15N HSQC NMR experiments, 15N 

labelled FecB was prepared using the general isotope-labeling strategy reported previously322,323. 

Briefly, E. coli BL21 (DE3) were grown in 1 L of M9 medium containing 1 g/L 15NH4Cl (CIL) 
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as the nitrogen source at 37°C till the OD at 600 nm reached 0.8. The culture was then induced 

by adding 0.8 mM isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) for 3 hrs. Cells were then 

harvested and suspended in 20 mM Tris, 0.1 M NaCl and 20 mM imidazole (pH 8.0) and lysed 

by a French Pressure Cell. The cell lysate was centrifuged at 18,500 x g for 45 minutes at 4 °C. 

Nickel affinity column chromatography was performed using chelating-Sepharose (GE 

Healthcare), where bound proteins were washed with 20 mM Tris, 100 mM NaCl and 20 mM 

imidazole (pH 8.0) and FecB was eluted by 20 mM Tris, 100 mM NaCl and 250 mM imidazole 

(pH 8.0). Sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) was used to 

confirm protein homogeneity and purity. The purified protein was then dialyzed against 

ammonium bicarbonate (4X), subsequently lyophilized and stored at 4 °C. The protein extinction 

coefficient to determine the protein concentration and the pI were calculated using the ExPaSy 

ProtParam program.  

4.2.2 M3+-Cit solution preparation (M3+ = Fe, Ga, Al, In, Sc) 

ITC and DSC experiments were performed under two buffer conditions, 20 mM MES pH 

5.5 and 20 mM Tris pH 8.0 to get a high concentration of [Fe2(Cit)2]2- and [Fe(Cit)2]5-, 

respectively, as the predominant species in solution324. At pH 5.5, 2 mM Fe3+-chloride was 

mixed with 2 mM Na-citrate to give a final 1 mM  [Fe2(Cit)2]2-, whereas at pH 8,  2 mM Fe3+-

chloride was mixed with 20 mM Na-citrate to give 2 mM [Fe(Cit)2]5- 324. To make a solution of 1 

mM Ga3+-citrate, Ga3+-nitrate was mixed with 2 mM Na-citrate in the respective buffer solution 

to give a final 1 mM Ga3+-citrate325. For Al3+-citrate326, In3+-citrate and Sc3+-citrate 2 mM, the 

M3+-salt was mixed with 2 mM Na-citrate. For the titration of isocitrate or Fe3+-isocitrate in to 

FecB, 2 mM Na-isocitrate and a mixture of 2 mM Na-isocitrate and 2 mM Fe3+-chloride, 

respectively were used.  
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4.2.3. Fluorescence titration 

Fluorescence spectroscopy titration experiments were carried out on a Varian Cary 

Eclipse fluorescence spectrophotometer. FecB was dissolved in 20 mM MES, 100 mM NaCl at 

pH 5.5 to make a stock solution of 24 µM. This stock solution was diluted to 1 µM with the same 

buffer and was used for subsequent emission titration experiments. FecB contains seven Trp 

residues and the protein solution was excited at 295 nm to selectively excite the Trp residues and 

the emission spectrum was recorded between 310 to 450 nm. Titration experiments were carried 

out by adding increasing amounts of Fe3+-citrate (1:1, 0-10 µM) at two different temperatures (25 

and 15 °C). Ultimately the I0/I ratios for each set of titrations were plotted as a function of [Fe3+-

citrate] to determine the linearity of the quenching data (I is the intensity of emission band upon 

ligand addition whereas I0 represents the emission arising from ligand-free FecB), which is 

interpreted as contribution of static/dynamic quenching by ligand addition327. 

4.2.4 ITC  

ITC experiments were carried out on a Microcal VP-ITC (Malvern) instrument. The 

desired amount of lyophilised FecB was weighed out and dissolved in either 20 mM MES pH 5.5 

or 20 mM Tris pH 8.0 buffers at 25°C. Protein concentration was calculated based on the 

extinction coefficient at 280 nm. For all ITC experiments the protein concentration was between 

20-30 µM.  The heats of dilution were determined in separate experiments and were negligible 

compared to the actual protein ligand titrations. ITC raw data were fit to a one-site binding 

model (MicroCal Origin version 7 software) to determine the stoichiometry (N) and association 

constant (Ka) which were then converted to Kd values using the relation Kd = 1/Ka. ITC 

experiments were done in duplicate or triplicate.  
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4.2.5 DSC 

All DSC experiments described in this paper were carried out on a VP-DSC 

microcalorimeter (Malvern). The desired amount of the lyophilised protein was dissolved in 20 

mM MES, pH 5.5 or 20 mM Tris, pH 8.0. Protein concentration was checked based on 

absorption at 280 nm using the molar extinction coefficient at 280 nm and was maintained 

between 10 to 30 µM.  In all experiments done in the presence of various ligands, the final 

[FecB]:[M3+-citrate] (where M= Fe3+, Ga3+, Al3+) was kept at 1:5 (for the protocol for 

preparation of various M-citrate see the M3+-citrate preparation section). In each experiment 

protein samples were loaded into the DSC instrument immediately after two consecutive buffer-

only heating cycles, accounting for the thermal memory compensation of the DSC calorimeter 

and baseline correction, respectively. The protein samples were heated from 10 to 80 °C at a scan 

rate of 60 °C/h with a filter period of 16 ps and the pressure was kept around 28 psi to keep the 

sample stable at higher temperatures. A fourth scan was done after cooling the sample after the 

third one to check for reversibility. 

4.2.6. 1H, 15N HSQC-NMR spectroscopy 

All NMR experiments were performed at 298 °K on a Bruker Avance 700 MHz NMR 

spectrometer equipped with a triple resonance inverse Cryoprobe with a single axis z-gradient. 

The heteronuclear single quantum coherence Transverse relaxation optimized spectroscopy 

(HSQC TROSY) experiments of FecB samples were acquired in either 20 mM MES at pH 5.5 or 

in 20 mM Na-phosphate at pH 7.0 (because of enhanced hydrogen exchange at higher pH values, 

NMR experiments were not done at pH 8.0). The concentration of 1H, 15N-FecB for all titration 

experiments was kept >400 µM. Samples were prepared with 10% D2O and DSS (4,4-dimethyl-

4-silapentane-1-sulfonic acid) was used as an internal standard. For all titration experiments the 
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ligand concentrations (metal-free citrate or Ga3+-citrate) were varied from 0-2.5 times of the final 

protein concentration. All data were processed with the NMRPipe194 software package and 

analyzed using the program NMRView. 

4.2.7 Molecular modeling and visualization  

We modeled the structure of E. coli FecB (amino acid residue 21-290) based on the 

crystal structure of HtsA protein (PDB: 3EIW) using the Swiss-Model program (Fig. 4.3)328. We 

also calculated the surface charge of FecB (Fig. 4.3.b) using the APBS program in PyMol329 

(visualization done using the PyMOL Molecular Graphics System, Version 1.7.4 Schrödinger, 

LLC).  

  

4.3 Results and discussion 

As mentioned earlier, currently there is no structural information available for E. coli 

FecB. The Swiss-Model program selected the HtsA protein (PDB 3EIW), the SA transporter 

described in the Introduction section as the best template for generating a model for FecB90. As 

expected, the model shows FecB as a bilobal protein with the N- and the C-lobes connected by a 

single α-helical hinge (Fig. 4.3.a). The presence of a single α-helical hinge between the N- and 

the C-lobes of FecB puts it in the Class III PBP, similar to HtsA, FhuD and FepB70,306,81,90,86. For 

Class III periplasmic binding proteins it has been observed that ligand binding does not 

necessarily involve a large degree of hinge motion82,306,307. The surface charge calculations show 

a positive patch in the cleft between the N- and the C-lobes, which can potentially accommodate 

negatively charged ligands efficiently.   
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Figure 4. 3. The model structure of FecB (a) in ribbon format as calculated by SwissModel. The 
N- and the C-lobes are shown in cyan and magenta colour respectively and the α-helical hinge 
connecting the two lobes is shown in red. The global model quality estimation value (GMQE) of 
the model is 0.72, which reflects higher accuracy of alignment between model and template as 
the value is close to one. The quality of the model is also assessed by a composite scoring 
function (QMEAN) to estimate the global and local model quality score where the score is -3.57 
b) Model showing the surface charges as prepared using the APBS program and visualized using 
Pymol. See text for details. 
 

4.3.1 FecB binds with several ferric-citrate species 

E. coli can grow in diverse biological niches being exposed to a wide range of pH, Fe3+ 

and citrate concentrations, which in turn can control the speciation of the Fe3+-citrate present in 

the bio-fluid321. Hence the possibility that E. coli encounters various species of Fe3+-citrate in the 

host system is not unreasonable. The OM receptor FecA transporting Fe3+-citrate to the 

periplasm has been crystallized in the presence of iron-free citrate and [Fe2(Cit2)]2-. The authors 

also suggested that due to the availability of [Fe(Cit)2]5- in addition to [Fe2(Cit2)]2- in vivo, FecA 

most likely is able to transport both of these species to the periplasm318. Hence in our 

experiments we have explored the possibility of FecB to interact with these two specific species 
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of Fe3+-Cit, [Fe2(Cit2)]2- and [Fe(Cit)2]5-, by adjusting the pH and the concentrations of the 

individual constituents following a recent report324. However, we recognize that the speciation 

thermodynamics and kinetics of Fe3+-citrate in the absence of a binding protein can differ from 

that in the presence of a protein, such as FecB, which might lead to sequestration of non-major 

species at those respective pH values. 

We have carried out initial fluorescence spectroscopy titration experiments (at 15 and 

25°C) which solutions containing FecB, as the protein has seven Trp residues. Under our 

experimental conditions (20 mM MES, 100 mM NaCl, pH 5.5), the maximum of the emission 

wavelength is at 335 nm when excited at 295 nm. This indicates an average hydrophobic 

environment for the Trp330,331. Addition of increasing amounts of Fe3+-citrate to a solution of 

FecB gives rise to a concentration dependent quenching of the intrinsic emission band at 335 nm. 

However, this quenching did not reach saturation even when the final [FecB]:[Fe-Cit] was 1:10 

at both temperatures. As reported earlier, changes in the Trp emission intensity and/or position 

owing to ligand addition can be correlated to a binding event306,307,332,333,334 and hence the 

emission titration clearly indicate binding interactions between FecB and Fe3+-citrate at both 

temperatures tested. Plots of the emission quenching data as I0/I vs [Fe3+-citrate] at the two 

temperatures show distinct non-linearity, where the initial additions at both temperatures gave 

rise to comparable quenching but upon increasing the [Fe3+-citrate] the quenching at higher 

temperature was much greater than at the lower one (Fig. 4.4). We interpret these observations as 

a result of quenching arising from both static and collisional effects327. The fact that ligand 

addition leads to static quenching of the intrinsic Trp emission from FecB is an indication of 

FecB interacting with Fe3+-citrate at both temperatures tested. Further, the fact that the emission 

maximum did not show any change in position indicates that the average environment of all the 
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Trp remains unchanged upon ligand addition330,331. However, we did not attempt to determine 

the Kd value for the binding event using this method owing to the complexity of the need to 

separate the contributions of static and dynamic quenching from the total quenching data. 

 
Figure 4. 4. Representative plot of I0/I vs [Fe3+-citrate] for FecB emission titration. Experiments 
were done with 1 µM FecB in 20 mM MES, 100 mM NaCl pH 5.5 and at temperatures of 15 and 
25°C. See text for details. 

The ability of FecB to interact with iron-free citrate, various Fe3+-citrate species (as 

controlled by pH and solution Fe3+ and citrate concentrations), various other di-, tri- and poly-

carboxylic acids and representative Fe3+-mimics (Ga3+, In3+, Sc3+ and Al3+) and a divalent metal 

cation (Mg2+) were experimentally explored using ITC and these results are shown in Table 4.1. , 

4.2, and 4.3. 

As the data in Table 4.1 and 4.2 show, FecB can bind with iron-free citrate both at pH 5.5 

and 8.0 (Fig. 4.5.a and 4.5.b left panels). However, we also observe that FecB has a greater 

affinity towards iron-free citrate at pH 5.5 than at pH 8.0. We interpret these differences in the 

Kd values for iron-free citrate with FecB at the two pH values as being due to the difference in 

speciation of citrate at these two pH values (the major species of citrate (H4Cit) at pH 5.5 is 

(H2Cit2-) whereas at pH 8.0 is (HCit3-)311. Moreover, the pI of the FecB construct used in these 

experiments is 7.3, hence in addition to interacting with different major species of iron-free 
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citrate at the respective pH, the protein surface charge is also very different at pH 5.5 than at pH 

8.0. Hence these changes in charge for both the ligand and protein can contribute to the weaker 

binding of iron-free citrate at pH 8.0.  

Table 4. 1. Kd and N values obtained from ITC titration experiments for FecB and various iron-
free citrate species at pH 5.5. 

Ligand Kd (µM) N 

Citrate 25±5 0.7 

Isocitrate 41±3 2.0 

Cis-aconitic acid 54±4  1.2 

Tricarballylic acid 16±3 1.1 

Hydroxycitrate 3±0.5 0.7 

EGTA 61±2 1.8 

Malate No binding _ 

Succinate No binding - 

 
Table 4. 2. Kd and N values obtained from ITC titration experiments for FecB and various metal 
citrate species at pH 5.5. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ligand Kd (µM) N 

[Fe2(Cit)2]2- 2.0±0.5 0.9 

Ga3+-citrate 1.5±0.3 0.9 

Al3+-citrate 2.6±0.5 2.7 

In3+-citrate 1.7±0.4 1.6 

Sc3+-citrate 72±6 1.3 

  Mg2+-citrate 53±5 0.7 

Fe3+-tricarballylic acid 9.0±0.7 1.3 
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Table 4. 3. Kd and N values obtained from ITC titration experiments for FecB  and iron-free 
citrate or Fe3+/Ga3+-citrate at pH 8.0. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. 5. Representative ITC binding data of various  species of Fe3+-citrate to FecB, for both 
panel a) and b) the upper plots show the heat change by ligand addition as a function of time 
whereas the lower plots show heat change as a function of molar ratio of protein:ligand. The 
smooth lines in the lower plots represent the best fit to the data using one-site binding model 
whereas the dots represent actual injection. For a) the experiments were carried out by titrating in 
1 mM [Fe2(Cit)2]2- in a 20 µM FecB solution dissolved in 20 mM MES at pH 5.5 at 25°C; for b) 
the experiments were carried out by titrating in 2 mM [Fe (Cit)2]5- in a 20 µM FecB solution 
dissolved in 20 mM Tris at pH 8 at 25°C.  
 

In our ITC experiments we wanted to determine if FecB is capable of binding to 

[Fe2(Cit2)]2- and [Fe(Cit)2]5-, owing to the previous report that FecA is most likely to transport 

both these species of Fe3+-citrate318.  In a recent publication324, the authors described a pH-

modulated way to control the speciation of Fe3+-citrate, and we have followed this protocol to 

obtain [Fe2(Cit2)]2- and [Fe(Cit)2]5-.  Our ITC titration experiments show that both of these Fe3+-

Ligand Kd (µM) N 

Iron-free citrate 87±4 1.9 

[Fe(Cit)2]5- 6±1 1.9 

Ga3+-citrate 1.5±0.5 1.6 
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citrate species show similar binding affinities with FecB (Figure 4.5.a and 4.5.b right panels, 

Table 4.2 and 4.3). Moreover, comparing the data for iron-free citrate and Fe3+-citrate at pH 5.5 

and 8.0 (Table 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3), it is evident that FecB can discriminate between the metal-free 

and metal-loaded species.  Hence, our ITC experiments confirm that FecB is able to bind both 

iron-free and two different species of Fe3+-citrate at two experimental pH values. This is a novel 

finding, considering that no other Class III type periplasmic binding protein so far has been 

shown to bind the iron-free form of a siderophore efficiently307,333,334,335.  

 In the Citric acid cycle, citrate is converted to oxaloacetate through succinate and malate 

(dicarboxylic acids) through two other tricarboxylates, cis-aconitic acid and isocitric acid310. All 

these di-and tri-carboxylates are potential ligands for Fe3+ and hence we explored the possibility 

of these compounds acting as ligands with FecB. We also investigated if ethylene glycol 

tetraacetic acid (EGTA), a non-natural tetra-carboxylic acid can bind FecB. Tricarballylic and 

hydroxycitric acids, derivatives of citric acid either lacking the alcoholic –OH group or with an 

additional alcoholic –OH group respectively, were also titrated into solutions of FecB to gather 

additional information regarding the molecular requirements for the interaction between FecB 

and citrate.  

Table 4.1. shows that iron-free isocitrate has similar binding affinity towards FecB as 

compared to iron-free citrate, both of which are di-negative at pH 5.5. Cis-aconitic acid and 

tricarballylic acid also show similar binding affinity with FecB as compared to iron-free 

citrate/isocitrate (Table 4.1.) at pH 5.5.  On the other hand succinate and malate, the 

dicarboxylates, show no binding with FecB (Table 4.1.). The much larger tetra-carboxylate 

EGTA shows rather weak binding compared to either iron-free citrate or isocitrate binding to 

FecB (Table 4.1.). Finally, hydroxycitrate, having an additional –OH group in comparison to 
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citrate/isocitrate in its structure binds to FecB with much stronger affinity at pH 5.5 (Table 4.1.). 

Taken together these binding data indicate that FecB has a distinct preference towards iron-free 

tricarboxylates, when compared to the di- or tetra-carboxylate compounds tested here.   

 We also investigated the ability of FecB to interact with other M3+-citrate (M3+ = Al3+, 

Ga3+, In3+, Sc3+) species where M3+ are Fe3+-mimics, and compare this binding ability with 

representative M2+-citrate (M2+ = Mg2+). The data presented in Table 4.2 shows the binding data 

obtained for all these M3+/M2+-citrate with FecB at pH 5.5. As can be observed the 

Ga3+/Al3+/In3+-citrate species all bind with FecB with very similar affinity as Fe3+-citrate at pH 

5.5, whereas Sc3+-citrate binds FecB with a much weaker affinity (Table 4.2, Fig. 4.6). Mg2+-

citrate also binds, but it shows weaker binding with FecB (Table 4.2). Similar binding affinities 

for Ga3+ and Al3+-citrate towards FecB compared to Fe3+-citrate at pH 5.5 is perhaps not 

surprising given the fact that all these M3+ ions have similar ionic radii and form octahedral 

complexes (Fe3+ (high spin), 64.5 pm; Ga3+, 62 pm; Al3+, 53.5 pm; and In3+, 80 pm).  

Additionally, a lower binding affinity of FecB towards Mg2+-citrate is also not unexpected owing 

to the different charge on the central metal ion. However, a simple charge/size argument cannot 

explain the lower affinity of Sc3+-citrate to FecB. In addition, the fact that the much larger In3+ 

(in octahedral geometry) binds with FecB with similar affinity to Fe3+-citrate whereas the smaller 

Sc3+-citrate binds with a lower affinity, indicates towards a more complex correlation between 

binding affinity for metal-citrates and FecB than a simple charge/size ratio. However, a recent 

paper has reported that In3+ can transform from an octahedral to a tetrahedral geometry336, and it 

is known that tetra-coordinated In3+ is much smaller in size (62 pm), which resembles Fe3+ ionic 

radii and could explain the stronger affinity of In3+-citrate towards FecB. The differences in the 

Kd values between the various M3+-citrate species, where M3+ is always an Fe3+-mimic, can arise 
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for several reasons, including speciation, coordination geometry and net charge on the metal-

citrate complex, but with our data set it is not possible to pinpoint the exact rationale. 

Figure 4. 6. Representative ITC binding data for a) Al3+-citrate, b) Sc3+-citrate and c) Ga3+-
citrate  (20 mM MES pH 5.5 buffer) with FecB. The upper plots show the heat change by ligand 
addition as a function of time whereas the lower plots show heat change as a function of molar 
ratio of protein:ligand. The smooth lines in the lower plots represent the best fit to the data using 
one-site binding model whereas the dots represent actual injection. Experiments were done in 20 
mM MES, pH 5.5 and protein concentrations were kept at 20 µM. See text for details on M3+-
citrate concentrations. 
 

4.3.2 Ligand binding to FecB makes the protein more stable 

ITC data provide a direct thermodynamic account of the binding interactions between 

ligands and proteins, but it does not speak of the inherent stability of the different protein-ligand 

complexes formed or compare these liganded-forms to the ligand-free protein from a protein 

folding stability point of view. Hence we carried out DSC experiments with FecB in the absence 

and presence of different ligand species at pH 5.5 and 8.0 to investigate which protein-ligand 

complex gives rise to the most stable folded structure. Table 4.2 summarizes the results of the 
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DSC experiments and figure 4.5 shows DSC data for FecB in the presence of various ligands at 

both pH values.  

Table 4. 4. DSC data obtained for FecB in the absence and presence of various citrate species 
with two different buffer conditions.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. 7. DSC melting data for a) FecB in the presence of iron-free citrate, b) FecB in the 
presence of Fe3+-citrate at pH 5.5, 20 mM MES; c) apo-FecB  and d) FecB in the presence of 
Fe3+-citrate at pH 8.0, 20 mM Tris. For experimental details see text. 

 

Species pH [Protein]:[Ligand] Melting temperature (°C) 

apo-FecB 5.5 1:0 60.0 

FecB + iron-free citrate 5.5 1:5 62.0 

FecB + [Fe2(Cit)2]2- 5.5 1:5 68.0 

FecB + Fe3+-isocitrate 5.5 1:5 68.0 

FecB + Ga3+- citrate 5.5 1:5 70.0 

FecB + Al3+- citrate 5.5 1:5 65.0 

FecB + Mg2+-citrate 5.5 1:5 63.0 

apo-FecB 8.0 1:0 63.0, 70.0 

FecB + [Fe(Cit)2]5- 8.0 1:5 76.0 
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As can be seen from Table 4.4, at pH 5.5 ligand-free FecB has the lowest thermal 

stability (Tm 60°C), both the N- and C-lobe of the protein melting at the same temperature, 

possibly in a cooperative manner. Addition of iron-free citrate or Fe3+-citrate (1:5, 

protein:ligand) to FecB in separate DSC experiments, shows higher thermal stability for the 

protein ligand assembly (Tm 62 and 68°C respectively). This higher thermal stability of liganded 

FecB vs ligand-free FecB could be due to additional interactions forming between the N- and the 

C-lobe of FecB upon ligand binding. Further the greater thermal stability of FecB in the presence 

of Fe3+-citrate vs iron-free citrate indicates that Fe3+-citrate binding leads to the formation of a 

more stable ligand-FecB conformation. Comparison of the Tm values obtained for Fe3+-citrate 

and Fe3+-isocitrate shows that both of these ligands impart the same thermal stability to the 

protein ligand assembly (Table 4.4) and hence indicate that FecB does not have the ability to 

discriminate between the two iron-free isomers of citrate. 

As can be seen from Table 4.2 at pH 5.5 Fe3+-citrate, Al3+-citrate and Ga3+-citrate all 

have similar low µM binding with FecB, and using ITC data alone it is not possible to get any 

information regarding the individual stabilities of the folded conformation of protein-ligand 

assembly. In the DSC experiments we observe that a solution containing Ga3+-citrate and  FecB 

(5:1), has the highest thermal stability whereas Al3+-citrate bound to FecB has the lowest thermal 

stability in this series (Table 4.4). In other words, at pH 5.5, a complex between Ga3+-citrate and 

FecB forms the most stable liganded conformation, followed by Fe3+-citrate, whereas Al3+-citrate 

forms the least thermally stable liganded conformation. 

 The experimental outcome at pH 8.0 for ligand-free FecB is entirely different than that 

obtained for the same experiment at pH 5.5. At pH 8.0, the DSC plot for ligand-free FecB shows 

two peaks, at 63 and 70°C (Table 4.4 and Fig. 4.7) indicating that the two lobes of the protein at 
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this pH unfold seperately. Interestingly the two lobes of FecB once again “melt” at the same 

temperature, possibly cooperatively, in the presence of Fe3+-citrate at pH 8.0. This can again be 

interpreted as the ligand being able to form additional interactions between the two lobes of the 

protein thereby creating a more stable liganded conformation of FecB at this pH (Table 4.4). 

 Based on the melting temperatures of FecB in the presence of a 5-times excess of Fe3+-

citrate at both pH values, it appears that the liganded form at pH 8.0 is significantly more stable 

than at pH 5.0 (Table 4.4). It is also important to mention here that all DSC experiments reported 

here are irreversible, indicating that once the protein or the protein-ligand complex is thermally 

denatured, cooling down cannot produce a functionally folded protein structure.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. 8. 1H, 15N HSQC NMR data for a) Black dots are for apo FecB and red for FecB + 5 
times excess iron-free citrate at pH 5.5. The pH 5.5 experiments were performed in 20 mM MES. 
b) Black dots are for apo-FecB and cyan are for FecB + 5 times excess iron-free citrate. 
Experiments were done in 20 mM Na-phosphate pH 7.0.   
 

4.3.3 Addition of citrate to 15N FecB causes changes of amino acid environment 

Backbone amide proton HSQC signals provide structural information for a protein on a 

residue level, which can be affected by the state of ligation, pH and many other factors. In our 
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fingerprint HSQC NMR experiments we titrated in either iron-free citrate or Ga3+-citrate to a 

solution of 15N FecB at pH 5.5 or pH 7.0 to observe possible structural changes arising from 

ligand-binding. Diamagnetic Ga3+ was used as a Fe3+-mimic to avoid paramagnetic broadening 

to carry out the NMR experiments.  

FecB amide proton signals showed shifts upon addition of metal-free citrate at both pH 

5.5 and 7.0 indicating a change of amino acid exposure, which might arise due to binding 

interaction (Fig. 4.8). However, as can be seen from Figure 4.8, these shifts were more 

significant at pH 5.5 than at pH 7.0. This information is in accordance with the ITC data, which 

show that FecB can bind with iron-free citrate much stronger at pH 5.5 than at pH 8.0 (Table 4.2 

and 4.3).  

At both pH values tested (5.5 and 7.0) when a 5 time excess of Ga3+-citrate (with respect 

to the protein concentration) was added to FecB, the signal from the back-bone amide protons 

showed significant shifts when compared to no-ligand spectra as well as spectra arising from 

addition of metal-free citrate (Fig. 4.9). This can be interpreted as at both experimental pH values 

addition of 5 times Ga3+-citrate brings about large structural changes when compared to the 

metal-free citrate titration.  Further, when the HSQC spectra of the liganded form at these two 

pH values are overlayed, it is observed that the structural changes brought about by Ga3+-citrate 

at both pH values are similar (Fig. 4.9).  This latter information can be interpreted as that the 

final liganded form of FecB in the presence of excess Ga3+-citrate is independent of the pH. In 

other words, at both pH 5.5 and pH 7.0 the conformation of FecB bound to Ga3+-citrate is 

comparable.  
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Figure 4. 9. 1H, 15N HSQC spectra of FecB a) Black dots for apo FecB, red dots for 5 times 
excess iron free citrate and green for 5 times excess Ga3+-citrate pH 5.5 experiments are done in 
20 mM MES. b) Black dots are for apo FecB, cyan dots are for 5 times excess iron free citrate 
and blue are for FecB + 5 times excess Ga3+-citrate. Experiment done in 20 mM Na-phosphate 
pH 7.0. c) Overlay of  5 times excess Ga3+-citrate at pH 5.5 (green) and pH 7.0 (blue). 

 

4.4 Conclusions 

The Fec system in E. coli has been reported several decades ago 316,110, and the protein 

database UniProt contains several sequences for FecB proteins (the periplasmic component of 

the fec system) from various organisms337. However to date there is no comprehensive study to 

quantitatively analyze the binding of FecB with a variety of ligands. In this work we report that 

E. coli FecB can bind various tricarboxylates in iron-free and iron-loaded form. We also show 
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that the protein can discriminate between representative M3+- and M2+-citrate species. Our 

experiments clearly show that at both pH values tested (5.5 and 8.0) FecB can bind both iron-free 

and iron-loaded citrate although it binds with iron-loaded citrate with a higher affinity at both pH 

values. In addition to that, the capacity of FecB to bind iron-free citrate could be demonstrated in 

all our experiments (ITC, DSC and HSQC-NMR). Moreover our work demonstrates that FecB 

can bind with a wide range of tricarboxylates. So far only two other putative periplasmic binding 

proteins, FpvC and FpvF, found in Pseudomonas aeruginosa and associated with the 

pyoverdine-I uptake system, have been reported to bind their respective apo-siderophore338. The 

E. coli OM receptor FecA has also been shown to bind iron-free citrate, although it has been 

argued that it may not be transported in the periplasm through FecA318,339. Another report has 

also shown that the TonB-dependent OM transporters, FhuA (ferrichrome transporter) from E. 

coli and FptA (pyochelin transporter) from P. aeruginosa can bind to their respective apo-

siderophores both under in vivo and in vitro conditions340. A previous report also shows that at 

least in a mouse model E.coli can grow under both aerobic and anaerobic conditions341,342, and 

under anaerobic conditions E. coli might use citrate as an energy and carbon source341,342. Taken 

together we note that the ability of E. coli to grow in citrate medium under anaerobic 

conditions341, and the fact that FecB can bind iron-free citrate, might indicate a possible role for 

FecB in transporting iron-free citrate. In addition, E. coli also possesses a gene for the TctC 

protein which is part of a tripartite tricarboxylate transporter system343,344, which can also take up 

citrate under anaerobic conditions. Interestingly, the TctC protein is a Class II PBP and hence it 

is obviously structurally distinct from FecB, so these two systems are not closely related345. 

Clearly further in vivo experiments are required to conclusively determine whether a possible 

role for FecB in transporting iron-free citrate is a reasonable proposition. 
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[Fe2(Cit)2]2- and [Fe(Cit)2]5- show similar affinity towards FecB in our ITC experiments 

reported here. A previous report has shown the crystal structure of FecA bound to [Fe2(Cit)2]2- 

and these authors have also suggested the likelihood of FecA to transport [Fe(Cit)2]5- in vivo 318. 

Taken together this information indicates that these two species of Fe3+-citrate can both be 

transported through FecA and can then be sequestered in the periplasm by FecB. 

Finally our HSQC-NMR experiments indicate that a structural change occurs in the 

protein backbone following the addition Ga3+-citrate to a solution of FecB. The most important 

information obtained from the fingerprint NMR titration experiments is the fact that the final 

liganded conformation of FecB, irrespective of the pH tested, is the same. Recognition of 

liganded FecB on the IM permease-ATPase transporter FecC/D involves docking of FecB on the 

latter. Previous workers have shown that conserved amino acids on FecB in a specific orientation 

facilitate this recognition/docking and ligand transport319. Hence forming a liganded species that 

has a folded structure that is not dependent on the pH to facilitate this docking interaction is 

reasonable. The structural change that occurs concomitant with ligand binding is further 

substantiated through our DSC experiments where all liganded forms of FecB show greater 

stability than the ligand-free proteins. We propose that the structural change that gives rise to 

greater stability of the protein-ligand complex arises from a small rotation around the hinge 

region of FecB producing a conformation that can accommodate the ligand between the two 

lobes. 
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CHAPTER 5: Ligand binding specificity of the Escherichia coli periplasmic histidine binding 
protein, HisJ 

 

5.1 Introduction 

The uptake and efflux of a vast variety of substrates in living systems, from bacteria to 

humans, is often achieved using ATP-cassette (ABC) transporters, consisting of membrane 

spanning proteins and soluble periplasmic binding proteins (PBP)346.  The translocation of 

substrates across the cytoplasmic membrane in these systems takes place at the expense of the 

conversion of ATP to ADP346. Bacterial ATP-cassettes associated with the inner membranes 

consist of two transmembrane domains (TMD) creating the pathway for transport across the 

membrane, and a dimeric nucleotide binding domain (NBD) protein which binds and hydrolyzes 

ATP to ADP and energizes the cellular uptake347,348.  

 
The soluble PBPs, in spite of having diverse sizes, molecular weights and substrate 

specificities, all show a conserved three dimensional fold81. Essentially, this conserved fold 

consists of two lobes, connected by a hinge region and the substrate binding takes place in the 

cleft between these two. Depending on the nature and the number of strands at the hinge region 

the PBPs have been classified into three major groups, I, II and III. Those PBPs having three or 

two β-sheet strands connecting the N- and the C-lobes, are classified as Class I and II PBPs 

respectively, whereas PBPs with a single α-helical connecter between the N- and the C-lobes are 

classified as Class III proteins81,70,82,306.The latter are usually associated with the binding of metal 

ions, metal-siderophore complexes, or heme. The Class I and II PBPs on the other hand play a 

role in the transport of amino acids, specific carbohydrates, phosphate and sulfate anions, etc82. 

The PBPs are sometimes also called substrate binding proteins (SBPs)78. 
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HisJ is the periplasmic component of the ATP-cassette (ABC) transporter and it is associated 

with high affinity histidine binding and translocation349.  Environmental histidine can 

spontaneously diffuse into the periplasmic space of Gram negative bacteria through the pores of 

outer membrane porins, such as OmpF and LamB. Subsequently, it binds with HisJ with very 

high affinity (nM Kd) and translocation of the L-histidine into the cytosol takes place using the 

inner membrane ATPase-permease complex HisQMP2 
349,350,351,106. The Lysine, Arginine, 

Ornithine Binding protein (LAOBP) is a closely related PBP which shares very high sequence 

identity (70%) with HisJ and it binds L-lysine, L-arginine and L-ornithine in the periplasm with 

similar high affinity352-15. Interestingly, LAOBP also uses the same inner membrane ATPase-

permease complex as HisJ to transport its ligands into the cytosol352. Previous work has shown 

that L-His binds with high affinity (nm) with HisJ and that L-Lys, L-Arg and L-Orn have a high 

affinity for LAOBP353,354. Additionally, it has also been demonstrated that these two proteins can 

bind with each other’s preferred ligands with µM affinities 353,354. The ligand flexibility and the 

ability of both these PBPs to interact with the same inner membrane ATPase-permease, could be 

due to tandem duplication of the genes responsible for expression of HisJ and LAOBP (hisJ and 

argT respectively)352, where the high affinity and  specificity for respective ligands displayed by 

these proteins are thought to have arisen through divergent evolution352.   

The X-ray crystal structures for S. typhimurium and E. coli HisJ in the apo-form as well as 

bound to L-His have already been reported 355,356. The structures show that the HisJ protein 

consists of two domains (D1 and D2) connected by two β-strands where binding to histidine 

leads to inter-domain closure (closed liganded form) as expected for a Class II PBP 355,356.  The 

structural data also show that HisJ forms a high affinity interaction with L-His using 12 residues 

through the formation of hydrogen bonds, salt bridges and van der Waals interactions 355,356. 
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Recently our laboratory has also analyzed the solution state structure of E. coli apo-HisJ using 

NMR spectroscopy106. From our previous study, it has been deduced that D1 of HisJ plays a 

more crucial role in the formation of initial high-affinity protein-ligand interactions, which is 

then communicated to D2 and leads to further protein-ligand interactions and stabilization of the 

closed liganded form106.   

On the other hand, the crystal structures for LAOBP from S. typhimurium, bound to its high 

affinity (L-lysine, L-arginine and L-ornithine) and low affinity (L-histidine) ligands, are also 

available357. The structural analysis reported for LAOBP shows that irrespective of the bound 

ligand (high or low affinity), it has a very similar “closed” conformation as indicated by a very 

low r.m.s.d value when the high affinity liganded and low affinity liganded structures are 

overlaid357. Moreover, when the crystal structure of HisJ bound to histidine is compared to the 

“closed” histidine-bound structure of LAOBP, it shows that these two different proteins (HisJ 

and LAOBP) in the histidine-bound form have very similar “closed” conformations355. Taken 

together, this information indicates that a common closed form for these two proteins (HisJ and 

LAOBP) is performing similar functions. 

The closed conformation of these PBPs plays a crucial role in substrate transport, as this form 

of the proteins interact with the inner membrane ATPase-permease complex, transmitting a 

signal that triggers hydrolysis of ATP and consequent passage of the ligand to the cytosol358. 

Interestingly, the existence of a “closed” unliganded conformation of the HisJ protein, due to 

dynamic interconversions of conformations, has been reported as well 359,360,361. Using molecular 

dynamics simulations we have also reported a similar observation recently for HisJ362. Moreover, 

it is known that both the unliganded and ligand-bound HisJ interact with similar affinities to the 

inner membrane ATP-cassette, HisQMP2
363. The same report also proposed that HisJ may 
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always be associated with the inner membrane permease complex, where the unliganded form 

interacts with HisQMP2 in an open conformation363. Ligand binding to the HisJ bound to 

HisQMP2 leads to domain closure for HisJ, which then in turn triggers a high rate of ATP 

hydrolysis and hence substrate transport363.  

Due to the large ligand-mediated conformational changes observed in the type I and type II 

PBP superfamily proteins, these proteins are considered as excellent starting points for the design 

of highly sensitive reagentless biosensors104. For example, various mutant forms of HisJ have 

been constructed to generate a fluorescent biosensor that can monitor the level of L-His in serum 

as an indicator for the deficiency of the enzyme histidine ammonia lyase which converts L-

histidine into urocanic acid364. In addition, it is also known that reengineering of the binding 

pocket can improve the specificity of such proteins365. However, before such work can be 

completed the ligand-binding properties of the wild type protein need to be characterized and 

analyzed in detail, to ascertain that other naturally occurring compounds do not interfere with the 

binding. It is well known that results obtained with a biosensor designed to measure the level of a 

relatively rare metabolite can be unreliable when other non-desired metabolites of higher 

abundance can bind as well366. 

Although there is exhaustive structural data available for the binding of both high and 

low affinity ligands to LAOBP, as well as some information for HisJ binding to its high affinity 

ligand L-His106,355,356,358, to date there have been no detailed reports for HisJ’s interactions with 

L-Lys, L-Arg and L-Orn. Hence in this work we have initially investigated the structural changes 

that accompany the addition of L-Lys, L-Arg and L-Orn to apo-HisJ using 1H,15N HSQC NMR 

titration experiments and we compare these data with titration data obtained for L-His106. We 

have also used an NMR fingerprint screening approach and isothermal titration calorimetry 
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(ITC) experiments to study the binding and determine the dissociation constants for various 

naturally occurring analogs, enantiomers, methylated or acylated versions or other naturally 

occurring metabolites of histidine, arginine and lysine. For comparison with the ITC 

experiments, we also performed differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) experiments of HisJ in 

the presence of different ligands to determine the thermal stability of the apo- and ligand-bound 

protein under our experimental conditions.  

 

5.2. Materials and methods 

All chemicals and materials used in this study are of the highest purity grade and most 

chemicals were procured from Sigma-Aldrich. L-arginine amide and L-lysine amide were 

purchased from Santa Cruz Biotechnology.  

5.2.1 Cloning and purification of E. coli HisJ 

Cloning and purification of HisJ was achieved following a method published by us 

previously106. In short, the mature HisJ protein (residues 1–238), was amplified from the E. coli 

K12 genome with 5’ NdeI and 3’ XhoI restriction sites and cloned into the pET15 vector. The 

pET15 vector has a hexa-histidine tag and a TEV (tobacco etch virus) protease cleavage site 

located near the N terminus of the expressed protein. Cleavage of the expressed protein with 

TEV protease removes the His-tag and results in the addition of three residues (G-G-M) to the N-

terminus of mature HisJ106. 

The HisJ protein was over-expressed by growing E. coli BL21(DE3) (Novagen) cells 

containing the vector of interest in 1 L of Luria-Bertani (LB) media (for unlabeled protein) or 1 

L of D2O M9 media containing 1g/L of 15NH4Cl (for 2D-15N HisJ) in the presence of 100 µg/mL 

ampicillin322. Cells were grown until the OD600 reached 0.8 at 37 °C and then were induced 
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with 0.8 mM isopropyl-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside for 3 h. Cells were harvested by 

centrifugation and resuspended in 20 mM Tris, 100 mM NaCl, 20 mM imidazole pH 8.0 buffer 

and lysed using French Pressure Cell. The cell lysate was then centrifuged at 18000Xg for 45 

min at 4 °C and the supernatant was applied to a Ni-affinity column (Sigma-Aldrich). The bound 

protein was washed with 200 mL 20 mM Tris, 100 mM NaCl, 20 mM imidazole at pH 8.0 and 

HisJ was eluted subsequently using 20 mM Tris, 100 mM NaCl, 250 mM imidazole pH 8.0 

buffer. The purified protein was then buffer exchanged with 20 mM Tris, 100 mM NaCl, 500 

mM EDTA buffer (pH 8.0), and 3 mM reduced L-glutathione and 0.3 mM oxidized (-)-

glutathione was added to this solution and the fusion protein was subjected to TEV digestion for 

5 hours at 30 °C. This solution was then centrifuged and applied once again to the Ni-affinity 

column where the cleaved N-terminal histidine tag bound to the column and the tag-free HisJ 

was eluted in the flow through. The protein was then dialyzed (3 times) with 5 mM Tris pH 8.0 

buffer and ion-exchanged using DEAE Sepharose Resource Q column (GE Health care) and 

eluted with a steady gradient of 0.1 M NaCl, 5 mM Tris pH 8.0 to obtain pure HisJ protein. The 

purity of the protein was confirmed by sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel 

electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) (98%) and the concentration of the protein was determined using 

the extinction coefficient at 280 nm obtained theoretically from the ExPASy Prot-Param 

program. 

5.2.3 NMR spectroscopy 

All NMR experiments were performed at 298 K on a Bruker Avance 700 MHz NMR 

spectrometer equipped with a triple-resonance inverse cryoprobe with a single axis z-gradient. 

NMR samples were prepared in 50 mM Na-phosphate pH 7.0 according to the method published 

by Chu et al106.  Titration experiments were carried out by adding either L-His, L-Arg, L-Lys or 
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L-Orn in ~ 0.3 mM  2D,15N-isotope labeled HisJ protein samples. Samples were prepared with 

10% D2O and DSS (4,4-dimethyl-4-silapentane-1-sulfonic acid) was used as an internal 

standard. Two-dimensional transverse relaxation-optimized spectroscopy (TROSY) 1H,15N-

HSQC experiments were acquired for each titration experiment. Previously published NMR 

chemical shift assignments of HN and N for holo-HisJ106 were used to analyze chemical shift 

perturbations according to the following equation191. 

𝐶𝑆𝑃 = Δ𝐻! + (Δ𝑁/5)!  

For NMR “fingerprint” binding experiments with the various amino analogs and derivatives a 0.3 

mM 1H,15N- HisJ protein was used and a 20 times excess of the compounds was added. Since 

NMR spectra are sensitive both to strong (nM and µM) and weak (mM) binding events, this 

procedure functioned as a screening method. All spectra were processed and analyzed by 

NMRPipe194 and NMRView195 software.  

5.2.4. Isothermal Titration Calorimetry  

ITC experiments were carried out on a Microcal VP-ITC (Malvern) instrument. For ITC 

experiments the protein was dialyzed with NH4HCO3 (3 times) and subsequently lyophilized and 

the solid obtained was stored at 4 °C. The desired amount of lyophilized HisJ was weighed out 

and dissolved in 20 mM HEPES, 100 mM NaCl at pH 7.0 and experiments were carried out at 30 

°C. The protein concentration was calculated based on the extinction coefficient at 280 nm. The 

heats of dilution were determined in separate experiments and were negligible compared to the 

actual protein ligand titrations. The ITC raw data were fit to a one-site binding model (MicroCal 

Origin version 7 software) to determine the stoichiometry (N) and association constant (Ka) which 

were then converted to Kd values using the relation Kd = 1/Ka. 
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5.2.5. Differential Scanning Calorimetry 

All DSC experiments described in this paper were carried out on a VP-DSC 

microcalorimeter (Malvern). The desired amount of the lyophilised protein was dissolved in 20 

mM HEPES, 100 mM NaCl at pH 7.0. The protein concentration was calculated based on the 

absorption measured at 280 nm and was maintained at ~30 µM. In all experiments done in the 

presence of various ligands the final [HisJ]:[Ligand] was kept at 1:5. Detailed experimental 

procedure is mentioned in supplementary materials and methods. In each experiment the protein 

samples were loaded into the DSC instrument immediately after two consecutive buffer-only 

heating cycles, accounting for the thermal memory compensation of the DSC calorimeter and 

baseline correction, respectively. The protein samples were heated from 10 to 80 °C at a scan 

rate of 60 °C/h with a filter period of 16 ps and the pressure was kept around 28 psi to keep the 

sample stable at higher temperatures. A fourth scan was done after cooling the sample after the 

third one to check for reversibility of the denaturation process. The non-2-state model was used 

to determine the van’t Hoff heat change (ΔHv) that is the heat change per unfolding unit. 

Therefore the ratio of ΔH/ΔHv was used to measure the number of cooperative units per mole.  

 

5.3. Results 

5.3.1 NMR titration experiments with His, Arg, Lys and Orn 

Extensive structural information is available for the binding of L-His to HisJ and 

LAOBP. Interestingly, in a previous study where the Cα atoms for the residues 5-235 of LAOBP 

were superimposed for all four liganded crystal structures, it was shown that the overall 

conformation of the protein in the ligand-bound state is essentially the same357. In addition, very 

small global r.m.s.d values were also obtained when the crystal structure of HisJ bound to L-His is 
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superimposed on the structure of the LAOBP bound to L-His355. Taken together these two 

analyses indicate that both HisJ and LAOBP, having 70% sequence identity, form essentially the 

same “closed” conformation with all four ligands.  

In our 1H,15N HSQC NMR titration experiments with HisJ protein we observe that all the 

resonances are affected in a similar manner by additions of L-His, L-Arg, L-Lys and L-Orn. 

Interestingly, resonances arising from multiple residues from different parts of the protein are 

affected upon ligand addition, suggesting an overall conformational change for the protein rather 

than a highly localized binding event. Our NMR data obtained for L-His bound to HisJ must 

represent the L-histidine bound closed conformation of the HisJ protein that was seen in the 

published crystal structure (PDB code:1HSL). This closed state correlates with the domain 

closure upon L-His binding as well as representing the overall folding. Therefore, we did observe 

changes in the chemical shift in many residues, even those that are far away from the binding 

site. When we compared this data with the resonance shifts measured for L-Arg, L-Lys, and L-

Orn bound to HisJ we see very similar patterns. However due to the differences of the charge and 

the size of the side chains, the peak positions for the different ligand bound forms of HisJ were 

not identical (Fig. 5.1 and 5.2), in spite of the overall pattern being comparable. We therefore 

conclude from the data presented in Figure 5.1, that the global fold of HisJ bound to all four 

ligands is very similar if not identical, and resembles the closed state observed in the crystal 

structure for the histidine bound HisJ complex (PDB code:1HSL). 

From previous work it is known that 12 residues make up the entire binding pocket in the 

crystal structures of the four ligand-bound forms of the LAOBP protein.30 However, sidechains 

of four residues, D11, Y14, S72 and D171, undergo the most dramatic structural changes 

between the apo- and liganded forms367. We therefore decided to focus our analysis of the NMR 
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spectra mostly on these residues of HisJ along with E18, which has been predicted to form a salt 

bridge with the amino group in the side chain of lysine356. LAOBP complexed with either L-Arg 

or L-Lys or L-Orn showed that efficient ligand interactions required a conformational change for 

the backbone and sidechain of D11. On the other hand it appears that Y14 of HisJ is the most 

critical residue for the binding of histidine as it is interacting with seven different atoms of its 

side chain. The crystal structure of HisJ bound to L-His also shows that residue S72 forms 

several interactions with the COO-, NH3
+ as well as with the Cα atoms of L-His.  

Figure 5. 1. 1H,15N (TROSY) HSQC overlay spectra of 2D,15N HisJ in the presence of an excess 
of 16 times L-His (black), L-Arg (red), L-Lys (green) and L-Orn (blue).  
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Figure 5. 2. NMR titration data recorded for the a) D11, b) Y14, c) E18, d) S72 and e) D171 
residues from HisJ in the presence of excess L-His, L-Arg, L-Lys and L-Orn respectively. For 
each representative data apo-HisJ appears in black, whereas 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 and 16 times excess 
ligands are shown in cyan, red, green and blue, respectively. The arrow indicates the movement 
(fast exchange) of apo-HisJ peaks for the specific residues upon successive ligand addition.  

 

All of the aforementioned five residues showed slow chemical exchange on the NMR 

time scale during successive additions of L-His and L-Arg (Fig. 5.2), whereas, a fast chemical 
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exchange process was observed during titrations with L-Lys and L-Orn for these residues (Figure 

2). Assuming that the on-rates for all amino acids are identical, these data indicate that the 

binding of L-Lys and L-Orn is weaker than the binding of L-His and L-Arg. Lastly, it should be 

noted that the NMR titration data presented in this paper show that the observable differences in 

chemical shift perturbation (CSP) values from all five residues, except for D171, are all part of 

the larger D1 domain of HisJ. This is an important observation given that our previous report has 

shown that upon ligand binding the D1 lobe initiates domain closure. Hence, this lobe of the 

protein seems to play a more fundamental role in ligand binding106.   

5.3.2. Ligand binding: NMR screening 

NMR ligand-titration experiments provide a straightforward tool to determine and 

characterize nM to µM binding affinities. The same technique also makes it possible to detect 

extremely weak protein-protein interactions in the range of 10-1 to 10-2 M, using 1H,15N HSQC 

NMR spectra368,148. Hence, for proteins that are stable and that can be produced with very high 

yield in E. coli, like HisJ, one can use NMR spectroscopy as a convenient screening approach, to 

identify protein-ligand interactions. However, such a simple “fingerprint” experiment at one-

ligand concentration does not provide information about the Kd. As was expected our NMR 

screening experiments show that all four known ligands (histidine, lysine, arginine and ornithine) 

bind with HisJ. In addition, we also observed that a few amino acid analogs, and post-

translationally modified amino acid derivatives could also bind with HisJ (see Table 5.1). 

Nonetheless, the NMR screening results also showed that several compounds (e.g. L-histidine 

amide, D-histidine, histamine, cis-urocanic acid, trans-urocanic acid, imidazole, 1,2,4-triazole, L-

glycine, L-arginine amide, L-lysine amide and 2,6-diaminopimelic acid) did not bind at all to 

HisJ (Table 5.1 and Figure 5.3-5.7).  
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Clearly these compounds all lack certain chemical features, such as the free carboxylate 

group, that seems to be essential for recognition by HisJ. On the other hand L-histidine, N-acetyl 

L-histidine, 1-methyl L-histidine, 3-methyl L-histidine, L-arginine, homo-L-arginine, NG-

methyl-L-arginine, NG, NG’-dimethyl-L-arginine, L-lysine and L-ornithine all were shown to 

bind to HisJ. Hence in subsequent experiments the binding of these compounds identified in the 

screening was assessed in a more quantitative manner by ITC and DSC experiments. 

Table 5. 1. Thermodynamic parameters obtained for ITC titration and screening data obtained 
from fingerprint-NMR experiments for HisJ and various ligands at pH 7.0.The ITC data are the 
average of at least three experiments with standard deviation. For the NMR data ‘+’ means 
changes were observed in the HSQC spectra implying ligand binding, while ‘-’ means no 
changes could be detected and the ligand did not bind. 
 

Ligand Kd N ΔH 

(Kcal/mol) 

TΔS 

(Kcal/mol) 

NMR 

L-histidine 64± 10 nM 0.9±0.5 -11.9±0.6 -0.006 Slow  

N-acetyl L-histidine  27±9 µM 0.9±0.0 -1.5±0.3 0.015 + 

L-histidine amide No binding - - - + 

1-methyl-L-histidine 18±1 µM 1.6±0.2 -0.7±0.04 0.019 + 

3-methyl-L-histidine 3±0.7 µM 0.5±0.07 -7.21±0.06 0.001 + 

D-histidine No binding - - - - 

β-(1, 2, 4-triazol-3-yl) DL-alanine No binding - - - + 

Carnosine No binding - - - + 

Histamine No binding - - - - 

Cis-Urocanic acid No binding - - - - 

Trans-Urocanic acid No binding - - - - 

Imidazole No binding - - - - 
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1,2,4-triazole No binding - - - - 

L-glycine No binding - - - - 

L-arginine 3±1 µM 1±0.04 0.53±0.02 0.027 Slow 

Homo-L-arginine 2±0 µM 1±0 2.52±0.01 0.034 + 

Nα-acetyl-L-arginine No binding - - - + 

L-arginine amide No binding - - - + 

NG-methyl-L-arginine 1.3±0.8 µM 0.9±0.2 -3.2±0.8 0.016 + 

NG, NG- dimethyl-L-arginine No-binding _ - - + 

NG, NG´- dimethyl-L-arginine 

(asymmetric) 

6±1 µM 0.3±0.05 6.54±1 0.045 + 

L-lysine 19.5±6 µM 1±0 2.3±0.06 0.029 Fast 

Nα-acetyl L-lysine No binding _ - - + 

Nε-acetyl-L-lysine No binding _ - - + 

L-lysine amide No binding - - - + 

Nε, Nε-dimethyl-L-lysine No binding _ - - + 

Nε, Nε, Nε-trimethyllysine No binding _ - - + 

L-ornithine 72±4 µM 1.3±0.4 1.7±0.1 0.020 Fast 

L-2, 4-diaminobutyric acid No binding - - - + 

2,6-diaminopimelic acid No binding - - - - 

‡ No binding means that binding was tested but was too weak to be observed by ITC. 
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Figure 5. 3. 1H,15N (TROSY) HSQC overlay spectra for 1H,15N HisJ (black) in the presence of an 
excess of 20 times of various histidine analogs, enantiomers or derivatives , or post 
translationally modified products (red). All experiments were carried out in 50 mM  sodium 
phosphate buffer, pH 7.0 at 25°C. 
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Figure 5. 4. 1H,15N (TROSY) HSQC overlay spectra of 1H,15N HisJ (black) in the presence of an 
excess of 20 times of various naturally occuring histidine breakdown products (red), and other 
structurally related compounds. All experiments were carried out in 50 mM  sodium phosphate 
buffer, pH 7.0 at 25°C. 
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Figure 5. 5. 1H,15N (TROSY) HSQC overlay spectra of 1H,15N HisJ (black) in the presence of an 
excess of 20 times arginine analogs and post translationally produced derivatives (red): (a) 
Homo-L-Arg, (b)Nα-acetyl L-Arg, (c)L-Arg amide, (d) NG-methyl-L-Arg , (e) NG,NG-dimethyl-
L-Arg and (f) NG, NGʹ′- dimethyl-L-Arg. All experiments were carried out in 50 mM  sodium 
phosphate buffer, pH 7.0 at 25°C. 
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Figure 5. 6. 1H,15N (TROSY) HSQC overlay spectra of 1H,15N HisJ (black) in the presence of an 
excess of 20 times lysine analogs and post-translational derivatives (red): (a) Nα-acetyl-L-Lys, 
(b) Nε-acetyl-L-Lys, (c) Nε, Nε-dimethyl-L-Lys and (d) Nε, Nε, Nε-trimethyl-L-Lys. All 
experiments were carried out in 50 mM  sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.0 at 25°C. 
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Figure 5. 7. 1H,15N (TROSY) HSQC overlay spectra of 1H,15N HisJ (black) in the presence of an 
excess of 20 times glycine (a), L-2,4-diaminobutyric acid (b) and 2,6-diaminopimelic acid (c) 
(red). All experiments were carried out in 50 mM  sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.0 at 25°C. 

 

5.3.3 Ligand binding: ITC experiments 

We used ITC to quantitatively determine the binding of HisJ towards L-His, L-Lys, L-

Arg, L-Orn, D-His and various amino acid analogs, His-metabolites and post-translationally 

modified amino acid derivatives (Fig. 5.8). As the data presented in Table 5.1 indicates, HisJ 

binds with L-His with nM affinity (Fig. 5.9.a) as was reported by us previously106.  
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Figure 5. 8. Chemical formula of different analogs, enantiomers and other metabolites of L-His, 
L-Arg, L-Lys and L-Orn. All structures were drawn by using MarvinSketch. 
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Figure 5. 9. Representative binding data as measured by ITC HisJ binding with a) L-His, b) L-
Arg, c) L-Lys and d) L-Orn. The smooth lines in the lower plots represent the best fit to the data 
using one-site binding model whereas the dots represent actual injection. All experiments were 
carried out by in 20 mM HEPES, 100 mM NaCl, pH 7.0 at 30°C.  

 

The crystal structure data for HisJ bound to L-His show several non-covalent interactions 

between the COO- (S72 N, R77 guanidino, T121 N) and NH3
+ (S70 O, S72 –OH with T121 –OH 

via a water molecule) groups on L-His and HisJ, indicating the possibility of important ligand 

recognition mechanism355,356,358. Hence we also studied the binding of L-histidine amide and N-

acetyl L-histidine to probe the importance of the negatively charged carboxylate group and the 

positively charged amino terminal group.  

The ring nitrogens (Nδ1 and Nε2) of L-histidine also participate in the binding event by 

forming non-covalent interactions with various amino acid side chains of HisJ. In this work we 

also studied the binding of two naturally occurring amino acids 1-methyl-His and 3-methyl-His 

having different steric properties compared to L-His in the vicinity of those two nitrogens.  1-

methyl-His is a marker of meat consumption369 and 3-methyl-His is considered an important 

biomarker for patients that suffer from cachexia, a muscle wasting disease370. As the data in 
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Table 1 show L-histidine amide does not bind to HisJ, whereas N-acetyl L-histidine can still bind 

with HisJ, however with reduced affinity (Table 5.1, Fig. 5.10.A). Similarly, 1-methyl-L-

histidine and 3-methyl-L-histidine also bound to HisJ with much reduced affinities (µM) 

compared to the affinity of L-His with the HisJ protein (Table 5.1).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5. 10. Representative binding data for HisJ binding with a) N-acetyl-L-His, b) 1-methyl-
L-His and c) 3-methyl L-His. The smooth lines in the lower plots represent the best fit to the data 
using the one-site binding model whereas the dots represent actual injection. All experiments 
were carried out in 20 mM HEPES, 100 mM NaCl, pH 7.0 at 30°C. 

 

This weakened interaction of 3-methyl-L-histidine compared to L-His with HisJ is also 

reflected by the crystallographic data where additional hydrogen bonding was observed between 

position-3 of the ring nitrogen of histidine and S69 of HisJ356. It is also apparent that position-3 

of the ring nitrogen must play a different role than the –NH at position-1 as 3-methyl-L-histidine 

binds slightly stronger than 1-methyl histidine (Table 5.1). Taken together, our ITC data indicate 

that although the COO-, NH3
+ and ring nitrogen groups of L-histidine form important non-

covalent interactions with HisJ amino acid residues as shown by X-ray crystallography355,356,358, 
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the COO- group plays a more crucial role for ligand recognition and high affinity binding to 

HisJ. While the free carboxylate is important, interactions with the side chain are clearly also 

significant contributors, as L-Gly does not bind. Likewise imidazole representing part of the His 

side chain does not bind by itself either. Overall, histidine and all histidine analogs that display 

interactions in the ITC experiments, show a negative enthalpy of binding which in turn indicates 

favorable exothermic reactions (Fig. 5.10). We also titrated in a solution of D-histidine into a 

HisJ solution and observed no interaction, indicating that the binding is stereospecific as well 

(Table 5.1).  

We further investigated the ability of HisJ to recognize the L-histidine backbone for high 

affinity binding by titrating in a histidine analog which does not exist naturally, such as β-(1, 2, 

4-triazol-3-yl) DL-alanine as well as the naturally occurring dipeptide carnosine (for structures 

see Fig.5.8). In addition to differences in chemical features, successful incorporation of the 

histidine analog, β-(1, 2, 4-triazol-3-yl) DL-alanine, into histidine-auxotrophic E.coli371 led us to 

investigate the possible role of HisJ as a potential transporter. Because of the potential beneficial 

effects of carnosine supplementation on several diseases such as diabetes, neurodegenerative 

diseases, diseases of the sense organs, aging and cancers372, we also selected this physiologically 

important dipeptide as a possible candidate for HisJ binding. However, both of these histidine 

analogs did not show any interaction with HisJ in the ITC experiments (Table 5.1).  

Finally, we evaluated the binding of naturally occurring breakdown products derived 

from histidine, such as histamine and cis- or trans-urocanic acids (Fig.5.4). Histamine, is a 

biogenic amine that is well known for its regulatory role in inflammation, gastric acid secretion, 

and neurotransmission373. On the other hand, as a major absorber of ultraviolet radiation, 

urocanic acid, a breakdown product of His, is also well known for its role in immunosuppression, 
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skin cancer development and skin barrier function374. Table 5.1 shows that histamine and both 

forms of urocanic acids fail to bind with HisJ. These data further confirm our observations for an 

important role of COO- and -NH2 groups in ligand recognition and binding with HisJ because 

histamine does not contain the terminal carboxyl group and urocanic acid lacks the –NH2 group. 

 Table 5.1 also provides the ITC binding data obtained for HisJ with L-Arg, L-Lys 

and L-Orn and Figure 5.9 shows the representative ITC plots recorded for those titrations. As can 

be seen in Table 1, both L-Arg and L-Lys bind to HisJ with Kd = 3 and 19.5 µM respectively, 

whereas L-Orn shows the weakest interaction with HisJ at ~ 72 µM (Fig.5.9). These data not 

only confirm that L-Arg, L-Lys and L-Orn by comparison form low affinity ligands for HisJ, but 

also reveal the previously reported trend of binding affinities between the low affinity ligands 

353,349,354. In addition to the fact that L-Arg, L-Lys and L-Orn have a lower affinity for HisJ 

compared to L-His, the ITC experiments also show that these ligands interact with HisJ in an 

endothermic fashion, whereas the high affinity ligand L-His binds to HisJ in an exothermic 

reaction (Fig. 5.9). The differences seen for the thermodynamic parameters measured for His and 

its analogs as opposed to the other basic amino acids, could be related to the partial protonation 

of the His sidechain at our experimental pH. Therefore, the possible effects of His sidechain 

protonation were evaluated by performing additional ITC experiments as a function of pH (5.8-

7.8) for L-His, N-acetyl His and L-Arg (data not shown). However these data did not support this 

idea, as the enthalpy for His binding remained negative throughout. Possibly a change in the 

binding pattern with additional water molecules being displaced from the binding site of HisJ, 

when the longer Lys and Arg sidechains bind, may be responsible for this difference in the 

thermodynamic parameters. Such a displacement of bound water molecules has in fact been seen 

in the crystal structure of the related LAOBP protein357.  
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 The crystal structure of HisJ bound to L-His shows that the NH3
+ and COO- groups 

of L-His are positioned deep within the binding cleft between the N- and the C-lobes of the 

protein358. Hence we wanted to explore the importance of the α- and ε- NH3
+ groups of L-Arg 

and L-lysine for binding to the HisJ protein. When Nα-acetyl-L-Arg and Nα-acetyl-L-Lys were 

titrated into a solution of HisJ, they did not show any binding (Table 5.1), in contrast to the 

observation for N-acetyl L-histidine, which still bound to HisJ with µM affinity (Fig.5.11). 

Interestingly, modified versions of the ε-NH3
+ group of L-Lys, with di- and tri- methyl groups 

were also unable to interact with HisJ. Not unexpectedly, the Nε-acetyl-L-lysine, which does not 

retain its positive charge on the side chain, does not bind either. Therefore, we conclude that the 

unmodified ε-NH3
+- group of lysine is essential to establish an interaction with the HisJ protein. 

Naturally occurring variants of methylated and acylated Arg (and Lys) play an important role in 

the epigenetic code of histone proteins375. 

Intriguingly, homo-L-Arg, having an additional –CH2 group in the side chain compared 

to the naturally occurring L-Arg, shows comparable affinity (Table 1). Similarly, NG-methyl-L-

Arg shows a very similar binding affinity, whereas NG, NG´-dimethyl L-Arg (asymmetric) has a 

lower affinity (Fig. 5.11). Taken together, the slightly stronger binding of the longer side chain 

with HisJ, is likely caused by additional hydrophobic interactions, taking into account that there 

are numerous hydrophobic residues in the HisJ binding pocket356,358. Our ITC data also support 

this idea, as most of the binding events were driven by unfavorable enthalpy and favorable 

entropy except for NG-methyl-L-Arg (Fig.5.11). Therefore, hydrophobic forces might play a 

major role. Nonetheless, this type of interaction was completely absent during titration with NG, 

NG-dimethyl L-arginine (symmetric). Possibly, the presence of the additional –CH3 group at both 
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terminal positions makes the side chain bulkier and it prevents proper hydrogen bonding required 

to fit in the HisJ binding pocket. Nonetheless, an interaction was detected in the NMR screen, 

suggesting that weak binding of the compound may still occur. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5. 11. Representative binding data for HisJ binding with a) Homo-L-arginine, b) NG-
methyl-L-Arg and c) NG, NG´- dimethyl-L-Arginine. The smooth lines in the lower plots 
represent the best fit to the data using a one-site binding model whereas the dots represent actual 
injection. All experiments were carried out in 20 mM HEPES, 100 mM NaCl, pH 7.0 at 30°C. 

 

We also titrated in L-2,4-diaminobutyric acid and 2,6-diaminopimelic acid solutions into 

HisJ to investigate the influence of chain length and terminal group on high and low affinity 

binding (Table 5.1). Diaminobutyric acid is shorter than L-Orn and it shows essentially no 

binding. Likewise 2,6-diaminopimelic acid, which is a constituent of peptidoglycan in Gram-

negative bacteria, did not bind. 

5.3.4 Thermal stability of apo- and liganded-HisJ  

The thermal stability of apo-HisJ and HisJ protein in the presence of L-His, L-Arg, L-Lys 

and L-Orn has been previously reported376. In our study we have reevaluated the thermal stability 
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of apo-HisJ and HisJ in the presence of the aforementioned amino acids under our experimental 

conditions (20 mM HEPES, 100 mM NaCl at pH 7.0). In addition, we also studied the protein 

thermal stability in the presence of various other related compounds.  

 Our DSC experiments show that apo-HisJ has a Tm at 55.9 °C (Table 5.2, Figure 

5.12.a). This Tm for apo-HisJ is very close to the Tm previously published that was obtained for 

the protein in 5 mM Tris/HCl buffer, pH 8.3. Our DSC experiments were done at a different pH 

value than a previous report, where the authors observed independent unfolding of the two 

domains of the protein376.  However, at pH 7.0, the ratio of ΔH/ΔHvH is close to 1 suggesting that 

apo-HisJ and ligand-bound HisJ both unfold as a single cooperative unit similar to the results 

obtained with the related maltose binding protein and the arabinose-binding protein377,378. Values 

of ΔH/ΔHvH close to unity for two domain type I and type II periplasmic proteins, reflect the fact 

that there are substantial interactions between the two domains which causes them to denature in 

a single two-state transition377,378. 

Table 5. 2. DSC data obtained for HisJ and various ligands at pH 7.0. 

Ligands Melting temperature ΔH/ΔHvH 

Apo-hisJ 55.9±0.04* 0.88 

L-histidine 61.7±0.01 1.20 

N-acetyl-L-histidine 57.0±0.04 1.03 

1-methyl-L-histidine 56.6±0.02 1.04 

3-methyl-L-histidine 58.5±0.04 1.06 

β-(1, 2, 4-triazol-3-yl) DL-alanine 56.7±0.02 1.11 
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*The error in the curve fitting is indicated. 

Our DSC experiments also showed that the HisJ protein in the presence of 5 times excess 

of β-(1, 2, 4-triazol-3-yl) DL-alanine and histamine showed a Tm value very close to the thermal 

denaturation temperature of apo-HisJ, pointing towards a very weak interaction for these ligands 

with HisJ. These data further confirm our observations from the NMR screening and ITC 

experiments (see Table 5.1), as we find that only those compounds that demonstrated binding in 

ITC experiments give rise to an increased Tm in the DSC experiments (Fig.5.12.b). Moreover, as 

anticipated, the more tightly binding ligands have the largest effect on the Tm of HisJ. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 5. 12. Representative DSC data obtained for a) apo-HisJ and for b) HisJ in the presence 
of a five fold concentration of L-histidine. Experiments were carried out in 20 mM HEPES, 100 
mM NaCl at pH 7.0. The red curve is a fit of the heat of unfolding data for HisJ to a simple non-
2-state unfolding model. 

Histamine 56.4±0.20 0.67 

L-arginine 60.0±0.05 1.21 

Homo-L-arginine 60.0±0.07 1.20 

NG -methyl-L- arginine 59.9±0.05 1.31 

NG, NG´- dimethyl-L-arginine 57.2±0.02 1.11 

L-lysine 57.1±0.02 1.07 

L-ornithine 56.1±0.02 1.05 
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5.4. Discussion 
In this work we have explored the specificity of the binding pocket of E. coli HisJ, a 

protein that can interact with the ligands L-histidine, L-arginine, L-lysine and L-ornithine with 

affinities ranging from nM to weak µM respectively. We also have compared the data with 

available structural data for the related PBP LAOBP106,355-358. From the chemical shift changes 

observed for characteristic residues in our NMR titration data, we conclude that HisJ forms a 

similar global fold, with all four ligands bound. Similar observations have also been reported to 

the folding events observed during the binding of the same four ligands to the LAOBP protein. 

This is of interest because a previous report has indicated that only the closed form of HisJ can 

lead to efficient ATP hydrolysis when the liganded protein interacts with HisQMP2, and hence 

give rise to substrate translocation379. A common liganded form for both HisJ and LAOBP will 

make the signal transduction that leads to ATP hydrolysis and subsequent transport more 

efficient.  

1H,15N NMR HSQC titration experiments could identify differences in the side chain 

orientation of the same amino acid residues in the binding cleft on HisJ, that interact with L-Arg, 

L-Lys and L-Orn in the LAOBP crystal structure107. According to our NMR titration data, all 

these residues are involved in strong binding for L-His and L-Arg whereas due to the differences 

of dynamics of the exchange rate of the same residues, L-Lys and L-Orn appeared as weaker 

binders of HisJ. This forms a possible molecular discrimination mechanism between high and 

low affinity ligands for HisJ. 

Additionally, our ITC data confirm the ligand binding abilities towards all four ligands 

reported earlier106,353-354. Moreover, we also show that HisJ interacts selectively with L-His over 

D-histidine and is capable of binding to some biologically relevant L-His analogs, such as 1-
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methyl-L-His and 3-methyl-L-His. We did not observe any binding when either L-glycine, 

imidazole or triazole solutions were titrated into HisJ to probe the impact of either backbone or 

sidechain alone, which is an indication of higher selectivity and specificity of HisJ towards 

different ligands in terms of molecular recognition. Using ITC experiments we further 

established that the presence of the free α-COO- group on L-histidine is crucial for high affinity 

binding as no interactions were observed for histamine binding. This is consistent with the fact 

that L-histidine amide only binds very weakly to HisJ. 

Although we did not observe any interaction with either of the N-acetyl-Arg/Lys, or L-

His/Arg/Lys amide compounds in the ITC experiments, in the initial NMR screening analyses, 

all these ligands were shown to participate in complex formation with HisJ. We also observed a 

similar trend of complex formation in all the methylated-L-Lys analogs in NMR screening along 

with β-(1,2,4-triazol-3-yl) DL-alanine, carnosine and L-2,4-diaminobutyric acids. We 

hypothesize that this type of interaction is too weak (Kd>10-4 M) to detect by ITC, whereas NMR 

spectroscopy is highly sensitive technique for detecting weak protein-protein/ligand interactions, 

where the Kd can be in the mM range380. Somehow HisJ could bind the aforementioned ligands 

but due to rapid dissociation rates of these interactions, there was no significant heat generated in 

the ITC titrations. The binding affinities we observed in the ITC are also reflected in DSC where 

HisJ with the strongly associated ligands appears to unfold at higher melting temperature. It 

seems likely that these calorimetric observations are related to the fact that only the binding of 

some ligands can generate the closed form of the protein. 

From all the biophysical data obtained in this investigation, we can conclude that the α-

COO- group plays a pivotal role for higher selectivity of ligands by HisJ. Overall our results form 

a preliminary step for designing a robust sensitive biosensor, that could detect either L-His, or 3- 
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methyl L-His. Developing of a biosensor with good sensitivity and selectivity can have a 

profound impact on health and biosafety381. Fluorescent adducts of several other PBP’s are 

currently under investigation as protein based biosensors for the detection of glucose365 and other 

metabolites382,383,108 in the hope that they can promote detection of disease and be used to follow 

the efficacy of  treatments. Novel approaches for introducing fluorescent moieties in these 

protein biosensors are also being explored, and together such studies set the stage for future work 

towards the development of a biosensor that is based on HisJ. 

Furthermore, our current studies on HisJ, as a representative of type I and type II PBPs, 

will help us to understand how this protein family displays a remarkable degree of specificity 

and high affinity towards one amino acid but not others. Further ligand-screening investigations 

of the interactions with other proteins from the PBP family will also help shed light on the 

evolutionary relationship of these proteins in terms of their selectivity for different amino acids.  
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CHAPTER 6: Conclusion 

6.1 Conclusions and future studies 

The work in this thesis has served to evaluate possible strategies to overcome the rapidly 

emerging problem of bacterial resistance to conventional antibiotics. This thesis can be broadly 

divided into two major areas: developing alternative strategies to tackle bacterial resistance and 

understanding cellular processes including the transport of biomolecules as well as signal 

transduction that leads to bacterial pathogenicity. The alternative strategies studied here include a 

better understanding of the biosynthesis of a novel antibiotic friulimicin as well as investigations 

of antimicrobial peptides that target antibiotic-resistant microorganisms. The work described in 

this thesis included studies of periplasmic binding proteins such as FecB and HisJ that mediate 

biomolecular transport in the periplasm of Gram-negative bacteria. Moreover preliminary results 

regarding a bacterial signaling cascade in the periplasm with the goal of developing an inhibitor 

that perturbs the virulence mechanism will be mentioned below. The following sections contain a 

brief summary of each chapter, our findings, the remaining questions to be answered and 

possible future directions. 

 

6.2 Acyl carrier protein and its cognate enzymes 

The discovery of new antibiotics and their approval for clinical use are currently at an 

alarmingly slow rate384. Hence, in many academic institutions intensive investigations are 

ongoing to unearth new antibiotics with more potency.  In the antibiotic research area, the market 

value of an effective antibiotic against multidrug-resistant pathogens is immensely high. Using 

the NRPS biosynthetic machinery is one of the available strategies to produce novel bioactive 

peptides385, which could show potential against multidrug resistant pathogens. Because of their 
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modular molecular structure, NRPSs can be subjected to biosynthetic engineering. However, re-

engineering of NRPs in the past has suffered from low throughput, low product yields, 

cumbersome cloning strategies, and a general lack of robustness384. This is probably caused by 

the fact that currently we don’t have sufficient biochemical and biophysical information about 

this potentially powerful biosynthetic machinery. Part of the scope of this thesis is to understand 

the structure and mechanisms of the proteins and enzymes that are involved in a natural product 

biosynthetic pathway such as NRPS.  

In the second chapter, we have characterized the free-standing ACP that is involved in 

the biosynthesis of the lipopeptide antibiotic, friulimicin. While the synthesis of the peptide 

portion is mediated by the NRPS gene cluster, the acylation reaction is carried out by the LipD 

ACP and the enzyme LipA. We concluded from our investigations that subtle structural plasticity 

of LipD is needed for the enzymatic reactions and successive acylation of the friulimicin. 

However, our study did not address the role of the cognate acylation enzyme, LipA, which is 

thought to be involved in the fatty acid activation. LipA from A. friuliensis is a fatty acyl-AMP 

ligase (FAAL) that belongs to the “acyl-adenylate/thioester-forming” superfamily of enzymes. It 

shares 35% sequence identity and is structurally homologous to the FAAL of L. pneumophilla 

(3KXW)386. Studying the acylation reaction is important as the activity of friulimicin is 

influenced by the length24,387 and structure176 of the fatty acyl chain.  

FAAL first activates the carboxylate group of a fatty acid in the presence of ATP and 

then catalyzes the transfer of the adenylated acyl chain onto the holo-ACP. In contrast, the fatty 

acyl-CoA ligase (FACL) that also belongs to the “acyl-adenylate/thioester-forming” superfamily 

converts the acyl-adenylate to the acyl-CoA in the presence of CoA388,389.  However, FAAL has 

evolved from the omnipresent FACL390 and is involved in crosstalk between FASs and PKSs in 
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mycobacteria391. FAAL possesses the CoA binding pocket similar to FACL, but is unable to 

synthesize acyl-CoA due to the presence of a novel insertion motif positioned close to the active 

site which impedes the movement of domains390. Sequence comparisons of LipA with FAAL and 

FACL enzymes from various organisms reveal the presence of a similar insertion motif in LipA 

(Fig. 6.1). 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 6. 1. Part of the amino-acid sequence of LipA (Q7X541) from A. friuliensis is aligned 
with Polyketide synthase from Synechococcus quadruplicatum (B1XKC6), Saframycin Mx1 
synthetase B from Legionella pneumophila subsp. pneumophila  (Q5ZTD3), Long-chain-fatty-
acid-AMP ligase FadD28 (P9WQ59) from Mycobacterium tuberculosis, putative saframycin 
Mx1 synthetase B from E. coli (A0A0H2VDD9), Malonyl CoA synthetase from R. palustris 
(Q6ND88R), acetyl coenzyme A synthetase from S. typhimurium (A0A0H3NIU7), medium 
chain fatty acid CoA ligase  (Q72L27) from T. thermophiles, 4-chlorobenzoyl CoA ligase from 
Alcaligenes sp.( Q8GN86). The first five sequences are representatives of FAAL enzymes and 
last four sequences are selected as representatives of FACL enzyme. For clarity only part of the 
sequence alignment is presented here and the insertion sequences are highlighted in the 
rectangle. 
 

LipA and LipD are positioned very near to the friulimicin gene cluster similar to other 

FAALs, which are usually located next to their cognate PKS/NRPS gene clusters. This 

conserved organization possibly provides a dual advantage, both in terms of co-expression of 

two proteins as well as in substrate channeling of the labile acyl-AMP intermediate388,32,392. 

However, evidence suggests that although FAAL and FACL enzymes utilize the same fatty acid 

pool, they participate in different metabolic pathways in distinct stages of the M. tuberculosis life 
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cycle390. Our BLAST analysis results confirm the presence of a 511 amino acid long FACL 

enzyme in A. friuliensis (Sequence ID: WP_023562386.1). Unlike the situation for M. 

tuberculosis391, the role of the FACL is not characterized in the filamentous microorganism A. 

friuliensis. Further in-vivo and in-vitro studies of FAAL and FACL are needed to delineate the 

reasons for their co-existence in A. friuliensis. Nonetheless, biochemical studies of the LipA 

homologs DptE21 and FtpD388 have revealed that FAAL type enzymes can transfer both medium 

and long chain fatty acids to their cognate ACPs. Hence, we carried out molecular cloning and 

expression trials of A. friuliensis LipA in various E. coli expression systems in an attempt to 

better understand the acylation process. Unfortunately, all the trials we conducted were 

unsuccessful due to poor solubility of the gene-product and the highly unstable nature of this 

enzyme. Understanding the enzymatic conversions will be a prerequisite for the bioengineering 

of the acylation NRPS machineries to synthesize more potent antibiotics. In the future, 

biochemical and structural studies of a ternary complex of the FAAL enzyme LipA, its cognate 

ACP LipD, and the NRPS biosynthetic machinery should be undertaken to unlock the “mystery” 

of the acyl chain transfer mechanism in the biosynthesis of friulimicin and related lipopeptides. 

 

6.3 Antimicrobial peptide induced inhibition of ACP 

AMPs are gaining extensive attention from academic researchers for their efficacy in 

eliminating recalcitrant multidrug resistant pathogens. Despite their numerous advantages as 

potential alternative therapeutic strategies compared to conventional antibiotics, none of the 

AMPs are in clinical use at the moment except for a few AMPs in topical formulations (e.g, 

Polysporin)393. This is due, in part, to the nonspecific association of AMPs with multiple targets 

that clouds our view of understanding their mode of action. Moreover, the potential clinical use 
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of AMPs is raising concerns about the potential development of resistance to AMPs that is 

acquired by pathogenic strains394. Nonetheless, in addition to the well-known lytic mechanism of 

AMPs, investigations of their mode of action when interacting with intracellular targets are 

currently ongoing.  

A recent study has suggested that the binding of the human cathelicidin-derived peptide 

LL-37 to ACP can change the fatty acid composition profile of F. novicida. This result intrigued 

us and prompted us to further investigate this mechanism to more firmly establish ACP as a 

novel and general target for AMPs. To achieve this objective we first needed a detailed 

understanding of the overall folding properties of the ACP from F. novicida, since our 

preliminary NMR data indicated that F. novicida adopts an unfolded conformation in the absence 

of divalent ions. Moreover from sequence comparisons it was not apparent why F. novicida ACP 

has an N-terminal insertion of twelve residues that is not found in other bacterial ACPs. Our 

biophysical and NMR data revealed that the presence of the divalent ions Ca2+ or Mg2+ is 

essential for proper folding of FnACP. Compared to E. coli ACP and most other bacterial ACPs 

studied to date this behavior could be related to the substitution of the C-terminal His residue by 

Lys in F. novicida ACP. Similar results have been reported earlier for the ACP from V. 

harvyei185. The biochemical role of the additional twelve residues in the N-terminal part of F. 

novicida ACP remains unclear and requires further investigation; our data showed that this part 

of the protein is flexible and does not fold back on the protein surface. This part of the protein is 

not present in other bacterial ACPs and may indicate species-specific role. 

Our SPR studies revealed that several AMPs, but not all, could bind to both apo- and 

holo-ACPs from F. novicida and P. aeruginosa. Our NMR chemical shift perturbation data 

suggested that helix II of PaACP is the primary site of interaction for the AMPs. Since, the 
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residues involved in helix II are identical across various bacterial FAS ACPs, we conclude that 

AMPs, which bind to bacterial ACPs will perturb the fatty acid synthesis by obscuring helix II 

from the enzymes involved in fatty acid synthesis. However, in this thesis we did not present any 

biophysical or biochemical data for AMP mediated fatty acid perturbation. Hence, enzymatic 

studies of ACP and FAS enzymes in the presence of AMPs will need to be done to validate the 

outcome of our predicted binding model. Mutational studies of conserved residues from helix II 

of ACPs can perhaps further validate our interaction model. Potentially an optimized ACP 

binding drug can be designed from an analysis of the bound structures of the various AMPs we 

studied. The practice of targeting bacterial fatty acid synthesis as an anti-infective strategy has 

been around for a long time60. The conserved nature of the FAS enzymes involved across the 

pathogenic and non-pathogenic strains60 is partially responsible for the very little success 

towards obtaining new antibiotics has been achieved to date. Therefore, understanding the 

structure and function of ACP as well as their regulatory interactions is critical for the 

development of a well-designed AMP. In the near future, a novel AMP could be used possibly to 

eradicate bacterial pathogens that currently escape killing by antibiotics and defy eradication by 

conventional therapies. Our observations can also explain the synergy between antibiotics and 

AMPs that have been reported in a few cases395. 

 

6.4 FecB as a periplasmic transporter 

Iron is an essential element for the growth of all forms of life. In oxygen-rich 

environments iron exists in its ferric (Fe3+) form and its concentration is too low to sustain 

bacterial life. As a result, bacteria have evolved specialized iron acquisition systems to obtain 

iron from the extracellular environemnt396,70. Since, outer membrane receptor mediated iron 
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transport of Gram negative bacteria is currently well understood70, our investigation was focused 

on the role of the E. coli periplasmic iron binding protein FecB. Our data revealed that FecB not 

only binds ferric citrate but that it is also showed a great avidity towards several other 

intermediates from the tricarboxylic acid  (TCA) cycle such as iron-free citrate and iso-citrate. 

However, the potential role of FecB mediated transport of such TCA cycle intermediates remains 

largely uncharacterized both in vitro and in vivo. It would therefore be of interest to determine 

whether FecB could play a physiologically relevant role in the transport of citrate, isocitrate, etc. 

Under low iron conditions, any available ferric citrate can bind to the outer membrane 

receptor FecA. Through the cell surface signaling process this in turn facilitates the transcription 

of the ferric citrate transport genes, without ferric-citrate itself being transported into the cell397. 

The binding of ferric citrate to FecA generates a signaling cascade that is transduced through the 

FecR protein to the sigma factor FecI in the cytoplasm398,318.  Under iron-limited conditions, the 

repression by the transcription factor Fur is relieved and FecI can initiate the transcription of the 

ferric citrate transport genes by binding to the RNA-polymerase.  Once the ferric citrate is 

transported into the periplasm through the outer membrane receptor FecA, the ferric citrate forms 

a complex with the periplasmic binding protein FecB before it is shuttled into the cytosol 

through the inner membrane ATPase-permease complex82. However, in E. coli the transport of 

citrate inside the cell is only possible under anaerobic conditions in the presence of citrate-

induced transporter, CitT399. Under similar conditions, when the ferric iron concentration is very 

low, Fur-mediated repression is observed for TCA cycle enzymes such as succinate 

dehydrogenase, aconitase, and fumarase400. Possibly in iron-limited conditions, the periplasmic 

binding protein, FecB can form complexes with the iron-free citrate. FecB strongly binds to 

ferric citrate when compared to iron-free citrate, as our binding data have revealed; hence citrate 
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or isocitrate transport could only occur when no ferric-citrate is present. It should be noted that 

the outer membrane receptor FecA can also form a complex with the iron-free citrate318, but it is 

not (yet) clear if it can transport it across the outer membrane. In this context, we are proposing 

that in E. coli FecB can only bind and transport iron-free citrate into the cytoplasm during 

anaerobic iron limited conditions. Comparisons of the three-dimensional crystal or solution 

structures of complexes of FecB with ferric citrate and iron-free citrate respectively potentially 

would shed further light on this unanswered question about the putative role of FecB in 

fundamental cellular processes, other than direct iron transport. Additional biophysical and 

biochemical data of these complexes coupled with studies of the ATPase-permease will need to 

be performed to clarify the role of iron mediated pathogenicity in relation to bacterial metabolic 

processes involving citrate. 

 

6.5 Periplasmic binding proteins and biosensors 

PBPs constitute one of the largest and most widely distributed protein families in bacteria 

and archaea that can recruit and transport a broad number of nutrients. Despite their low 

sequence identity and the substantial differences in their sizes, all the PBPs share a similar three-

dimensional conformation. The monomeric PBPs all have two well-defined globular domains 

that are connected by a hinge region and the groove between the domains constitutes the ligand-

binding site. PBPs can exist either in an open or a closed conformation depending on the 

availability of substrates. The characteristic and relatively large ligand-mediated ‘Venus fly-trap’ 

conformational change, involving repositioning of the two globular domains is often exploited to 

design a reagent-free protein-based biosensor80. In this regard, the type I and II PBPs have been 

well investigated due to this characteristic large conformational change upon ligand binding, 
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when compared to the type III PBPs104. Two major characteristics such as high affinity binding 

and specificity are of great importance when designing a successful protein-based 

biosensor80,104,382. In this regard, the PBPs are well known for their high affinity and specificity 

towards their cognate ligands78,78,106. Several biosensors are designed to detect either a single or 

only a few analytes from  “overcrowded” biological fluids such as blood, urine, or saliva. 

Nonetheless, the potential of PBPs as biosensors remains mostly unexplored because careful 

studies of their ability to bind various analytes, other than the cognate ligands, are very 

limited104. Our detailed investigations of the ligand-binding properties of the E. coli HisJ protein 

revealed that L-histidine is the preferred ligand that binds to HisJ with high affinity (nM).  

However, HisJ was also capable of binding biologically relevant L-His analogs such as 1-

methyl-L-His and 3-methyl-L-His, although the naturally occurring His breakdown products 

urocanic acid and histamine did not bind.  

The compound 1-methyl-histidine, and to a lesser extent 3-methyl-histidine are 

considered as potential biomarkers for meat consumptions401,369. Meat intake has been associated 

with an elevated risk of several chronic diseases401. Perhaps, more importantly 3-methyl-histdine 

is also considered as a biomarker for cachexia, a muscle wasting disease370, that effects patients 

suffering from cancer and other diseases. A noninvasive isotope based strategy is currently being 

used to measure the 3-methyl-histidine levels in urine samples by using gas chromatography-

mass spectrometry402,403. Our data suggests that a fluorescently labeled HisJ could be a possible 

candidate for the rapid and inexpensive detection of 1- and 3-methyl histidine. This would be 

faster and cheaper than the currently available techniques. Since the affinity of these two 

biomarkers is relatively weak compared to L-histidine, a structure-guided random mutagenesis365 

approach in the ligand-binding site of HisJ needs to be undertaken to create a successful mutant 
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HisJ with improved binding affinity for 3-methyl His. Another approach required is the 

introduction of a chemical fluorophore364, that responds to the occupation of the binding site.  

 

6.6 Signal transduction in the periplasm 

Understanding of the cell surface signaling system (CSS) in Gram-negative bacteria 

provides another potential path for tackling bacterial pathogenicity. This system is also known as 

the ECF or Extra Cytoplasmic Function System404. We have investigated one of the CSS systems 

of Pseudomonas aeruginosa, which is responsible for the activation of virulence factors in 

infections of zebrafish and humans115. The virulence operon, VreAIR encodes the receptor-like 

protein (VreA), the anti sigma factor (VreR) and the sigma factor (VrI) (Fig. 6.2).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. 2.  Schematic layout of the Vre system in P. aeruginosa. The distinct protein domains 
that are discussed in the text are indicated. 

Interactions between the C-terminal periplasmic domain of VreR and the N-terminal 

domain (signaling domain) of VreA are important for signal transduction in this CSS system115. 

Based on sequence homology the N-terminal domain of VreA likely has the same structure as 

the signaling domain of the outer membrane receptor proteins FecA76,405 or FpvA406. Malki et. 
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al.407 first provided some molecular detail concerning the binding interface for the signaling 

domain of the receptor (HasR) and the anti sigma factor protein (HasS) from Serratia 

marcescens. However their data remains somewhat questionable because of the unfolded nature 

of C-terminal periplasmic domain of the anti sigma factor involved in the Has system. 

Furthermore, very recently an integrative structural biology approach was undertaken for 

understanding the signaling through the receptor protein HasR118. To gain a better understanding 

of the signaling cascade of the Vre system in the periplasm, the complete periplasmic domain of 

VreR (110-319) was cloned, isotopically labeled and expressed using NMR spectroscopy. A total 

of 81% of the residues of the periplasmic domain of VreR (110-319) were assigned using the 

routine sequential NMR backbone assignment methods.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. 3. The secondary structure, chemical shift index, and amino acid sequences of the 
complete periplasmic domain of VreR (110-319) are shown. The bar graph indicates the 
chemical shift index based on the Cα chemical shifts. The corresponding secondary structural 
elements are indicated as arrows (β-strand) and helices (α-helix). In the amino acid sequence of 
VreR (110-319), the assigned residues are marked in red. 
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The chemical shift index plot (Fig. 6.3) obtained indicates that the majority of the domain 

structure has a beta sheet structure that parallels the recently determined crystal structure of the 

putative anti-sigma factor (4MON) from Parabacteroides distasonis.  

Based on this recent, but as yet unpublished, crystal structure (4MON), two separate 

structural domains (VreR 110-248, VreR 248-319) of the periplasmic domain of VreR were 

identified and cloned separately in order to try to assign the reminder of the backbone in the 

NMR spectra. Different expression and purification strategies were followed to try to obtain 

soluble fractions of both domains. However, all our efforts to express the VreR (248-319) protein 

as a well-folded soluble protein were unsuccessful. So far, the C-terminal domain of VreR (110-

248) construct was successfully expressed and purification was carried out. Analysis of the 

sequential backbone assignment for the VreR (110-248) construct was conducted and 98% of the 

residues were successfully identified in this part of the protein. Except for one helix, this 

construct is clearly dominated by beta sheet structure. The CYANA software package was used 

to calculate the initial structure, relying on automated NOE assignment protocol, hydrogen bond 

restraints, and predicted dihedral angle restraints from TALOS+. The calculated solution 

structure of the periplasmic domain of VreR (110-248) (Fig. 6.4) resembles the beta sandwich 

fold of the crystal structure (4MON). Further refinement is ongoing to minimize the unassigned 

NOE data for determining a high quality structure of VreR (110-248). 
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Figure 6. 4. Ribbon representation of the structure of VreR (110-248) as calculated using 
CYANA where the secondary structures are mostly made up of β-strands forming an extensive 
β-sheet. The portion from VreR (248-319) could not be stably expressed. 

The putative receptor like protein VreA (26-238) from P. aeruginosa was also cloned and 

expressed. First we looked at the NTD of VreA (26-116) and this gave a well-dispersed HSQC 

spectrum that was fully assigned. It is observed from the HSQC spectrum of full length VreA 

(26-238) that its CTD is more flexible compared to the NTD, as the peaks for the CTD portion of 

the protein are all clustered around the middle of the spectrum (Fig. 6.5). An NMR titration 

experiment was carried out with 15N-labelled VreA (26-238) and non-labelled VreR (110-319). 

The data shows the continued presence of all the cross peaks associated with the CTD (123-238) 

of VreA whereas the spectrum for the NTD (26-116) of VreA disappears due to the binding to 

the periplasmic domain of VreR (110-319) (Fig. 6. 6). 

Since only the NTD (26-116) of VreA was affected during initial interaction studies with 

VreR (110-319), titration experiments were carried out for 2D, 15N NTD of VreA (26-116) in the 

presence of excess unlabeled VreR (110-319), and vice versa (Fig 6.7 and 6.8). Based on the 

residues that were most affected in the NMR titration data, the HADDOCK server was then used 

to generate a docking model of the complex of the NTD of VreA (26-116) and the periplasmic 
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domain of VreR (110-319).  From the docking model, four residues were identified as critical 

residues for forming electrostatic interaction between these two signaling partners (Fig. 6.9). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. 5.  1H,15N- HSQC spectra of the N-terminal domain of VreA (26-116) in red is 
overlaid on a spectrum of VreA (26-238) shown in black. Note the overlapping black signals 
near the centre of the black spectrum, suggesting that the C-terminal part (117-238) of VreA is 
mostly unfolded. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. 6. 1H,15N- HSQC spectra of VreA (26-238) are overlaid to determine which domain of 
VreA interacts with VreR (110-319). The spectrum of the full construct of VreA (26-238) in 
black is overlaid on a spectrum of VreA (26-238) recorded in the presence of unlabeled VreR 
(110-319)( (1:1) shown in green. All the peaks for the NTD domain (26-116) of VreA have 
disappeared while those for the C-domain are still present. 
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By ITC the binding affinities between the wild type NTD of VreA (26-116) and VreR 

(110-319) were determined in the nM range. This interaction was abolished in the VreA 

D63A/R54A double mutant (Fig. 6.10). These mutagenesis results validated the HADDOCK 

model for the interaction. We conclude that the NTD (26-116) signaling domain of VreA has to 

interact with the C-terminal part of the periplasmic domain of the anti-sigma factor for successful 

signal transduction across the periplasmic space. We hope that our ongoing work on Vre will 

contribute to a better understanding of these CSS systems. Understanding the details of these 

regulatory interactions will be critical for the development of well-designed inhibitors to block 

these ECF signaling cascades. Blocking of the Vre pathway, for example, would prevent the 

induction of biosynthesis of virulence factors in P. aeruginosa. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 6. 7. NMR titration data recorded for 2D,15N NTD of VreA (26-116) in the presence of 
excess unlabeled VreR (110-319). Apo-VreA (26-116) appears in black, whereas 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 
and 2.0 times excess ligands are shown in green, blue, cyan, and red, respectively. 
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Figure 6. 8. 1H,15N (TROSY) HSQC overlay spectra of 2D, 15N VreR (110-319) in the presence 
of excess unlabeled VreA (26-116). Apo-VreR (110-319) appears in black whereas 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 
and 2.0 times excess ligands are shown in green, blue, cyan, and red, respectively. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. 9. The data driven docking model representing the interaction between VreR (110-
319) and VreA (26-116). The structure for VreR (green) was generated by the SWISS-MODEL 
program using the 4MON as the template and the solution structure of VreA (blue) was 
calculated by CYANA. The interaction model is built by HADDOCK model builder program 
and the NMR titration data were used as restraints information for the model. The side chains of 
the residues involved in interaction are also indicated.  
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  a.                           b. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6. 10. Representative binding data as measured by ITC for VreR (110-319) binding with 
(a) VreA (26-116) and (b) the VreA double mutant (D63A/R54A). The smooth lines in the lower 
plots represent the best fit to the data using a one-set binding model whereas the dots represent 
the actual values obtained after each injection. 
 

6.7. Final Thoughts 

After several decades of continued success of antibiotic therapy, a major upcoming 

challenge in our health care system is the rapid development of antibiotic resistance. Our quest to 

try to mitigate this challenge has addressed a few of the issues but many questions remain to be 

answered. For example, lack of a detailed understanding about the cross-talks between FAS and 

NRPS systems is limiting our abilities to develop novel lipopeptide antibiotics. Our progress in 

designing AMPs that can inhibit bacterial fatty acid synthesis also needs further investigations to 

understand whether the FAS inhibition process can be successfully deployed in the presence of 

exogenous fatty acids, that can be taken from the host. Much of our work has been devoted 

toward understanding the role of periplasmic proteins in bacterial cellular process for designing 

better strategies to overcome recalcitrant Gram-negative pathogens. Our results with FecB and 
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HisJ indicate that closer attention must be paid to the issue of specificity with the aim of 

minimizing effects on native microbiota since the signaling pathways we studied remain 

conserved across species.  In the light of the looming threat from drug-resistant infections, 

understanding the potential for interfering in bacteria-host interactions will require the combined 

results from structural biology, biophysical and biochemical studies in conjunction with in vivo 

studies for tackling the pathogenicity of resistant bacteria.  
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